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SERIES 8 CNC Introduction 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The SERIES 8 CNC has two base systems for control of different machine types. 
 

SERIES 8 CNC Software Types 
Milling/Turning 

Machine Package 
Designed for standard milling and turning operations, supports up to six 
interpolated axes and six auxiliary axes. 

Multi-Spindle 
Lathe Package 

Designed for multi-spindle lathes, supports up to four simultaneous 
program streams for 2-axis lathe functions, as well as six additional single 
axis channels. 

  
The SERIES 8 base systems are very flexible, and adaptable to many different machine 
configurations within the general categories. 
 
This manual provides technical support information for setting up these systems to run on 
specific machines. 
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This section describes the basic information regarding the setup and structure of the SERIES 8 
CNC.   The control runs two basic software programs:  one on a PC computer (operator interface 
and file handling), and one on the motion control board (this may be an MC82 or MC84 board).  
All software is stored on the PC, and copied to the motion control board during power up.  An 
exception to this is a system where there is no PC front end required – the software can be stored 
in flash on the motion control board. 

Setting Up the PC Computer 
The PC computer will be configured from the factory when a system is shipped.  If it is 
necessary to completely re-build a system from a new PC, the information in this section is 
provided for doing so. 

Setting the Ethernet Port 
The SERIES 8 PC communicates to the MC82/MC84 board over ethernet using a fixed IP 
address.  No other devices may be using this ethernet connection other than SERIES 8 
components.  To set the IP address of the ethernet port, do the following: 
 
1.  Click on the START button, then select CONTROL PANEL. 
 
2.  From the Control Panel, double-click NETWORK CONNECTIONS. 
 
3.  Double-click on LOCAL AREA CONNECTION. 
 
4. Make sure the following are unchecked: 
  
 Client for Microsoft Networks 
 File and Printer Sharing for Microsoft Networks 
 QoS Packet Scheduler 
 
 Make sure that INTERNET PROTOCOL TCP/IP is checked. 
 
5.  Click on INTERNET PROTOCOL (TCP/IP) to highlight it, then click on PROPERTIES 
 
6.  Check the button "Use the following IP address", and enter the following: 
 
 IP address  192.168.50.2 
 Subnet mask  255.255.255.0 
 Default gateway (leave this blank) 
 
7.  Click OK when finished, and exit all windows. 

Set Clear Type Font Option 
1. From the Windows desktop, place the mouse pointer away from any icons, and right-click. 
 
2.  Select the tab APPEARANCE. 
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3.  Select EFFECTS. 
 
4.  Check the line "Use the following method to smooth edges of screen fonts", and select "Clear 
Type" in the box. 
 
5.  Click OK to exit each window. 

Create SERIES8 Directory Paths 
The following directory paths are standard for the SERIES8, and can be created via Windows 
Explorer: 
 
 C:\PROGRAM FILES\SIEB-MEYER\SERIES8\ 
 C:\PROGRAM FILES\SIEB-MEYER\SERIES8\PMI\ 
 C:\PROGRAM FILES\SIEB-MEYER\SERIES8\APP\ 
  
 C:\DOCUMENTS AND SETTINGS\SERIES 8 CNC\DEFAULT\ 
 C:\DOCUMENTS AND SETTINGS\SERIES 8 CNC\APP\ 
 C:\DOCUMENTS AND SETTINGS\SERIES 8 CNC\PROGRAMS\ 
 
The SERIES8 software files must then be copied to their proper directories.  

Create SERIES 8 Startup 
1.  Using Windows Explorer (right-click START menu and click on EXPLORE), select the 
directory C:\PROGRAM FILES\SIEB-MEYER\SERIES8\. 
 
2.  Locate the file SERIES8.EXE (SERIES8_MSA.EXE for MSA systems).  Right-click on this 
file name, and select SEND TO, then Desktop.  This creates a desktop icon for the SERIES 8. 
 
3.  In the same directory as SERIES8.EXE, locate the filename SERIES8_RESTORE.EXE.  
Right-click on this file name, and select SEND TO, then Desktop.  This creates a desktop icon 
for the SERIES 8 restore program. 
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SERIES 8 System File Locations 
The primary files required to run the SERIES 8 are stored in the directory: 
 
 C:\Program Files\Sieb-Meyer\Series8\ 
 

Milling/Turning Machine File Names 
File Name Description 

series8.exe main program that runs on the PC 
mc82.cnc CNC executive software that runs on the MC82 board  
mc84.cnc CNC executive software that runs on the MC84 board 

mc.cnc CNC executive software that runs if motion control card type is not specified in 
the INI file (this is usually a copy of mc84.cnc) 

series8.eng text file for English text (standard text) 
series8.ini program file location specifications and option settings 
newtext.eng text file updates for English text 
editor.ini key layout for small keyboard in part program editor 

 
Multi-spindle Lathe Files Names 

File Name Description 
series8_msa.exe main program that runs on the PC 
msa82.cnc CNC executive software that runs on the MC82 board 
msa84.cnc CNC executive software that runs on the MC84 board 

msa.cnc CNC executive software that runs if motion control card type is not 
specified in the INI file (this is usually a copy of msa84.cnc) 

series8.eng  text file for English text (standard text) 
series8_msa.ini program file location specifications and option settings 
newtext.eng text file updates for English text 
editor.ini key layout for small keyboard in part program editor 

PMI Files 
PMI files provide specific interface of the CNC software to the machine, they are stored in: 
 
 C:\Program Files\Sieb-Meyer\Series8\pmi\ 
 
PMI files have a ".PMI" file extension. 

APP Files 
APP files are used for canned cycles that may be supplied by SIEB & MEYER America, or 
written by the machine builder or end user.  APP files may be stored in two different directories.  
For cycles that use the same name, the end user files will overwrite the SMUSA files 
 
 C:\Program Files\Sieb-Meyer\Series8\app\  cycles supplied by SMUSA 
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 C:\Documents and Settings\series 8 cnc\app\  cycles written by end user 

Part Program Files 
Part programs are stored in the following directory: 
 
 C:\Documents and Settings\series 8 cnc\programs\ 

System Parameter Files 
System parameters are stored in files on the PC hard disk, and are updated automatically as data 
is changed.  These files are loaded every time SERIES 8 software is started.  These are called 
'default' files, and are stored in the following directory: 
 
 C:\Documents and Settings\series 8 cnc\default\ 
 

System Parameter File Names 
File Name Description 

default.prm Parameter Editor settings 
default.fky Function key definitions (mapping of function key to a command) 
default.fxo Fixture offsets 
default.tlo Tool offsets 
default.smd Page display layout and order 
default.smm Command order (in pull-down menus) and password level settings
default.sta Status management variables (@STVAR[0] - @STVAR[59]) 
default.lsc Leadscrew and backlash compensation values 
default.pw Passwords 
default.sng Default single-axis program (Multi-spindle lathe systems only) 
default.spo Spindle offsets (Multi-spindle lathe systems only) 
default.mid Machine ID 

INI Files 
The SERIES 8 CNC uses a file named "SERIES8.INI" (SERIES8_MSA.INI for multi-spindle 
lathe systems) to define specific pathnames, files, and options.  This allows flexibility to the 
OEM for determining how files are stored on the system.   
 

• NOTE 1: The first line of the SERIES8.INI file must be [General] 
•  
• NOTE 2: When specifying pathnames, the entire pathname from the root directory should 

be specified.  The last character in the line must be a "\", indicating it is a directory. 
•  
• NOTE 3: Lines starting with a semicolon (“;”) are ignored. 
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"SERIES8.INI" and "SERIES8_MSA.INI" File Definitions 

PmiDir 
Defines the pathname where the Programmable Machine Interface (PMI) files are located.  When 
a PMI is compiled on the system, a file named "DEFAULT.PMI" is created and also stored in 
the PmiDir path. 

ProgDir 
Defines the pathname to be used as a default path when selecting a program, entering the 
program editor, and the target directory for the COPY command. 

CopySource 
Defines the pathname to be used as the default source path for the COPY IN command (under 
the FILES menu).  Also used as the default source file path for the COPY FILES command when 
copying files IN.  

CopyDest 
Defines the pathname to be used as the default destination path for the COPY IN command 
(under the FILES menu).  Also used as the default destination file path for the COPY FILES 
command when copying files IN.  

CopyOutSource 
Defines the pathname to be used as the default source path for the COPY OUT command (under 
the FILES menu).  Also used as the default source file path for the COPY FILES command when 
copying files OUT. 

CopyOutDest 
Defines the pathname to be used as the default destination path for the COPY OUT command 
(under the FILES menu).  Also used as the default destination file path for the COPY FILES 
command when copying files OUT.  

AppDir 
Defines the pathname where APP files are stored (APP files include subroutines, cycles, 
conversational program setup pages, and bitmap files for conversational programming).  APP 
files are copied from this directory to the MC840 board during system startup, or whenever the 
update APP files command is executed.  

OemAPP 
Defines the pathname where OEM APP files are stored.  APP files are copied  from this 
directory to the MC840 board during system startup, or whenever the  update APP files 
command is executed.  If APP files also exist in the AppDir  with a duplicate name as in the 
OemAPP directory, the AppDir files will overwrite the OemAPP files.  Another feature of the 
OemAPP directory is that any conversational programming files (.CNV) stored in this directory 
can be inhibited by setting the PMI variable @CNVEN=F.  An example usage of this would be 
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probing cycles, and inhibiting the use of them at operator level.  When  operator level is 
active, PMI sets @CNVEN=F, and the probe cycle options will not appear in conversational 
programming. 

TextFile 
Defines the path and filename for the text file.  The text file contains all the primary text strings 
associated with the SERIES 8 displays.  Normally, the textfile name will be "Series8.eng" for 
English text. 

Newtext 
This command defines the path and filename of optional new text to be used in place of the 
standard text for the SERIES 8 software.  After the system loads the TextFile, it will overwrite 
any text strings that are defined in the Newtext file.  The Newtext file is most commonly used for 
Parameter Editor/PMI entries,  labeling the function keys on the main page, and labeling OEM 
Special programs.  This Newtext file is general purpose however, and is valid for any text strings 
defined in the TextFile.  Syntax in the NewText file is critical for the text to be properly 
replaced:   
 
 - Each line must contain a 4-digit number that corresponds to the text in the TextFile that  
  it will replace 
 - Each line, based on its 4-digit number, must be in ascending order, or it will be ignored 
 - The new text string must be in quotes  

DefaultDir 
Specifies the pathname for the SERIES 8 to store default files (all default files except PMI, 
which is stored in the PMI file directory).  Default files are parameter settings in the control that 
are saved automatically when changed, and then restored the next time software is loaded.  
Default files that are stored: 
 

System Parameter File Names 
File Name Description 

default.prm Parameter Editor settings 
default.fky Function key definitions (mapping of function key to a command) 
default.fxo Fixture offsets 
default.tlo Tool offsets 
default.smd Page display layout and order 
default.smm Command order (in pull-down menus) and password level settings
default.sta Status management variables (@STVAR[0] - @STVAR[59]) 
default.lsc Leadscrew and backlash compensation values 
default.pw Passwords 
default.sng Default single-axis program (Multi-spindle lathe systems only) 
default.spo Spindle offsets (Multi-spindle lathe systems only) 
default.mid Machine ID 
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AppWriteFile 
Specifies the path and filename for the file which will be created when the APP "WRT" 
command is used.  The WRT command allows the part programmer to create a new file based on 
data and events during running of the part program. 

Program 
Specifies the path and filename of the part program to be selected automatically when software is 
loaded.  If this command is not used, then no file is selected when software is loaded.  Additional 
feature:  if the variable @PSAVE is set to true in PMI, then this command line is overwritten 
every time a new program is selected, with the new program file name.  This allows the most 
recent program run to be automatically selected when the system software is started. 

Prog0 -  Prog9 
Specified the path and filename of part programs than can be selected directly from the PROG 
LIST menu under the PROGRAM pull-down menu.  This allows up to ten part programs to be 
pre-defined with name and location, so they can be directly selected instead of using the more 
general purpose SELECT PROGRAM function. 

ServoOnDesktop 
This may be set "=Y", or "=N".  If not specified at all, it is as if "=N".  When set to "Y", it allows 
the operator to select the windows desktop display (from the SYSTEM pull-down menu) if 
servos are on.  Otherwise, servos must be off to display the Windows desktop. 

Editor 
This line specifies the path and command line to be used if an alternate text editor is to be used 
other than the standard Series 8 editor.  When Editor= is set to a valid editor such as Notepad, 
then Notepad would be called up from the SERIES 8 whenever an  "edit" or "edit prog" 
command from the FILES menu is executed.  If the Editor=  line is omitted, then the standard 
SERIES 8 editor is used. 

OemSpecial 
This line defines the pathname and command line that may be executed from the SERIES 8 
under the PROGRAM pull-down menu.  This allows running other Windows applications while 
the SERIES 8 CNC is executing.  When "OEM Special" is selected in the PROGRAM menu, the 
command defined in this line will be executed.   

OemSpecial2 - OemSpecial4 
Similar to OemSpecial, this line defines a second command line that may be executed from the 
SERIES 8.  Up to four additional "OemSpecial" programs can be assigned (OemSpecial2 
through OemSpecial4).   Access to these commands in the Series 8 is from the PROGRAM 
menu, under OEM LIST. 
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Backup 
The line defines a pathname for system backup files to be stored.  The BACKUP command is 
located under the FILES menu.  When executed, the BACKUP command will store all critical 
system files into the path specified by this line.  If the directory does not already exist, it will be 
created.  If backup files already exist, they will be overwritten. 

AutoBackup1 / AutoBackup2 
This feature allows automatic backups of system information to two different locations 
(alternating with each backup).  Two lines are required to make this feature function correctly.  
The backup occurs automatically when the SERIES 8 is shut down.  Files will always be stored 
in the pathname defined by AutoBackup1.  After the backup completes, the file names for 
AutoBackup1 and AutoBackup2 are swapped, so that the alternate filename will be used for the 
next shutdown. 

PMI source 
The line specifies the filename of the last compiled PMI main file.  This line may be used as a 
reference to determine which file was compiled; it is also used on the “list files” button on the 
PMI statement debug panel. 

MCFile 
The line specifies the file that will be transferred to the motion controller board (either 
MC84.CNC or MC82.CNC for milling/turning machines, MSA82.CNC or MSA84.CNC for 
multi-spindle lathes). 

PrintScreenDir 
The line defines a filename for screen images to be stored.  If the operator presses control-P on 
the servo graphics page, an image of the screen will be stored to this directory.  For each 
successive screen capture, the number appended to the filename will be increased by 1, i.e. 
SCREEN0.BMP, SCREEN1.BMP, SCREEN2.BMP, etc. 

ToolOffsetDir 
The line defines a pathname for tool offset files to be stored, and is only used by multi-spindle 
lathe systems.  Whenever tool offsets are changed, the old values will be stored to a subdirectory 
of this directory.  The subdirectory will be named after the current data, e.g. 08May07 if the 
current date is May 8, 2007.  This feature is meant to allow recovery of old tool offsets. 

FlashBoot 
If this parameter is set =Y, the motion controller software will be loaded from the on-board flash 
memory.  Otherwise (or if this parameter is not specified), the motion controller software will be 
loaded from the file specified by MCFile, and transferred to the motion controller board. 

BitMapDir 
The line defines a pathname where bitmap files for operator key images are stored. 
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Example SERIES8.INI file: 

[General] 
; Text strings, language specific 
TextFile=c:\program files\sieb-meyer\series8\series8.eng 
 
; File to load into motion controller board.  Default is msa.cnc 
MCFile=c:\program files\sieb-meyer\series8\msa84.cnc 
 
; Customer-specific text file 
NewText=c:\program files\sieb-meyer\series8\anchor.eng 
 
; File for APP (WRT, command. 
;AppWriteFile=c:\documents and settings\series 8 cnc\app.txt 
 
; Default directory for machine-specific data.  Must end in backslash. 
DefaultDir=c:\documents and settings\series 8 cnc\default\  
 
; Default directory for pmi source files.  Must end in backslash. 
PmiDir=c:\program files\sieb-meyer\series8\pmi\  
 
; Default directory for part programs.  Must end in backslash. 
ProgDir=c:\documents and settings\series 8 cnc\programs\  
 
; Default directory for bitmaps to be displayed instead of text on PMI 
operator buttons.  Must end in backslash. 
;BitmapDir=c:\documents and settings\series 8 cnc\my documents\my pictures\ 
 
; Part program to be loaded automatically at boot-up: 
Program=C:\Documents and Settings\series 8 cnc\programs\5420350808.XZ7 
 
; Directory to store tool offsets each time they're changed.  Must end in 
backslash. 
; Files will be stored as, for example, 1025.tlo in the folder 03Jul07 
;ToolOffsetDir=c:\documents and settings\series 8 cnc\offsets\ 
  
; Default directory for print screen bitmaps.  Must end in backslash. 
;PrintScreenDir=c:\documents and settings\series 8 cnc\my documents\my 
pictures\screen0.bmp 
 
; Part programs to be selected from Program/progam list in pulldown menu 
; Prog0=C:\Documents and Settings\series 8 cnc\programs\prog0.xz7 
; Prog1=C:\Documents and Settings\series 8 cnc\programs\prog1.xz7 
; Prog2=C:\Documents and Settings\series 8 cnc\programs\prog2.xz7 
; Prog3=C:\Documents and Settings\series 8 cnc\programs\prog3.xz7 
; Prog4=C:\Documents and Settings\series 8 cnc\programs\prog4.xz7 
; Prog5=C:\Documents and Settings\series 8 cnc\programs\prog5.xz7 
; Prog6=C:\Documents and Settings\series 8 cnc\programs\prog6.xz7 
; Prog7=C:\Documents and Settings\series 8 cnc\programs\prog7.xz7 
; Prog8=C:\Documents and Settings\series 8 cnc\programs\prog8.xz7 
; Prog9=C:\Documents and Settings\series 8 cnc\programs\prog9.xz7 
 
; Default directory for end-user APP files (will be used instead of OemApp 
files).  Must end in backslash. 
AppDir=c:\documents and settings\series 8 cnc\app\  
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; Default directory for OEM APP files (will be overridden by AppDir files).  
Must end in backslash. 
OemApp=c:\program files\sieb-meyer\series8\app\ 
 
; Log file. Faults and operator actions will be written to this file with a 
time stamp. 
LogFile=c:\documents and settings\series 8 cnc\log.txt 
 
; Editor to be used instead of "built-in" editor.  Warning: may not work 
properly with "edit program". 
;Editor=c:\windows\system32\notepad.exe 
 
; Default source directory for "copy in" operation in "copy files".  Must 
end in backslash. 
;CopySource=e:\ 
 
; Default target directory for "copy in" operation in "copy files".  Must 
end in backslash. 
;CopyDest=c:\documents and settings\series 8 cnc\programs\  
 
; Default source directory for "copy out" operation in "copy files".  Must 
end in backslash. 
;CopyOutSource=c:\documents and settings\series 8 cnc\programs\  
 
; Default target directory for "copy out" operation in "copy files".  Must 
end in backslash. 
;CopyOutDest=e:\ 
 
; Default directory for "backup" operation.  Must end in backslash. 
;Backup=c:\backup\ 
 
; First directory for automatic backup on power down.  Will alternate 
storing between this folder and AutoBackup2.  Must end in backslash. 
;AutoBackup1=c:\auto1\ 
 
; Second directory for automatic backup on power down.  Will alternate 
storing between this folder and AutoBackup1.  Must end in backslash. 
;AutoBackup2=c:\auto2\ 
 
; OEM special program to run on "OEM special" menu selection. 
;OemSpecial=c:\windows\system32\notepad.exe 
 
; OEM special programs to run on "OEM list" menu selection. 
;OemSpecial2=c:\windows\system32\notepad.exe 
;OemSpecial3=c:\windows\system32\notepad.exe 
;OemSpecial4=c:\windows\system32\notepad.exe 
;OemSpecial5=c:\windows\system32\notepad.exe 
 
; Allow "exit to desktop" while servos are on? Y or N, default=N. 
;ServoOnDeksktop=N 
 
; PMI source file.  Used for PMI debug "List files" page. 
PmiSource=C:\Program Files\Sieb-Meyer\Series8\pmi\ ANCHOR1.PMI 
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"EDITOR.INI" File Definitions 
The EDITOR.INI file is used along with the embedded text editor of the SERIES 8 CNC to 
define the keys available on the small keyboard.  The SERIES 8 editor can be switched between 
a full keyboard, and a smaller one.  The smaller one with less keys provides more editing space.  
For typical editing of part programs, not all keys are required. 
 
The EDITOR.INI file must reside in the same directory are the SERIES8.EXE and SERIES8.INI 
files (for MSA systems, these files are called SERIES8_MSA.EXE and SERIES8_MSA.INI). 
 
There are 21 keys available on the small keyboard.  The format of the EDITOR.INI is shown in 
the following example.  The first line must contain the text "[General]", the second line 
determines the default keyboard layout when the editor is started: 
 

Keyboard = Y this specifies to use the full keyboard when the editor is started 
Keyboard = N this specifies to use the small keyboard when the editor is started 
KeyN = each key from 1 to 21 can be assigned a character* 

 
• * special cases for the 'space' and 'enter' keys, where the word 'Space' or 'Enter' is 

assigned to KeyN 

[General] 
Keyboard=N 
Key1=A 
Key2=B 
Key3=C 
Key4=F 
Key5=G 
Key6=I 
Key7=J 
Key8=K 
Key9=M 
Key10=N 
Key11=P 
Key12=R 
Key13=S 
Key14=T 
Key15=U 
Key16=X 
Key17=Y 
Key18=Z 
Key19=% 
Key20=Space 
Key21=Enter 
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Using the "newtext.eng" File 
The primary text messages for the SERIES 8 are supplied in the file "SERIES8.ENG", and are 
provided by SMUSA with any released system.  The messages in this file may be changed by the 
control integrator to suit a particular application, but this is not recommended due to the fact that 
a future release of the SERIES 8 software may include a new SERIES8.ENG file, and these 
hanges would have to be updated into the new file. 

ol 
tegrator that will be compatible with future releases for the base SERIES8.ENG file. 

ng, will overwrite the original 
xt string with the new one. 

c
 
The "NEWTEXT.ENG" file was created as a means to allow message updates by the contr
in
 
Each text string in the SERIES8.ENG starts with a 4-digit number.  Creating a line in the 
NEWTEXT.ENG file that has that number followed by a text stri
te

For exa RImple, in SE ES8.ENG, there is a line: 

1140 "0" 

This is  Parameter Editor PCP-PMI section for parameter "0".  If the 
NEWTEXT.ENG file had the line: 

 displayed in the

1140 "0 - enable air pressure check" 

Then the new text would be displayed in the Parameter Editor. 

nes: 
Text strings in NEWTEXT.ENG must appear in the same order as they appear in 
SERIES8.ENG. 
he special character "\n" creates a two-line display (used in the Function key text areas). 

1381 "Tool\nOffsets"  - creates a 2-line display for the function key 
he special character "&" creates a hot-key character (used in pull-down menus). 

0005 "clear &timers"  - the letter 't' is the hot key for this command 

 
Guideli

1. 

2.  T
  
3.  T
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LOG.TXT File 
A log file is kept in the SERIES 8 to record specific events.  For the most part, this includes all 
FAULT messages that occur.  In addition, the PMI program can be written to save other status 
information as necessary. 
 
Along with the fault message is the time and date that the fault occurred. 

ed in the 
ERIES8.INI file. 

Ma

Load Parameters 
eter Editor.  Under normal 

conditions, the parameter settings are saved upon exiting the Parameter Editor to a file named 
T.PRM", and stored in the DEFAULT directory specified in the SERIES8.INI file.  

This file s then loaded automatically whenever the SERIES 8 CNC software is started. 

and allows recall of a backup copy of the parameter settings 
previously saved with the STORE PARAMETERS command.   

ed, it is NOT automatically saved as the 
DEFAULT.PRM file.  If the SERIES 8 is shut down and then restarted, the previous data is 

ARAMETERS command as the 
efault, it is necessary to enter the Parameter Editor and then exit.  Exiting the Parameter Editor 

 DEFAULT.PRM file with the latest parameter settings. 

Store P
Thi
Edi in the 
DE   This 

TO
ifferent name, for possible later recall with the LOAD PARAMETERS command. 

SERIES 8 System without a PC (LOAD FROM FLASH MEMORY) 
In certain final configurations, the SERIES 8 can be run with only the MC840 card and no PC is 
required.  A PC is needed for setting up the initial software, or to make PMI and Parameter 
Editor changes – but once the system is defined, it can run without a PC. 
 
Under the MAINTENANCE – OEM menu, there is an option to save the executive software to 
flash memory.  Once this is done, the motion control card will  boot from flash memory if no PC 
is connected over the ethernet port. 

 
The LOG file is in a simple text format, and is stored in the directory as defin
S

chine Parameter Files 

This allows recall of previously stored parameters for the Param

"DEFAUL

 
This LOAD PARAMETERS comm

 
Note:  When a new parameter file is load

restored.  In order to save parameters loaded with the LOAD P
d
creates a new

arameters 
s allows creation of a backup file storing the current value of parameters in the Para

 
meter 

tor.  Parameters are automatically saved to the file DEFAULT.PRM (located
FAULT directory of the SERIES8.INI file) any time the Parameter Editor is exited.

RE PARAMETERS command allows saving a separate copy of the parameter file under a S
d
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SERIES 8 Backup and Restore 

Ba

B
he SERIES 8 software provides an easy way to create a backup of all the CNC files.  Under the 

rectory specified in the 
ERIES8.INI file.  Normally this is assigned to the directory path C:\BACKUP\. 

A CKUP: 
I file, an automatic backup of the system occurs every time the 

n.  Two backup directories are available, normally called: 

KUP1\ 

wn.  This 
an be useful if parameter changes were made, and then it is necessary to recover the earlier 

Restoring/Installing SERIES 8 Software 

Res

cking Up SERIES 8 Software 

ACKUP BY REQUEST: 
T
FILES menu, the command 'backup' will store all the CNC files to the di
S

UTOMATIC BA
 If specified in the SERIES8.IN
SERIES 8 software is shut dow
 
 C:\AUTOBAC
 C:\AUTOBACKUP2\ 
 
The SERIES 8 software will alternate between directories with each system shutdown.  
Therefore, a backup will always exist for the last two times the SERIES 8 was shut do
c
values. 

tore 

 
 
The SERIES 8 Restore utility runs from the desktop of the SERIES 8 PC.  Its function is to allow 
restoring of a previous system backup, or to install new software files.  The restore software 
looks at the current SERIES8.INI file to determine where to copy the files to.  
 

Note:  This restore utility does NOT restore part program files. 
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Basic operation: 
 If installing files that were e-mailed in a ZIP file, this file must be unzipped prior 

to starting the restore program.   
 

1. Exit the SERIES 8 software before running this program.  From the SERIES 8 SYSTEM 
menu, select the option exit to windows. 

2. If the files are to be loaded from an external source, such as a USB memory stick, insert 

lder names: 

this stick prior to starting the SERIES 8 RESTORE program.  A primary folder must 
contain the sub-folders and files to be restored.  The primary folder name is unique to the 
files being restored; the sub-folder names must follow the SERIES 8 fo

  
SERIES 8 Folder Names 

File Name Description 
APP User APP files 
OEMAPP OEM supplied APP files 
DEFAULT Default files 
PMI PMI files 
SERIES8 Executive files, library files, and the INI file 

 
Not all sub-directories need to be present, but all files to be restored must be 

located in one or more of these directories. 
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3. Double-click the desktop icon:  SERIES 8 RESTORE. 
4. Use the disk drive selection box in the lower right hand corner to select the disk drive 

where the restore files are located.  Then select the correct directory path for the files.  On 
the left side of the display, any sub-directories containing files that can be restored are 
shown in color. 

5. If restoring a complete backup, press the key "Select All Files".  Then press "Restore 
Selected Files" and the files are copied.  Skip step 6 and continue with step 7. 

6. If installing just some software files that were sent in a software update, press the "All 
Files" touchkey for each directory that is shown in color on the left side of the display.  
Then press the "Restore Selected Files" touchkey. 

7. Exit the restore utility program and restart the complete CNC by powering down the PC 
and starting it again. 

Application notes: 
 

• This restore utility is designed to work in conjunction with the backup utility in the 
SERIES 8.  Under the FILES menu of the SERIES 8, the backup command creates a 
directory on the C: drive called "backup" and contains all the subdirectories and files 
needed for restoring the system.  To restore a complete system that was previously 
backed up, simply select the C:\backup directory, press "Select All Files", then "Restore 
Selected Files". 

• This restore utility permits selective backup of individual files, without copying the entire 
 do this, first select the device (e.g. C:), and the primary directory as 

. PMI 
stored 

can be selected by check  Exit this window by pressing 

 

directory.  To
described above.  Then select the "Some Files" option for the directory (e.g
directory).  A listing of the files in the restore directory is shown.  The files to be re

ing the box next to the file name. 
the OK softkey. 
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• 

 

When setting up a folder/sub-folders to be restored, be certain to structure the folders 
properly to insure the files are seen by the restore utility program.  The listing below 
shows the typical locations of files in a SERIES 8 system, although actual directory 
locations are determined from the Series8.INI file: 
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Sub-Folder SERIES 8 Folder Locations 
File Name Description 

APP C:\documents and settings\series 8 cnc\APP\ 
O PP\ EMAPP C:\program files\sieb-meyer\series8\A
DEFAULT C:\documents and settings\series 8 cnc\default\ 
PMI C:\program files\sieb-meyer\series8\PMI\ 
SERIES8 C:\program files\sieb-meyer\series8\ 

 

Primary Folder 

Sub-Folders 
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Chapter: 
 

Programmable Machine Interface 
(PMI) 
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This section describes the EXECUTIVE INTERFACE VARIABLES used to communicate 
between the executive and the PMI source program.  These variables are defined by SIEB & 
MEYER; they cannot be created in the PMI source program.  Executive Variables begin within 
the letter "@". 
 
The multi-spindle lathe system allows control of up to four XZ lathe axis groups, as well as up to 
six auxiliary axes.  Each group of XZ axes runs its own part program, and the programs run 
independently. 
 
The first section provides an alphabetical listing of all variables available.  Subsequent sections 
describe how to use these variables to accomplish specific common functions. 

PMI Variables – Alphabetical Listing 
SAMPLE: 
PMI Variable 

Name 
Type 
Array [#] 
{Integer} / {Long} / {Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Variable Description 

 
 
 
@4A100 - @4A102 

First 4x4 Board Auxiliary Inputs 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@4A100 through @4A102 represent the (3) auxiliary inputs available through the first 4x4 
HSSB slave board. 

 
@4A200 - @4A202 

Second 4x4 Board Auxiliary Inputs 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@4A200 through @4A202 represent the (3) auxiliary inputs available through the second 
4x4 HSSB slave board. 

 
@4L100 - @4L115 
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First 4x4 Panel LEDs 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@4L100 through @4L115 represent the (16) LEDs on the first 4x4 operator panel.  The 
LEDs are numbered from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left LED is 
@4L100; the upper right LED is @4L103, the lower left LED is @4L112, and the lower 
right LED is @4L115. 
 True = Turn LED on 
 False = Turn LED off 

 
@4L200 - @4L215 

Second 4x4 Panel LEDs 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@4L200 through @4L215 represent the (16) LEDs on the second 4x4 operator panel.  The 
LEDs are numbered from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left LED is 
@4L200; the upper right LED is @4L203, the lower left LED is @4L212, and the lower 
right LED is @4L215. 
 True = Turn LED on 
 False = Turn LED off 

 
@4P100 - @4P115 

First 4x4 Panel Pushbuttons (Read Only) 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@4P100 through @4P115 represent the (16) pushbuttons on the first 4x4 operator panel.  
The buttons are numbered from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left button is 
@4P100, the upper right button is @4P103, the lower left button is @4P112, and the lower 
right button is @4P115. 
 True = button is pressed 
 False = button is not pressed 

 
@4P200 - @4P215 

Second 4 X 4 Panel Pushbuttons 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
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Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@4P200 through @4P215 represent the (16) pushbuttons on the second 4 X 4 operator 
panel.  The buttons are numbered from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left 
button is @4P200, the upper right button is @4P203, the lower left button is @4P212, and 
the lower right button is @4P215. 
 True = button is pressed 
 False = button is not pressed 

 
@ABSOF[] 

New Absolute Offset 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[24]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array represents a new value for the absolute offset for the corresponding 
axis.  The absolute offset is added to the position feedback when determining the axis 
position.  The new value will become the active absolute offset when the corresponding 
entry in @AOFRQ is set True. 

 
@ACCEL 

Acceleration 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This is a special variable used only on the Firestone BP flying saw system to allow setting 
the Z-axis acceleration parameter via PMI.  Units are inches/second/second. 

 
@ACTTL 

Active tool 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Active programmed tool display on the production page.  PMI can write to this variable to 
show the active tool number on the production page. 

 
@ADC00 - @ADC01 

First IOLink Board Analog Inputs 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
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@ADC00 through @ADC01 represent the (2) analog inputs available through the first 
IOLink analog board. 

 
@ADC10 - @ADC11 

Second IOLink Board Analog Inputs 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@ADC10 through @ADC11 represent the (2) analog inputs available through the second 
IOLink analog board. 

 
@ADC20 - @ADC21 

Third IOLink Board Analog Inputs 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@ADC20 through @ADC21 represent the (2) analog inputs available through the third 
IOLink analog board. 

 
@ADC30 - @ADC31 

Fourth IOLink Board Analog Inputs 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@ADC30 through @ADC31 represent the (2) analog inputs available through the fourth 
IOLink analog board. 

 
@AEND4[ ] 

Aux Axis Cycle End/Start Position 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
This array specifies the position of each auxiliary axis at the end of its cycle.  These 
positions are the ones to which the axes will be moved when a “jog to start” operation is 
performed. 

 
@AHMLS[ ] 

Aux Axis Home Limit Switch Status 
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(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
This array contains the current status of the home limit switch for each auxiliary axis. 

 
@AI100 - @AI107 

Console Board Digital Inputs 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@AI100 through @AI107 represent the (8) digital inputs available through the HSSB 
console board. 

 
@AMPDO[ ] 

Amplifier Delay Off Timer 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable applies only to systems using the analog amplifier interface, which uses the 
Servolink interface board.  The Servolink interface board incorporates a timer to delay 
turning off servos when an E-stop request is made.  The amount of delay is settable with 
DIP switches on the interface board.  The delay allows maintaining a hardware control of 
servo off, but having the ability to maintain servo power for some short time to allow an 
axis to decelerate to zero speed.  Set this variable =1 to enable the timer. 

 
@AMPEN[ ] 

Amplifier Enable 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[16]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Each element of this array will control the corresponding servo amplifier.  When an array 
element is True, the corresponding amplifier will be enabled; when an array element is 
False, the corresponding amplifier will be disabled. 

 
@AMPI[ ] 

Amplifier Current 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Integer} 
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Machine Center / Lathe  
Each element of this array will indicate the measured current for the corresponding servo 
amplifier. 

 
@AMPON[ ] 

Servo On 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Indicates that the servo amplifier is enabled.  This variable is feedback from the executive 
software to PMI, in response to the variable @AMPRQ[ ] that allows enabling/disabling a 
servo amplifier.  A value of "1" indicates the amplifier is enabled. 

 
@AMPRQ[ ] 

Servo On Request 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Request for the servo amplifier to turn on.  PMI can set this variable to a "1" to enable the 
amplifier for this axis, or to a "0" to disable the amplifier.  The executive software indicates 
the actual status of the amplifier with the variable "@AMPON[ ]". 

 
@AMPRS[ ] 

SL Amp Reset Request 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Request an amplifier reset.  Servolink will send a reset signal to the corresponding 
amplifier when an element of this array is true. 

 
@AOFRQ[ ] 

Request For New Absolute Offset 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[24]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
When an entry in @AOFRQ is set True, the corresponding value in @ABSOF will be 
made the current absolute offset. After the new absolute offset is activated, the entry in 
@AOFRQ will be set False. 
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@APMS1[ ] 
APP-PMI Message Array 
(Read Only) 
(Array[3]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable is a pointer to a message generated by APP.  It is similar to the variable 
"@APMSG" (see next variable), but it is a 3-element array where the element number 
indicates the APP subroutine level where the variable was set.  Messages are written in the 
APP codes as (PMI,"text").  Within PMI, this text can be displayed by setting a text 
variable equal to @APMS1.  Example:  @PRDL1 = @APMS1[0]  would display the text 
pointed to by @APMS1[0], on line 1 of the production page PMI display lines. 
 @APMS1[0] = text was set in the mainline program 
 @APMS1[1] = text was set in a subroutine called by the main program 
 @APMS1[2] = text was set in a subroutine called by another subroutine 

 
@APMSG 

APP-PMI Message Pointer 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable is a pointer to a message generated by APP.  It is similar to the variable 
"@APMS1" (see previous variable), but it is a single variable pointing to the text in the last 
usage of the APP "PMI" command, regardless of the subroutine nest level where the PMI 
command was executed.  Messages are written in APP code as (PMI,"text").  Within PMI, 
this text can be displayed by setting the @APMSG variable equal to a text location 
variable.  Example:  @PRDL1 = @APMSG  would display the text pointed to by 
@APMSG, on line 1 of the production page PMI display lines. 

 
@ASIM 

Axis Simulation Mode 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@ASIM is used to signify that axis movement and spindle rotation is being simulated in the 
main executive.  The status of @ASIM can be set directly in PMI, or from the Program 
Status page.  This variable should be used to set a PMI variable to a condition that will 
allow PMI to operate in the Axis Simulation mode. 
 True = Axis Simulation Mode active; axis motion and spindle rotation is  
    simulated by the executive. 
 False = Axis Simulation not active. 
  e.g.,  ZOVRLD  =  OVRLOD & /@ASIM 
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@ATPOS 

All Axes at Start Position 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@ATPOS will be True when all axes are at their clearance positions, defined as being 
between the home position and the program start position. 

 
@AUACK[ ] 

Aux Axis Move Acknowledge 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Response from executive to @AUREQ from PMI. 
  0  - no response 
  1  - request accepted 
  -1  - request rejected 
See Aux Axis section for more information 

 
@AUCBD[ ] 

Aux Axis Chip Break Distance 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
For each chip break, the aux axis will move this distance in a direction opposite the 
programmed direction.  If this parameter is set to zero but @AUCBN is non-zero, the axis 
will stop, but not reverse, for each chip break. 

 
@AUCBN[ ] 

Aux Axis Number of Chip Breaks 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@AUCBD defines the number of chip breaks that will be performed during a programmed 
move.  If @AUCBN is non-zero, the move will be split into @AUCBN+1 segments.  At 
the end of each segment except the last one, the axis will be decelerated to a stop, then 
move in the reverse direction a distance equal to @AUCBD. 
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@AUCMP[ ] 
Aux Axis Move Complete 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Indication that aux jog is complete.  See Aux axis section for more details. 

 
@AUCNC[ ] 

Aux Axis Move Cancel 
(Read, Write) 
(Array [6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Cancel aux jog at current control position. 

 
@AUCRG[ ] 

Aux Axis Control Position Register 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Control position for aux axis.  This variable contains the aux axis current commanded 
position location, in counts.  Compare this to @AUPRG[ ], which contains the actual 
position of the axis. 

 
@AUHOF[ ] 

Aux Axis Home Offset 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Home offset for aux axis.  Aux axis position at home will be -@AUHOF[AXIS]. 

 
@AUHOM[ ] 

Aux Axis Homed Status 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Indicates aux axis has been homed.  It will be True if this axis has been homed. 
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@AULAB[ ] 
Aux Axis Label 
(Read, Write)  
(Array[6]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Displayed axis label for aux axis.  This variable will contain an ASCII character code for 
the character that is to be displayed next to data for this auxiliary axis if any entry in 
@DSPFG is less than zero. 

 
@AULMM[ ] 

Aux Axis Negative Travel Limit 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@AULMM contains the negative travel limit for each aux axis.  Auxiliary axis move 
endpoints should be checked against this limit, since a move commanded to an endpoint 
beyond the travel limit will stop at the travel limit with no error status. 

 
@AULMP[ ] 

Aux Axis Positive Travel Limit 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@AULMM contains the positive travel limit for each aux axis.  Auxiliary axis move 
endpoints should be checked against this limit, since a move commanded to an endpoint 
beyond the travel limit will stop at the travel limit with no error status. 

 
@AUMOD[ ] 

Aux Axis Mode 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Sets control mode of aux axis: closed loop, open loop, encoder only.  See aux axis section 
for more details. 
 0 = servo disabled (no DAC output, position not read) 
 1 = closed loop position control 
 2 = open loop (DAC output, PMI can read position, but no position control) 
 3 = encoder feedback only , no DAC output 
 4 = DAC output only, exec does not read position 
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@AUMXV[ ] 

Aux Axis Maximum Velocity 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
The defined maximum velocity for each auxiliary axis, in internal units.  Set 
@AUVEL=@AUMXV to move the axis at its maximum speed. 

 
@AUNLM[ ] 

Aux Axis Negative Limit Error 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Used to indicate whether an aux axis is at a negative travel limit position (based on 
software travel limits for this axis). 
 True = travel limit exceeded 
 False = travel limit not exceeded 

 
@AUPAR[ ] 

Aux Axis Cycle Parameters 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[120]) 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
his array contains the parameters entered on the auxiliary cycle definition panel for each 
auxiliary axis.  Array entries 0-19 are the parameters for the first aux axis, 20-39 for the 
second axis, and so on. 

 
@AUPLM[ ] 

Aux Axis Positive Limit Error 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Used to indicate whether an aux axis is at a positive travel limit position (based on software 
travel limits for this axis). 
 True = travel limit exceeded 
 False = travel limit not exceeded 

 
@AUPOS[ ] 
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Aux Commanded Move Endpoint 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
The end position for an aux axis jog.  Set the desired move endpoint to this variable, then 
request the move using @AUREQ[ ].  

 
@AUPRG[ ] 

Aux Axis Position Register 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Actual position of aux axis.  This variable contains the aux axis current actual position 
location, in counts.  Compare this to @AUCRG{[ ], which contains the commanded 
position of the axis. 

 
@AUREQ[ ] 

Aux Axis Move Request 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Request to executive for action on aux axis.  Available options: 
 0 = no request 
 1 = continuous move (velocity & direction set by @AUVEL[ ]) 
 3 = home 
 6 = jog to position set by @AUPOS[ ] at the speed set by @AUVEL[ ] 
 8 = clear velocity error fault 

 
@AURES[ ] 

Aux Axis Resolution 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Resolution for each auxiliary axis: counts/inch if @AUUNT[AXIS]=F; counts/millimeter if 
@AUUNT[AXIS]=T. 

 
@AUSOF[ ] 

Aux Axis Spindle Offset 
(Read Only) 
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(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Current spindle offset for each auxiliary axis, in counts. 

 
@AUSTP[ ] 

Aux Axis Program Step 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Current step in the program cycle for each auxiliary axis, used by the PC to display the 
program progress. 

 
@AUTOF[ ] 

Aux Axis Tool Offset  
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Current net tool offset for each auxiliary axis (tool wear + tool offset), in counts. 

 
@AUUNT[ ] 

Aux Axis Units 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Units for each auxiliary axis: False for English units (inches); True for metric units 
(millimeters). 

 
@AUUPV[ ] 

Aux Axis Velocity Update Enable 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
If @AUUPV[AXIS] is False, @AUVEL is read at the start of a move and velocity will 
remain constant throughout the move.  If @AUUPV[AXIS] is TRUE, axis velocity will 
vary with the value of @AUVEL throughout the move. 

 
@AUVEL[ ] 
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Aux Axis Commanded Velocity 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
The commanded velocity of aux axis in internal units.  Used with the @AUREQ[ ] variable 
when and aux axis move is commanded, this variable sets the velocity of the move. 

 
@AUVER[ ] 

Aux Axis Velocity Error 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
When true, this variable indicates a velocity error for this aux axis.  Velocity errors are 
reset by setting @AUREQ[ ] = 8. 

 
@AUXFH 

Aux Axis Feedhold 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@AUXFH will stop motion of all auxiliary axes when TRUE.  Motion will resume when 
@AUXFH is set FALSE. 
 True = inhibit aux axis motion 
 False = allow aux axis motion 

 
@AUXIX[ ] 

Aux Axis Slide Position 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Each element of @AUXIX contains the slide position (1-8) for the corresponding auxiliary 
axis. 

 
@AUXOF[ ] 

Aux Axis Position Offset 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
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Machine Center / Lathe  
Current position offset for each auxiliary axis.  If the auxiliary axis is displayed on the 
position pages (by setting one or more entries in @DSPFG negative), the displayed 
position will be @AUCRG[AXIS]-@AUXOF[AXIS]. 

 
@AUXOR[ ] 

Aux Axis Orientation 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Each element of @AUXOR indicates whether the axis is an X axis (False) or a Z axis 
(True). 

 
@AUXXT[ ] 

Extra Aux Axes 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@AUXXT contains the number of extra auxiliary axes in the system which are neither 
cutting slides (X or Z), nor a feed motor.  An example of an extra auxiliary axis would be  a 
spindle for live tooling at a single slide position. 

 
@AXACT[ ] * 

Axis Motion Active, Axis Group 1 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@XACT1[0] is True when the Z axis of axis group 1 is in motion; @XACT1[1] is True 
when the X axis of axis group 1 is in motion. 

 
@AXACT[ ] * 

Axis Motion Active 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe 
@AXACT indicates that the respective axis is in motion.  This is an array which lets 
individual axes be checked to see if they are active. 
 True = Indicates that motion is occurring on the indicated axis. 
 False = Indicates that there is NO motion occurring on the indicated axis. 
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 MOVX  =  @AXACT[0]  ? Movement in X axis 
 MOVY  =  @AXACT[1]  ? Movement in Y axis 
 MOVZ  =  @AXACT[2]  ? Movement in Z axis 

@AXCLR 
PMI Axis Clear Flag 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@AXCLR must be True for @ATPOS to be True, so this variable can be used to inhibit 
cycle start or index.  For example, if a backwork tool is in interference position, @AXCLR 
can be set False to inhibit carrier index. 

 
@AXDAC[ ] 

DAC Output 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
DAC output for each servo axis.  The DAC output is scaled so that a value of 32767 is 
equivalent to 10 volts. 

 
@AXGRP 

Selected Slide Position 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@AXGRP is an index to the slide position currently selected for jogging, tool offset 
adjustment, part program edit, etc., and will have a value of 1-8.  @AXGRP can be 
changed by setting @AXGRQ. 

 
@AXGRQ 

Slide Position Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@AXGRQ is used to request selection of a new slide position currently for jogging, tool 
offset adjustment, part program edit, etc., and will have a value of 1-8.  @AXGRP can be 
changed by setting @AXGRQ. 
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@AXIS 

Axis Select 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Assigning a numeric value from 0 thru 5 to @AXIS will select the appropriate axis. 
0 = X Axis 
1 = Y Axis 
2 = Z Axis 
3 = Axis 4 
4 = Axis 5 
5 = Axis 6 

 
@AXRRQ[ ] 

Axis Reference Request 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
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Assigning a numeric value to @AXRRQ[ ] will request the Axis Reference Functions.  
@AXRRQ[ ] must be reset to zero between each function request for the next request to be 
accepted. 
 
The @AXRRQ array has six elements; each array element refers to a programmed axis.  
For example, in a three axis system (X, Y, and Z), the variable @AXRRQ[0] would refer to 
the X-axis reference request, @AXRRQ[1] would refer to Y, and @AXRRQ[2] would 
refer to Z.   
 
The following describes the conditions under which requests will not be acknowledged: 

1. All requests are ignored if the control is not in Manual Mode. 
2. All requests on a particular axis are ignored if homing or any jog is in progress on 

that axis. 
3. If a software limit is detected, jogging is allowed only on the axis in limit and only 

in the direction to back off the limit. 
  
The following example gives the expressions preventing a request to be made for any axis 
other than its own: 
 @AXRRQ[0]  =  AXRPB * (@AXIS = 0) 
 @AXRRQ[1]  =  AXRPB * (@AXIS = 1) 
 @AXRRQ[2]  =  AXRPB * (@AXIS = 2) 
 
Values for @AXRRQ[ ]: 
 0 = no request 
 1 = jog + 
 2 = jog – 
 3 = home 
 5 = zero set 
 6 = move to position set in @JGPOS[ ], and speed @JGVEL[ ] 
 

 
@BCBAU[ ] 

Barcode Baud Rate 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe 
The @BCBAU variables are used to specify the baud rate at which PC com port is used to 
communicate with the barcode readers.  @BCBAU[0] is the reader for the part program; 
@BCBAU[1] is the reader for the fixture code.  If either of these elements is set to 0, a 
baud rate of 9600 will be used instead. 

 
@BCCOM[ ] 

Barcode Com Port Number 
(Read, Write) 
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(Array[2]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
The @BCCOM variables are used to specify which PC com port (1-4) is used to 
communicate with the barcode readers.  @BCCOM[0] is the reader for the part program; 
@BCCOM[1] is the reader for the fixture code.  If either of these elements is set to 0, the 
corresponding barcode reader is not used. 

 
@BCENA[ ] 

Barcode Com Port Number 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[2]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
When an entry in @BCENA is False, the data from that barcode reader will be ignored 

 
@BCFIX 

Barcode Com Port Number 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@BCFIX is set to a non-zero value whenever a fixture code is read.  If the fixture code that 
was read matches the expected fixture code, @BCFIX will be set to 1; otherwise, it will be 
set to -1.  PMI should set @BCFIX=0 when a new fixture code is anticipated. 

 
@BCNT 

Batch Count 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
If @BCNT is greater than zero, the machine feed will be stopped when @PCNT is greater 
than or equal to @BCNT. 

 
@BCNTW 

Batch Count Entry Allowed 
(Read, Write) 
{Logical} 
 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@BCNT can be entered on the tool counters page if @BCNTW is True. 
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@BCPOK 

Barcode Program Select 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
When @BCPOK is True, the barcode reader on @BCCOM[0] will control program 
selection.  When the reader detects a barcode, it will be converted to a part program name 
and the corresponding part program file will be selected for execution. 

 
@BCTMO 

Barcode Timeout 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in @BCTMO is a timeout value for the corresponding barcode reader, in 
milliseconds.  Default value is 1000. A larger value in this variable can result in a longer 
delay between readings; a smaller value can result in truncation of long text strings. 

 
@BKACT 

Block Active 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@BKACT indicates that a part program block is active.  This variable will stay True if a 
Feedhold occurs during execution of a part program.   
 True = Part program block is active. 
 False = No part program block is active. 

 BLKLIT  =  @BKACT 

 
@BKDL1 

Block Delete, Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
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When True, the block delete function is enabled, and blocks containing a leading slash 
character ("/") will be ignored during program execution for the second axis group. 

 
@BKDL2 

Block Delete, Group 2 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When True, the block delete function is enabled, and blocks containing a leading slash 
character ("/") will be ignored during program execution for the third axis group. 

 
@BKDL3 

Block Delete, Group 3 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When True, the block delete function is enabled, and blocks containing a leading slash 
character ("/") will be ignored during program execution for the first axis group. 

 
@BKDL4 

Block Delete, Group 4 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When True, the block delete function is enabled, and blocks containing a leading slash 
character ("/") will be ignored during program execution for the fourth axis group. 

 
@BKDLT 

Block Delete 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
When true, the block delete function is enabled, and blocks containing a leading slash 
character "/" will be ignored during program execution. 

 
@BKDS1 

Enable ‘\’ Block Delete Character 
(Read, Write) 
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{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When True, the block delete function is enabled, and blocks containing a leading backslash 
character ("\") will be ignored during program execution for all axis groups.  @BKDS1 can 
be used with @BKDS2 to cut two different parts on one machine. 

 
@BKDS2 

Enable ‘|’ Block Delete Character 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When True, the block delete function is enabled, and blocks containing a leading pipe 
character ("|") will be ignored during program execution for all axis groups.  @BKDS2 can 
be used with @BKDS1 to cut two different parts on one machine. 

 
@BXIN2 

Block Transfer Inhibit, Group 2 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
As long as @BXIN2 is True, program execution for the second axis group will stop. 

 
@BXIN3 

Block Transfer Inhibit, Group 3 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
As long as @BXIN2 is True, program execution for the third axis group will stop. 

 
@BXIN4 

Block Transfer Inhibit, Group 4 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
As long as @BXIN2 is True, program execution for the fourth axis group will stop. 

 
@BXINH 
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Block Transfer Inhibit, Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
As long as @BXIN2 is True, program execution for the first axis group will stop. 

 
@CAM 

Main Cam Position 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@CAM contains the position of the main cam, in encoder counts. 

 
@CFRLM 

Circle Feedrate Limit 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variables defaults to being True, enabling the logic that limits the circular contouring 
feedrate based on the programmed radius.  PMI may set this False to disable this check, 
thus allowing circular moves to be made at the full programmed feedrate.  Please note that 
disabling the circle feedrate control may result in path errors for moves with a small radius. 

 
@CL100 - @CL115 

3 x 5 Panel LEDs 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@CL200 through @CL215 represent the (16) LEDs on the 3 X 5 operator panel.  The 
LEDs are numbered from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left LED is 
@CL200; the upper right LED is @CL202, the left LED on the second-lowest line is 
@CL212, and the bottom LED is @CL215. 
 True = Turn LED on 
 False = Turn LED off 

 
@CLAMP[ ] 

Auto Clamp Axis 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
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{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Indicator to PMI that this axis is defined in the parameter editor as an auto clamp axis.  An 
auto clamp axis must be released by PMI (@M100-@M109) and clamped by PMI 
(@M110-@M119) for every programmed move. 

 
@CMDR1[ ] 

Axis Command Register, Group 1 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@CMDR1[ ] indicates the CNC control position in counts for the axes in the first axis 
group.  "Command Register" is defined as the location where the axis is commanded  to be.  
This may be different than where the axis actually is, due to position error. 

 
@CMDR2[ ] 

Axis Command Register, Group 2 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@CMDR1[ ] indicates the CNC control position in counts for the axes in the second axis 
group.  "Command Register" is defined as the location where the axis is commanded  to be.  
This may be different than where the axis actually is, due to position error.� 

 
@CMDR3[ ] 

Axis Command Register, Group 3 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@CMDR1[ ] indicates the CNC control position in counts for the axes in the third axis 
group.  "Command Register" is defined as the location where the axis is commanded  to be.  
This may be different than where the axis actually is, due to position error. 

 
@CMDR4[ ] 

Axis Command Register, Group 4 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
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@CMDR1[ ] indicates the CNC control position in counts for the axes in the fourth axis 
group.  "Command Register" is defined as the location where the axis is commanded  to be.  
This may be different than where the axis actually is, due to position error. 

 
@CMDRG[ ] 

Axis Command Register 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@CMDRG[ ] indicates the CNC control position in counts for each programmed axis 
defined for this system.  "Command Register" is defined as the location where the axis is 
commanded  to be.  This may be different than where the axis actually is, due to position 
error.  The number of elements in this array is system dependent. 

 POSERR  =  @CMDRG[0] > MAXPOS 

 
@CNTIN[ ] 

Group Axes Counts/Inch 
(Read Only) 
(Array[8]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@CNTIN contains the number of counts per inch for all group axes, as follows: 
 @CNTIN[0] = Group 1, Z axis counts/inch 
 @CNTIN[1] = Group 1, X axis counts/inch 
 @CNTIN[2] = Group 2, Z axis counts/inch 
 @CNTIN[3] = Group 2, X axis counts/inch 
 @CNTIN[4] = Group 3, Z axis counts/inch 
 @CNTIN[5] = Group 3, X axis counts/inch 
 @CNTIN[6] = Group 4, Z axis counts/inch 
 @CNTIN[7] = Group 4, X axis counts/inch 

 
@CNVEN 

Conversational Cycle OEM Enable 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
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When set True, this variable allows .CNV files (conversational program cycle definitions) 
that are stored in the OEMAPP directory to be displayed for conversational programming.  
If false, these files are inhibited, and only ones that are in the user APP directory are 
displayed.  This allows inhibiting certain cycles to be used at specific password levels. 

 
@CRRQ 

Control Reset Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
True  = request for a Control Reset (control must be in Manual mode) 
False = no request 
The executive software will set the variable @RESET true to indicate the reset has taken 
place. 

 
@CSRPM 

Spindle RPM from PMI (simulated) 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable allows PMI to set the measured spindle RPM.  The executive software will 
use this value for generating spindle RPM for display, for IPR feedrate moves, and for 
threading.  Normally this variable is used for simulation purposes.  If a true spindle encoder 
signal is present, then the executive reads this directly and passes the measured RPM to 
PMI in the variable @SSRPM. 

 
@CSTOP 

Cycle Stop Pushbutton 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
When @CSTOP is True, it indicates that a cycle stop pushbutton is pressed.  Functionally, 
@CSTOP is identical to @FHRQ. 

 
@CXCMD 

Cognex Camera Command 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
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@CXCMD is a command from the PC to the Cognex camera system: 
0 = no command 
1 = take system offline 
2 = live image on visionview 
3 = (not used) 
4 = freeze image on the visionview 
5 = put system online 
6 = teach new part 
7 = take a new image 
8 = request x coordinate offset 
9 = request y coordinate offset  

 
@CXMSG 

Cognex Camera Response 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@CXMSG is a response from the Cognex camera system to the PC, after a command was 
issued via @CXCMD. 
-1 = error processing command 
1  = command processed with no error 
 

 
@CYCIP 

Cycle In Progress 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
 @CYCIP indicates whether a part program block execution is in progress. 

True = Part program block execution in progress 
False = No part program block execution in progress and will go False when 

@FHOLD is True. 

 HRMETR  =  @CYCIP 

NOTE: It is possible that for a block which has a very short execution time, 
the @CYCIP may not be seen as TRUE by the PMI.  That is, it may go from 
FALSE to TRUE, back to FALSE before the PMI source program executes 

one iteration. 
 
@CYCRQ 
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Cycle Start Request  
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@CYCRQ is used to request a Cycle Start.  A False to True transition will cause a Cycle 
Start to occur in the executive if the request is able to be accepted.  The control must be in 
AUTO or SINGLE STEP mode for this variable to be read. 

 @CYCRQ  = CYCPB 

 
@CYCTM 

Total cycle time 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@CYCTM is used by PMI to compute the machine cycle time.  If @CYCTM is greater 
than or equal to zero, it will be displayed in the center of the “wheel” panel (below spindle 
RPM). 

 
@D10MX 

10 Volt DAC Limit 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable sets the maximum number of iterations (at 1 millisecond) that the control will 
allow the maximum velocity to be output for any axis before declaring a velocity error.  
Normally, a 10 volt command would indicate that the position error is too great, and there 
is some problem with the servo.  This parameter can allow a brief period of extra time to 
allow this condition in the event it is not truly an error. 

 
@DAC00 - @DAC01 

First IOLink Board Analog Outputs 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@DAC00 through @DAC01 represent the (2) analog outputs available through the first 
IOLink analog board. 
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@DAC10 - @DAC11 

Second IOLink Board Analog Outputs 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@DAC10 through @DAC11 represent the (2) analog outputs available through the second 
IOLink analog board. 

 
@DAC20 - @DAC21 

Third IOLink Board Analog Outputs 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@DAC20 through @DAC21 represent the (2) analog outputs available through the third 
IOLink analog board. 

 
@DAC30 - @DAC31 

Fourth IOLink Board Analog Outputs 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@DAC30 through @DAC31 represent the (2) analog outputs available through the fourth 
IOLink analog board. 

 
@DBYTE 

Memory Location Value - Byte 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable will contain the contents of the address specified by @PEEKB.  This variable 
can be used from PMI to look at specific memory locations.  A BYTE value has 8 bits. 

 
@DCDPH 

Depth Control Distance Beyond Trigger 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
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Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in @DCDPH contains the distance, in counts, that the corresponding auxiliary 
axis will move after the depth control trigger occurs. 

 
@DCODE 

Tool Offset Code 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
The number of the active tool offset. 

 
@DCTRG 

Depth Control Trigger Position 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in @DCTRG contains the position at which the depth control trigger occurred 
for the corresponding auxiliary axis. 

 
@DCVLT 

Depth Control Voltage Threshold 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in @DCVLT contains a voltage level.  When the monitored voltage for the 
corresponding auxiliary axis first exceeds this threshold, the current axis position will be 
copied to @DCTRG[AXIS]. 

 
@DGTAC 

Digitizer Active 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable is true when the digitizer programming page is active on the control. 

 
@DGTAR 

Digitizer Arc Mode 
(Read, Write) 
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{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
PMI sets this variable true to activate arc programming mode (G02, G03) during digitizer 
operation. 

 
@DGTDR 

Digitizer Drill Mode 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
PMI sets this variable true to activate drill mode (G81) programming during digitizer 
operation. 

 
@DGTHD 

Digitizer Head Down 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Set True to request HEAD DOWN (M15) in the digitizer program, set False to request 
HEAD UP (M16) in the digitizer program. 

 
@DGTLN 

Digitizer Line Mode 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
PMI sets this variable true to activate linear routing mode (G01) programming during 
digitizer operation. 

 
@DGTNX 

Digitizer Next Block 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Used during 'trace mode' in the digitizer to move to the next block in the program.  In trace 
mode, the control moves the XY axes of the machine to the coordinates on the highlighted 
block.  PMI sets this flag True, and the exec software resets it when the move is complete. 
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@DGTOF[ ] 

Digitizer Camera Offset 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This array contains the XY values of the digitizer camera offset (in counts) used on PCB 
routers.  It is effectively the distance between the center of the camera and the center of the 
spindle in the X and Y directions.  The camera offset is used when entering a G92 program 
zero offset in the part program, to make the correction for digitizing points based on camera 
position and having them apply to spindle position. 

 
@DGTPO[ ] 

Digitizer Current Position 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Used for the TRACE function of the digitizer, this array contains the XY axis position 
information of the line in the part program where the cursor is located (machine absolute 
position), so that PMI can create a jog move to this position if requested by the operator. 

 
@DGTPR 

Digitizer Previous Block 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Used during 'trace mode' in the digitizer to move to the previous block in the program.  In 
trace mode, the control moves the XY axes of the machine to the coordinates on the 
highlighted block.  PMI sets this flag True, and the exec software resets it when the move is 
complete. 

 
@DGTRE 

Record Digitizer Position 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Digitizer request to record current XY location.  PMI sets this flag True, and the exec 
software will reset it when the record operation is complete. 
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@DIAMP * 
Diameter Programming Mode 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Specifies the index (0-5) of the axis which is programmed in diameter mode.  If diameter 
mode is not used, it must be -1 which is the value it is initialized to at startup.  Normally 
this will be set to 1 (X axis) for a lathe. 

 
@DIAMP * 

Diameter Programming Mode 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@DIAMP is True when the control is in diameter programming mode, False otherwise. 

 
@DIRTY[ ] 

Dirty Scale 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Indicates that a “dirty” signal has been received from a scale, which means the position 
feedback for this axis in unreliable.  The dirty scale signal is wired directly to the servo 
amplifier, and is read over the Servolink communications bus. 

 
@DLONG 

Memory Location Value - Long 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable will contain the contents of the address specified by @PEEKL.  This variable 
can be used from PMI to look at specific memory locations.  A LONG value has 32 bits. 

 
@DSPFG[ ] 

Axis Display Indexes 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Integer} 
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Machine Center / Lathe  
@DSPFG contains indexes for the axes to be displayed on the axis position panels.  An 
index from 1 through 6 corresponds to the programmable axes; an index from -1 through -6 
corresponds to the auxiliary axes. 

 
@DWORD 

Memory Location Value - Word 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable will contain the contents of the address specified by @PEEKW.  This 
variable can be used from PMI to look at specific memory locations.  A WORD value has 
16 bits. 

 
@ECODE 

Fixture Offset Code 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
The number of the active fixture offset as programmed by the E-code. 

 
@EDPRG 

Program Edit In Progress 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@EDPRG is TRUE whenever the operator is editing one of the part programs. 

 
@ENDIX 

Cam Angle at End of Carrier Index 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@ENDIX contains the cam angle, in degrees, at which carrier index is complete.  This 
variable is used to determine the end of the red section on the cam angle graphic. 

 
@ENHGH 

Cam Angle at End of High Feed 
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(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@ENHGH contains the cam angle, in degrees, at which high feed is complete.  This 
variable is used to determine the end of the yellow section on the cam angle graphic. 

 
@ESTOP 

ESTOP 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@ESTOP indicates whether the control is in an emergency stop condition.  In emergency 
stop, the servos are disabled. 
True = Control in Estop condition 
False = Control NOT in Estop condition  

 CREADY  =  /@ESTOP ! @MONRQ 

 
@FHOLD 

FHOLD 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@FHOLD indicates whether the control is in a feedhold condition.  A feedhold condition 
generally occurs when PMI sets the variable @FHRQ True. 
True = Feedhold in progress. 
False = Feedhold not in progress. 

 
@FHRQ 

FHRQ 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
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@FHRQ is set True to REQUEST a Modal Feedhold; should be reset when @FHOLD 
goes True. Feedhold request may be denied under special conditions of the executive, such 
as during a threading move on a lathe.  Feedhold condition will remain until cycle start is 
initiated, or a control reset. The feedhold will stop any programmed axis motion; it will not 
stop an auxiliary axis (this is done with @AUCNC or @AUXFH).  If a jog was active 
when @FHRQ was set true, the jog is aborted and will not restart with CYCLE START.  If 
a part program is active and @FHRQ is set true during a non-motion block, that block will 
complete but the next block will not be executed until CYCLE START is pressed. 

 
@FIX2 

Fixture 2 Offset Active 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This flag is a response to PMI from the exec, indicating that the secondary coordinate 
system (fixture offset), as defined in the Parameter Editor, is active.  (See @FIX2R).  Its 
value will be 0 when the standard coordinate system is active, and will be 1 when the 
secondary (mill/drill offset) coordinates are active. 

 
@FIX2R 

Fixture 2 Offset Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This flag is a PMI request for the control to switch to a secondary coordinate system 
(fixture offset), as defined in the Parameter Editor for each axis.  This feature was initially 
implemented on a CIM-X machine and was called a 'mill/drill' offset to shift the X-axis 
zero position based on which spindle was currently in use.  This feature may be used as a 
more general purpose means to make a similar coordinate system shift for any or all axes in 
a system.  Set @FIX2R=0 for the standard coordinate system; set @FIX2R=1 for the 
mill/drill offset coordinate system. 

 
@FMAX 

Feed Motor Axis Index 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@FMAX contains the auxiliary axis index (0-5) of the feed motor.  If the feed motor is not 
controlled by the Series 8, this variable will have a value of -1. 
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@FRO 
Feedrate Override 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Assigning a numeric value to @FRO from 0 thru 150 will set the active value of the 
Feedrate Override in percent.  A momentary feedhold can be accomplished to stop axis 
motion by setting @FRO = 0.  While the @FRO is at "0", @CYCIP will stay true if a part 
program is active, and motion will continue when @FRO becomes non-zero. 

 
@FX2OF[ ] 

Fixture 2 Offset Values 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable contains the fixture 2 (mill/drill) offset value, in counts, for each axis. 

 
@FXOAL 

Fixture Offset PMI Change Enabled 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable is set when the operator selects the "Auto Update" button on the Fixture 
Offset page.  This establishes an interface where new fixture offset values may be entered 
via PMI. 

 
@FXOAX 

Axis Select for Fixture Offset Value 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This parameter defines the current axis selected for a fixture offset update via PMI, and its 
value is from 0-5, corresponding to the axes on the machine (typical:  0=X, 1=Y, 2=Z). 

 
@FXOIX 

Fixture Offset Number 
(Read, Write) 
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{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
For a PMI auto update of fixture offset data, this variable sets which fixture offset number 
is to be written to.  There is a shift of 1 between @FXOIX and the fixture offset number, 
where:  @FXOIX=0 equals offset 1; @FXOIX=1 equals offset 2; etc. 

 
@FXOST 

Request Update of Fixture Offset 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
PMI sets this True to make the actual update of the fixture offset in the executive software.  
The exec resets it when the update is complete.  The actual value of the fixture offset will 
be current position of the selected axis (@FXOAX).  The sequence for PMI to update a 
fixture offset is as follows: 
wait for PMI update to be enabled (@FXOAL) 

• set the axis to be updated (@FXOAX) 
• set the offset number to be updated* (@FXOIX) 
• set @FXOST=T to make the update occur 

* if the offset number is not written to by PMI, the update will be made at the offset 
number indicated by the cursor position on the fixture offset table. 

 
@FZERO[ ] 

False Zero Offset 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable is an array that contains the false zero offset (as set in the Parameter Editor) 
for each axis. 

 
@GRAPH 

Draw Program is Active 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable is True when the DRAW PROGAM function is active. 

 
@G00 - @G99 * 

G Code Active 
(Reset Only) 
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{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe 
Before a G code can be recognized by PMI, it must be defined in the Specification Section 
of the PMI source program.  Whenever an G code is encountered in the part program and 
defined in PMI,  the respective @GXXX will be set True.  In order for part program 
execution to continue,  the @GXXX variable must be RESET (set to False). 
 True = When corresponding G code is active 
 False = All other times 

 
@G00 - @G199 * 

G Code Active, First Axis Group 
(Reset Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Before a G code can be recognized by PMI, it must be defined in the Specification Section 
of the PMI source program.  Whenever an G code is encountered in the part program and 
defined in PMI, the respective @GXXX will be set True.  In order for part program 
execution to continue, the @GXXX variable must be RESET (set to False). 
 True = When corresponding G code is active 
 False = All other times 

 
@G200 - @G299 

G Code Active, Second Axis Group 
(Reset Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When a G code is  encountered in the part program for the second axis group, a flag in the 
range 200-299 will be set True.  For example, if a G61 is encountered, @G261 will be set 
True, and program execution will stop until that flag is reset by PMI. 

 
@G300 - @G399 

G Code Active, Third Axis Group 
(Reset Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When a G code is  encountered in the part program for the third axis group, a flag in the 
range 300-399 will be set True.  For example, if a G61 is encountered, @G361 will be set 
True, and program execution will stop until that flag is reset by PMI. 
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@G400 - @G499 
G Code Active, Fourth Axis Group 
(Reset Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When a G code is  encountered in the part program for the fourth axis group, a flag in the 
range 400-499 will be set True.  For example, if a G61 is encountered, @G461 will be set 
True, and program execution will stop until that flag is reset by PMI. 

 
@GCYTM[ ] 

Axis Group Cycle Time 
(Read Only) 
(Array[4]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Each entry in @GCYTM contains the time spent running the most recent part program by 
the corresponding axis group.  The time is in tenths of seconds, i.e., if @GCYTM[1]=73, 
the last cycle on the second axis group ran for 7.3 seconds. 

 
@GRPIN[ ] 

Axis Group Inactive 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[4]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Each entry in @GRPIN controls an axis group.  If an entry in @GRPIN is False, the 
corresponding axis group will move in response to jogging or program commands; if it is 
True, motion commands for that axis group will be ignored. 

 
@GRPIX[ ] 

Axis Group Slide Positions 
(Read Only) 
(Array[4]) 
{integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Each entry in @GRPIX contains the slide position number where that axis group is located.  
For example: 
 @GRPIX[0] = 3 First group is at slide position 3 
 @GRPIX[1] = 5  Second group is at slide position 5 
 @GRPIX[2] = 6  Third group is at slide position 6 
 @GRPIX[3] = 0  No fourth group on this machine 
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@GRPST[ ] 
Axis Group Start Flag 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[4]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Each entry in @GRPST controls an axis group.  If an entry in @GRPST is True, the axes in 
that group will execute the part program after @CYCRQ changes from False to True.  If 
@GRPST is False, no program motion will occur for the corresponding group.  If part 
program execution was already in progress, it will stop as if for a feedhold. 

 
@GTMON[ ] 

Axis Group Timer On  
(Read Only) 
(Array[4]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Each entry in @GTMON indicates whether the corresponding @GCYTM is counting (i.e., 
a cycle is in progress for that axis group).  If an element in @GTMON is True, the 
corresponding entry in @GCYTM is counting; if False, not counting. 

 
@HGAIN 

Holding Gain 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
The holding gain for the first program axis.  This gain is in internal units.  This is a special 
parameter created for PMI specifically for the Flying Saw application to allow changing the 
holding gain from PMI, and would not normally be used in any other application. 

 
@HOMLS[ ] * 

Home Limit Switch Status 
(Read Only) 
(Array[16]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in @HOMLS reflects the home limit switch status of the corresponding 
Servolink channel.  If True, the home limit switch is active (the axis is on the home limit 
switch); if False, the home limit switch is not active (the axis is not on the home limit 
switch). 

 
@HOMLS[ ] * 
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Home Limit Switch Status 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
If the selected slide position has an axis group assigned to it, the elements in @HOMLS 
reflect the home limit switch status of the axes in that axis group.  If True, the home limit 
switch is active (the axis is on the home limit switch); if False, the home limit switch is not 
active (the axis is not on the home limit switch).  @HOMLS[0] is the Z axis home limit 
switch status; @HOMLS[1] is the X axis home limit switch status. 

 
@HOMVL[ ] 

Home Velocity 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
If the selected slide position has an axis group assigned to it, the elements in @HOMVL 
contain the home velocity for the Z and X axis, respectively.  The home velocity is a signed 
number, indicating whether the axis will home in the positive or negative direction.  This 
parameter is in internal velocity units. 

 
@HSBHW 

HSSB Address For Handwheel 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@HSBHW specifies which high speed serial bus address the handwheel (manual pulse 
generator) should be read from. 
 27 = first 4x4 OEM board 
 26 = second 4x4 OEM board 
 25 = third 4x4 OEM board 
 24 = first handheld pendant 
 23 = second handheld pendant 
 22 = third handheld pendant 

 
@HSSBF 

HSSB Fault Status 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
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@HSSBF is True when an HSSB fault notification is displayed on the Faults panel (either 
“High Speed Serial Bus Master Error” or “High Speed Serial Bus Slave Error”), and False 
when there is no active HSSB fault condition. 

 
@HWAXS 

Handwheel Axis Select 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Requests axis to be active for handwheel jogging.  Valid only when handwheel jogging is 
active as indicated by the @JGINC variable.  This applies only to programmed axes.  
Auxiliary axes are handled by using the @HWERR value and creating incremental moves 
in PMI. 

 
@HWENA 

Handwheel Move Enable 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Setting this variable False will disable handwheel jogging moves; setting it True enables 
them.  For handwheel jogging, it is first required to set the @JGINC variable correctly, and 
also have @HWENA=1.  This variable is designed to make it easy to temporarily disable 
the handwheel without changing the jog mode. 

 
@HWENC 

Handwheel Encoder Count 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Read-only value of the handwheel encoder counter maintained by the exec.  Unlike 
@HWERR which can be cleared by PMI, and is a signed value of the change in encoder 
reading, @HWENC is a 16-bit register of the encoder counter. 

 
@HWERR 

Handwheel Position 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
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@HWERR contains the number of counts the handwheel (manual pulse generator) has 
been moved since its value was last reset.  For auxiliary axis jogging via the handwheel, 
PMI must read the @HWERR value; use it to create a move; then reset it back to zero so 
that the next move of the handwheel can be detected.  @HWERR can count both negative 
and positive. 

 
@HWGRP 

Handwheel Selected Slide Position 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@HWGRP contains the slide position number currently selected for handwheel jogging.  If 
@HWGRP is not a valid slide position (from 1 to the number of spindles on the machine), 
handwheel jogging is disabled. 

 
@HWMUL 

Handwheel Multiplier  
(Read, Write)  
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This parameter allows PMI to set the multiplier value for handwheel jogs.  For a multiplier 
of 1, each pulse of the handwheel will create one count of move for the axis.  A multiplier 
of 2 creates 2 counts of axis movement for each 1 count of handwheel motion. 

 
@IDXPL 

Carrier Spindle Numbering 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
If @IDXPL is True, each carrier index will result in the next higher numbered spindle 
being present at a particular slide position; if @IDXPL is False, each carrier index will 
result in the next lower numbered spindle being present at a particular slide position. 

 
@INCH 

Inch Mode 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
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@INCH indicates whether inch or metric mode is selected. 
True = Inch mode 
False = Metric mode 

 
@INXCW 

Carrier Index Direction 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
If @INXCW is True, the carrier will index in a clockwise direction; if @IDXPL is False, 
the carrier will index in a counterclockwise direction. 

 
@INXIP 

Carrier Index In Progress 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@INXIP will be True when a carrier index is in progress, False otherwise. 

 
@IPL 

Initial Program Load 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@IPL is pulsed True for the first execution (first pass) of PMI after the system software is 
loaded in the control.  It should be used for initializing variables and expressions. 

True = First pass of PMI 
False = All other than first pass 

 
@JG2HM 

Request for Jog to Home 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @JG2HM is set True by PMI, all axes will be jogged to their home positions (if 
allowed – if not allowed, this request is ignored). 

 
@JG2ST 

Request for Jog to Start Position 
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(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @JG2ST is set True by PMI, all axes will be jogged to their program start positions 
(if allowed – if not allowed, this request is ignored). 

 
@JGINC 

Jog Increment 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Assigning a numeric value to @JGINC will select the current mode for jog moves.  For 
values of @JGINC from 0 – 9, the move is initiated by setting the @AXRRQ[ ] variable to 
a +1 for positive moves, and a -1 for negative moves.  Setting @JGINC to a value of 10 
selects handwheel jogging mode. 

0 = High   
1 = Medium   
2 = Low   
3 = 10 IN/ 100 MM/ 100 Deg   
4 = 1 IN/ 10 MM/ 10 Deg   
5 = .1IN/ 1MM/ 1 Deg 
6 = .01IN/ .1MM/ .1 Deg 
7 = .001IN/ .01MM/ .01 Deg 
8 = .0001IN/ .001MM/ .001 Deg 
9 = Minimum 

 
@JGPOS[ ] 

Jog Endpoint 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@JGPOS contains the endpoint, in encoder counts, for the corresponding axis.  When 
@AXRRQ is set to 6 for an axis, it will jog to the position specified by @JGPOS, at the 
velocity set by @JGVEL. 

 
@JGVEL 

Jog Velocity 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
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Machine Center / Lathe  
This parameter sets the move velocity for jogging moves when @AXRRQ[ ] is set to 6.  
The units for this variable are DAC volts, where 32767 = 10 volts (maximum velocity). 

 
@KEYPD 

Touch Keypad Option 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Set this variable True to enable display of the touch keypad used for data entry on the MDI 
and conversational programming displays.  Set it False to remove this page.  For systems 
that have an external keyboard, it is often desirable to remove the touch keypad display so 
that other data may be viewed in this window. 

 
@LADDR 

Ladder Logic Display Mode 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Set this variable True to cause the PMI statement debug panel to display logical variables 
as ladder logic.  Set it False for source code display mode. 

 
@LC100 

CSS Commanded Spindle RPM; Fractional  (Lathe) 
(Read Only)  
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable is used in conjunction with the @LCRPM variable for constant surface speed 
(CSS) programming of spindle speed for a lathe.  This variable contains fractional RPM 
(right of the decimal, in hundredths) for finer control of spindle speed.  E.G. if the 
calculated spindle speed from the executive software is 206.54 RPM, then @LCRPM 
would equal '206', and @LC100 would equal '54'. 

 
@LCRPM 

CSS Commanded Spindle RPM (Lathe) 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
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This variable contains the commanded spindle speed in revolutions per minute (RPM), and 
is used for constant surface speed (CSS) or inches per revolution (IPR) modes on a lathe.  
This variable is limited to a whole number.  If finer control of spindle RPM is required, 
refer to variable @LC100 to provide finer resolution of the commanded spindle speed. 

 
@LMCLR 

Clear All Axis Group Travel Limits 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @LMCLR is set True by PMI, travel limits flags for all group axes will be cleared. 

 
@LODOK 

PMI Data Load Allowed 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @LODOK is True, data may be loaded from a file using @LODRQ. 

 
@LODRQ 

PMI Data Load Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @LODRQ is set True by PMI, the Series 8 will prompt for a filename and load the 
@STLDS array from that file. 

 
@LOGFG 

Event Logging Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @LOGFG is set True by PMI, the Series 8 will write the text string pointed to by 
@LOGTX to the log file.  This feature lets the PMI logic write to the log file without 
displaying a fault. 

 
@LOGTX 

Event Logging Text 
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(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @LOGFT is set True by PMI, the Series 8 will write the text string pointed to by 
@LOGTX to the log file.  This feature lets the PMI logic write to the log file without 
displaying a fault. 

 
@LNGER 

Length Error 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Indicates that a distance greater than the specified linear spindle length was traveled before 
the next cycle was attempted.  Either the length is too short or the cycle is too long.  This 
variable is unique to the 'Flying Saw' application. 

 
@M00 - @M99; @M100 - @M199 

M Code Active 
(Reset Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Before an M code can be recognized by PMI, it must be defined in the Specification 
Section of the PMI source program.  Whenever an M code is encountered in the part 
program and defined in PMI,  the respective @MXXX will be set True.  In order for part 
program execution to continue,  the @MXXX variable must be RESET (set to False). 

True = When corresponding M code is active 
False = All other times 

 
 
@M16DX 

M16 Distance 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Distance (in counts) to endpoint of move prior to an M16 (head up) code.  This is only 
valid when @M16NX is greater than zero.  This is used in circuit board router systems as a 
means to detect the nearing of a head up command, so that the vacuum may be turned off 
early, or a sliding pressure foot activated. 
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@M16NX 
M16NXT 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
A value greater than zero indicates that the block following the active one contains an M16.  
When this is True, the variable @M16DX contains the distance remaining to the end of 
move.  This is used by PCB routers to shut off vacuum prior to end of move. 

 
@MAPOS 

Display Machine Absolute Coordinates 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Setting this variable True will convert the position display pages to show axis position in 
machine absolute; as opposed to the standard display relative to program zero. 

 
@MAT00 - @MAT11 

Extended Operator Window Touch Button Attributes 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@MAT00 thru @MAT11 contain the display attributes of the twelve OEM-defined touch 
buttons in the extended operator touch window (activated by pressing F5).  The buttons are 
labeled from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left button is @MAT00, the 
upper right button is @MAT03, and the lower right button is @MAT11. 

 
@MCRDY 

Machine Ready 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@MCRDY is used by PMI to allow servos to be enabled.  In order to enable servos 
initially, it is required that both @MONRQ and @MCRDY both be true; in order to 
maintain servos enabled, @MCRDY must be True.  PMI must set it False to turn off 
servos. 

 
@MDIIP 

MDI in Progress 
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(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@MDIIP indicates  that the MDI data entry window is active. 

 
@MDIRQ 

MDI Cycle Start 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@MDIRQ is set TRUE by the executive when the 'EXECUTE' key is pressed from the 
MDI window, indicating a request for a CYCLE START from PMI for the MDI block. 

 
@MFHRQ 

Momentary Feedhold Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
 
When @MFHRQ = T, the current feedrate is temporarily set to zero, stopping either 
programmed or jogging motion; when @MFHRQ = F, motion is resumed. 

 
@MLD00 - @MLD11 

Display Extended Op Window Touch Button Lights 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@MLD00 thru @MLD11 indicate whether to display a light on each of the twelve OEM-
defined touch buttons in the extended operator touch window (activated by pressing F5).  
The lights are labeled the same as the buttons, from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the 
upper left light is @MLD00, the upper right light is @MLD03, and the lower right light is 
@MLD11.  The flags that determine whether the lights are on or off are MLT00-MLT11. 

True = Display light 
False = Don’t display light 

 
@MLT00 - @MLT11 

Extended Operator Window Touch Button Lights 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
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Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@MLT00 thru @MLT11 represents the twelve lights for the OEM-defined touch buttons in 
the extended operator touch window (activated by pressing F5).  The lights are labeled the 
same as the buttons, from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left light is 
@MLT00, the upper right light is @MLT03, and the lower right light is @MLT11.  The 
flags that determine whether the lights are displayed are MLD00-MLD11. 

True = Turn light ON  
False = Turn light OFF 

 
 
@MODE 

MODE 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@MODE indicates the part program execution mode status of control. 

0 = manual mode is active 
1 = single block mode is active 
2 = auto mode is active 

 
@MODRQ 

MODRQ 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@MODRQ will be assigned a numeric value from 0 thru 2 indicating the control's 
requested operating mode (automatic, single block, or manual); Automatic and Single 
Block are ignored if @ESTOP is True.  If a MANUAL request is made while in 
AUTOMATIC or SINGLE BLOCK mode, the control will not switch to manual until the 
current block completes execution; at this time block execution will stop.  The Manual 
mode led will flash until the block completes execution. 

0 = manual mode requested 
1 = single block mode requested 
2 = auto mode requested 

 
@MONRQ 

Machine (Servo) ON Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
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@MONRQ is set True by PMI to request servo on.  At the same time, the variable 
@MCRDY must also be True to maintain servo on.  @MONRQ should only stay True for 
a few seconds during a machine on request, then allowing @MCRDY to maintain servos 
on. 

 
@MPB00 - @MPB11 

Extended Operator Window Touch Buttons 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@MPB00 thru @MPB11 represents the twelve OEM-defined buttons in the extended 
operator touch window (activated by pressing F5).  The buttons are labeled from left to 
right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left button is @MPB00, the upper right button is 
@MPB03, and the lower right button is @MPB11.  Refer to @MLT00 thru @MLT11 for 
the corresponding Led. 

True = Button is pressed 
False = Button not pressed 

 
@MTX00 - @MTX11 

Extended Operator Window Touch Button Text 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@MTX00 thru @MTX11 specify the text to be displayed on the twelve OEM-defined 
touch buttons in the extended operator touch window (activated by pressing F5).  If one of 
these variables is set equal to a text string defined in a $KEY statement, that text will be 
displayed on the corresponding touch button.  The first eight characters will be displayed 
on the top line of the button; the remaining characters will be displayed on the second line.  
If one of these variables is set to zero, the corresponding button will not be displayed. 

 
@NAUX 

Number of aux axes 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Number of aux axes specified in the system from the Parameter Editor. 

 
@NGRP 

Number of Defined Axis Groups 
(Read Only) 
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{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@NGRP contains the number of axis groups defined for this machine, and may range from 
0-4. 

 
@NHOME[ ] 

Axis Not Homed 
(Read/Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@NHOME indicates if a programmed axes has/has not been homed. Array size is system 
dependent; it will be equal to the number of programmed axes.  This variable does not 
apply to auxiliary axes.  Since this is a read/write variable, PMI can create the status of an 
axis not being homed, if necessary. 

0 = axis has been homed 
1 = axis has not been homed 

 
 
@NHOM2[ ] 

Axis Not Homed, Second Axis Group 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[2]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@NHOM2 indicates whether a programmed axis in the second axis group has/has not been 
homed.  Since this is a read, write variable, PMI can create the status of an axis not being 
homed, if necessary. 
  0 = axis has been homed 
  1 = axis has not been homed 

 
@NHOM3[ ] 

Axis Not Homed, Third Axis Group 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[2]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@NHOM3 indicates whether a programmed axis in the third axis group has/has not been 
homed.  Since this is a read, write variable, PMI can create the status of an axis not being 
homed, if necessary. 
  0 = axis has been homed 
  1 = axis has not been homed 
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@NHOM4[ ] 
Axis Not Homed, Fourth Axis Group 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[2]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@NHOM4 indicates whether a programmed axis in the fourth axis group has/has not been 
homed.  Since this is a read, write variable, PMI can create the status of an axis not being 
homed, if necessary. 
  0 = axis has been homed 
  1 = axis has not been homed 

 
@NHOME[ ] 

Axis Not Homed, First Axis Group 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[2]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@NHOME indicates whether a programmed axis in the first axis group has/has not been 
homed.  Since this is a read/write variable, PMI can create the status of an axis not being 
homed, if necessary. 
  0 = axis has been homed 
  1 = axis has not been homed 

 
@NHWLM[ ] 

Negative Limit Switch 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Indicates that the axis is on a negative travel limit switch.  Positive and negative are based 
on motor rotation  (positive = CW, negative =CCW), not machine movement.  This status 
is passed to the control over the Servolink interface. 

 
@NLIM1[ ] 

Axis Group 1 Negative Travel Limits 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@NLIM1 contains the negative travel limits for the first axis group, in counts.  
@NLIM1[0] is the Z axis negative travel limit; @NLIM1[1] is the X axis negative travel 
limit. 
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@NLIM2[ ] 
Axis Group 2 Negative Travel Limits 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@NLIM2 contains the negative travel limits for the second axis group, in counts.  
@NLIM2[0] is the Z axis negative travel limit; @NLIM2[1] is the X axis negative travel 
limit. 

 
@NLIM3[ ] 

Axis Group 3 Negative Travel Limits 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@NLIM3 contains the negative travel limits for the third axis group, in counts.  
@NLIM3[0] is the Z axis negative travel limit; @NLIM3[1] is the X axis negative travel 
limit. 

 
@NLIM4[ ] 

Axis Group 4 Negative Travel Limits 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@NLIM4 contains the negative travel limits for the fourth axis group, in counts.  
@NLIM4[0] is the Z axis negative travel limit; @NLIM4[1] is the X axis negative travel 
limit. 

 
@NOAX[ ] 

No Axis Request 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Request by PMI to completely disable an axis that was specified in the Parameter Editor.  
When @NOAX[ ] is set True for a particular axis,  it is not required to be homed, and 
Servolink faults are ignored.  This variable is useful for configurations where a certain axis 
can be connected/disconnect by the end used (such as a removable rotary axis). 

 
@NODSP[ ] 

Axis Display Inhibit 
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(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Setting this variable True will remove the position display of the specified axis from the 
production page displays.  This is usually used in conjunction with the @NOAX[ ] variable 
to inhibit the display of a removed axis. 

 
@NOEDP 

Program Edit Is Not Allowed 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
The operator will not be allowed to edit part programs when @NOEDP is TRUE. 

 
@NOSDP[ ] 

Shutdown Prompt Inhibit 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Setting this variable True will make the Series 8 turn off power without its usual “turn off 
computer: are you sure?” prompt.   This option is used on systems where the Series 8 is 
being used as an embedded system and there may not be an operator display where 
shutdown can be confirmed. 

 
@NOTOF 

Tool Offset Panel Is Not Allowed 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
The operator will not be allowed to activate the tool offset panel when @NOTOF is TRUE. 

 
@NUMSP 

Number of Spindles 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@NUMSP is the number of spindles on the machine, as selected in the Parameter Editor. 
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@NVFL2[ ] 

Non-volatile Memory Flags 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Logical} 
 
This array contains 50 general-purpose logical variables.  These 'flag' variables are logical 
variables, have a state of 0 or 1.  Unlike other PMI variables, these variables are non-
volatile; that is, their values will be retained when the control is turned off. 

 
@NVFLG[ ] 

Non-volatile Memory Flags 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This array contains 50 general-purpose logical variables.  These 'flag' variables are logical 
variables, have a state of 0 or 1.  Unlike other PMI variables, these variables are non-
volatile; that is, their values will be retained when the control is turned off. 

 
@NVIN2[ ] 

Non-volatile Integer Variables 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This array contains 50 general-purpose integer variables.  Integer variables are 16-bit 
signed variables in the range of -32768 to +32767.  Unlike other PMI variables, these 
variables are non-volatile; that is, their values will be retained when the control is turned 
off. 

 
@NVINT[ ] 

Non-volatile Integer Variables 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This array contains 50 general-purpose integer variables.  Integer variables are 16-bit 
signed variables in the range of -32768 to +32767.  Unlike other PMI variables, these 
variables are non-volatile; that is, their values will be retained when the control is turned 
off. 
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@NVLN2[ ] 
Non-volatile Long Variables 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This array contains 50 general-purpose long integer variables.  Long variables are 32-bit 
singed variables in the range of -134217728 to +134217727.  Unlike other PMI variables, 
these variables are non-volatile; that is, their values will be retained when the control is 
turned off. 

 
@NVLNG[ ] 

Non-volatile Long Variables 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This array contains 50 general-purpose long integer variables.  Long variables are 32-bit 
singed variables in the range of -134217728 to +134217727.  Unlike other PMI variables, 
these variables are non-volatile; that is, their values will be retained when the control is 
turned off. 

 
@NWPGM 

New Program Selected 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@NWPGM is set True when a new part program is selected. 

 
@OAT00 - @OAT11 

Operator Window Touch Button Attributes 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@OAT00 thru @OAT11 contain the display attributes of the twelve OEM-defined touch 
buttons.  The buttons are labeled from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left 
button is @OAT00, the upper right button is @OAT03, and the lower right button is 
@OAT11. 

 
@OLD00 - @OLD11 

Display Operator Window Touch Button Lights 
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(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@OLD00 thru @OLD11 indicate whether to display a light on each of the twelve OEM-
defined touch buttons in the operator touch window.  The lights are labeled the same as the 
buttons, from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left light is @OLD00, the 
upper right light is @OLD03, and the lower right light is @OLD11.  The flags that 
determine whether the lights are on or off are OLT00-OLT11. 

True = Display light 
False = Don’t display light 

 
@OLT00 - @OLT11 

Operator Window Touch Button Lights 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@OLT00 thru @OLT11 represents the twelve lights for the OEM-defined touch buttons in 
the extended operator touch window (activated by pressing F4-F8).  The lights are labeled 
the same as the buttons, from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left light is 
@OLT00, the upper right light is @OLT03, and the lower right light is @OLT11.  The 
flags that determine whether the lights are displayed are OLD00-OLD11. 

True = Turn light ON 
False = Turn light OFF 

 
@OPB00 - @OPB11 

Operator Window Touch Buttons 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@OPB00 thru @OPB11 represents the twelve OEM-defined buttons in the operator touch 
window.  The buttons are labeled from left to right, top to bottom.  That is, the upper left 
button is @OPB00, the upper right button is @OPB03, and the lower right button is 
@OPB11.  Refer to @OLT00 thru @OLT11 for the corresponding light. 

True = Button is pressed 
False = Button not pressed 

 
@OPSTP 

Optional Stop 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
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Machine Center / Lathe  
When True, this enables the OPTIONAL STOP state of the control – meaning that M01 
codes will halt part program execution. 

 
@OPZNF 

Operator Zero Ignores Fixture Offset  
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
If @OPZNF is False, operator zero calculation will be normal.  If True, the operator zero 
will always be calculated as if the fixture offset is zero, regardless of its actual value. 

 
@OTX00 - @OTX11 

Operator Window Touch Button Text 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@OTX00 thru @OTX11 specify the text to be displayed on the twelve OEM-defined touch 
buttons in the extended operator touch window (activated by pressing F4-F8).  If one of 
these variables is set equal to a text string defined in a $KEY statement, that text will be 
displayed on the corresponding touch button.  The first eight characters will be displayed 
on the top line of the button; the remaining characters will be displayed on the second line.  
If one of these variables is set to zero, the corresponding button will not be displayed. 

 
@P1ATT 

Wheel Text Display Attributes 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[32]) 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Each entry in @P1ATT controls the foreground and background colors of one line of text 
on the slide position boxes on the “wheel” display panel.  @ P1ATT[0] controls the 
attributes of the title line for slide position 1; @ P1ATT[1] controls the attributes of the 
first status line for slide position 1; @ P1ATT[2] controls the attributes of the second status 
line for slide position 1; @ P1ATT[3] controls the attributes of the third status line for slide 
position 1.  Similarly, @P1ATT[4-7] control the attributes for slide position 2, @P1ATT[8-
11] control the attributes for slide position 3, etc. 

 
@P1TXT 

Wheel Text Pointers 
(Read, Write) 
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(Array[32]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Each entry in @P1TXT contains a pointer to the text for one line on the slide position 
boxes on the “wheel” display panel.  @ P1TXT[0] points to the text for the title line on 
slide position 1; @ P1TXT[1] points to the text for the first status line on slide position 1; 
@ P1TXT[2] points to the text for the second status line on slide position 1; @ P1TXT[3] 
points to the text for the third status line on slide position 1.  Similarly, @P1TXT[4-7] 
point to the text for slide position 2, @P1TXT[8-11] point to the text for slide position 3, 
etc. 

 
@PASWD 

Password Level 
(Read/ Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PASWD is the current password level.  PMI can write to this to force a level if desired, 
but only on the first pass (when @IPL is True). 

0 = operator 
1 = supervisor 
2 = maintenance 
3 = OEM 

 
 
@PBRAW[ ] 

Probe Status, Raw State 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable shows the current state of the probe input signal, per axis.  The value of this 
does not change with the status of the current probing command (compare to the @PROBE 
variable). 

 
@PBSIM 

Probe Simulate 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
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This variable allows testing of probe logic without probe hardware.  If axis simulation is 
enabled (@ASIM=T) and this variable is True, the system will act as though the probe 
triggered immediately after it is enabled. 

 
@PCKST 

Pickoff(s) At Start Position 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PCKST is TRUE when the pickoff axes are at their start positions. 

 
@PCNT 

Part Count 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PCNT is the number of parts produced on the machine.  If @BCNT is greater than zero, 
the machine feed will be stopped when @PCNT is greater than or equal to @BCNT. 

 
@PCNTW 

Part Count Entry Allowed 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PCNT can be entered on the tool counters page if @PCNTW is True. 

 
@PCOCN[ ] 

PMI Page Combo Box Count 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the number of items in the drop-down list for a combo 
box on the PMI Display Page.  A count larger than 10 will result in unpredictable behavior. 

 
@PCOCO[ ] 

PMI Page Combo Box Color  
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
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{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the background color for a combo box on the PMI Display 
Page.  The color format is blue*65536 + green*256 + red. 

 
@PCOFC[ ] 

PMI Page Combo Box Font Color 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the text color for a combo box on the PMI Display Page.  
The color format is blue*65536 + green*256 + red. 

 
@PCOFO[ ] 

PMI Page Combo Box Font 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the font for a combo box on the PMI Display Page.  If 
@PCOFO=0, the font will be Arial Rounded MT Bold; if @PCOFO=1, the font will be 
Lucida Sans Typewriter. 

 
@PCOFS[ ] 

PMI Page Combo Box Font Size 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the font size for a combo box on the PMI Display Page. 

 
@PCOHT[ ] 

PMI Page Combo Box Height 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the height in pixels for a combo box on the PMI Display 
Page. 

 
@PCOIN[ ] 
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PMI Page Combo Box Index 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the current selection for a combo box on the PMI Display 
Page. 

 
@PCOLF[ ] 

PMI Page Combo Box Left Edge 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the position of the left side of a combo box on the PMI 
Display Page.  The position is in pixels from the upper left corner of the screen. 

 
@PCOT2[ ] 

PMI Page Combo Box Text 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[250]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array is a pointer to the text for the drop-down list of one of the last 25 
combo boxes on the PMI Display Page.  @PCOT2[0] is the first item for the 26th combo 
box, @PCOT2[1] is the second item for the 26th combo box, @PCOT2[10] is the first item 
for the 27th combo box, etc. 

 
@PCOTP[ ] 

PMI Page Combo Box Top Edge 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the position of the top of a combo box on the PMI Display 
Page.  The position is in pixels from the upper left corner of the screen. 

 
@PCOTX[ ] 

PMI Page Combo Box Text 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[250]) 
{Long} 
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Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array is a pointer to the text for the drop-down list of one of the first 25 
combo boxes on the PMI Display Page.  @PCOTX[0] is the first item for the first combo 
box, @PCOTX[1] is the second item for the first combo box, @PCOTX[10] is the first 
item for the second combo box, etc. 

 
@PCOVI[ ] 

PMI Page Combo Box Visible 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array controls whether the corresponding combo box will appear on the 
PMI Display Page.  If @PCOVI is True, the combo box will be displayed. 

 
@PCOWI[ ] 

PMI Page Combo Box Width 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the width in pixels for a combo box on the PMI Display 
Page. 

 
@PCP[ ] 

PCP-PMI Variables 
(Read Only) 
(Array[100]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This 100-element array contains general-purpose variables which are used to pass values 
from the Parameter Editor to PMI.  The definition of each of the array elements will vary 
from system to system, and these are used to create PMI options for a given family of 
machines. 

 
@PDSEL 

Program Deselect 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
When @PDSEL is set True by PMI, the current part program will be deselected and 
@PDSEL will be set False. 
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@PEDCO[ ] 

PMI Page Edit Box Color 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the background color for a edit box on the PMI Display 
Page.  The color format is blue*65536 + green*256 + red. 

 
@PEDFC[ ] 

PMI Page Edit Box Font Color 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the text color for a edit box on the PMI Display Page.  
The color format is blue*65536 + green*256 + red. 

 
@PEDFO[ ] 

PMI Page Edit Box Font 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the font for a edit box on the PMI Display Page.  If 
@PEDFO=0, the font will be Arial Rounded MT Bold; if @PEDFO=1, the font will be 
Lucida Sans Typewriter. 

 
@PEDFS[ ] 

PMI Page Edit Box Font Size 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the font size for a edit box on the PMI Display Page. 

 
@PEDHT[ ] 

PMI Page Edit Box Height 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
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Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the height in pixels for a edit box on the PMI Display 
Page. 

 
@PEDLF[ ] 

PMI Page Edit Box Left Edge 
(Read, Write)  
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the position of the left side of a edit box on the PMI 
Display Page.  The position is in pixels from the upper left corner of the screen. 

 
@PEDRO[ ] 

PMI Page Edit Box Read Only 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array controls whether the data can be entered into the corresponding edit 
box on the PMI Display Page.  If @PEDVI is True, the edit box will be read-only, and no 
data can be entered into the box. 

 
@PEDSC[ ] 

PMI Page Edit Box Scale Factor 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array is a scale factor for the variable to be displayed in each edit box on 
the PMI Display Page.  The number displayed in the edit box will be @PEDVL[BOX] / 
@PEDSC[BOX]. 

 
@PEDTP[ ] 

PMI Page Edit Box Top Edge  
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the position of the top of a edit box on the PMI Display 
Page.  The position is in pixels from the upper left corner of the screen. 

 
@PEDVI[ ] 
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PMI Page Edit Box Visible 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array controls whether the corresponding edit box will appear on the PMI 
Display Page.  If @PEDVI is True, the edit box will be displayed. 

 
@PEDVL[ ] 

PMI Page Edit Box Value 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array is the actual value of the variable to be displayed in each edit box 
on the PMI Display Page.  The number displayed in the edit box will be @PEDVL[BOX] / 
@PEDSC[BOX]. 

 
@PEDWI[ ] 

PMI Page Edit Box Width 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the width in pixels for a edit box on the PMI Display 
Page. 

 
@PEEKB 

Read a Memory Byte Location 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable specifies an address in the memory of the main CPU board.  The contents of 
this address will be available as @DBYTE.  NOTE: specifying an invalid address for this 
variable can crash the system! 

 
@PEEKL 

Read a Memory Long Location 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
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Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable specifies an address in the memory of the main CPU board.  The contents of 
this address will be available as @DLONG.  NOTE: specifying an invalid address for this 
variable can crash the system! 

 
@PEEKW 

Read a Memory Word Location 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable specifies an address in the memory of the main CPU board.  The contents of 
this address will be available as @DWORD.  NOTE: specifying an invalid address for this 
variable can crash the system! 

 
@PERR0 

Pendant Error, Address '24' 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable is true if a handheld pendant is specified in the Parameter Editor, and the 
HSSB connection for this address is missing.  The HSSB error will not cause the I/O 
system to shut down, because it may be legal for this pendant to be removed from the 
system.  This variable notifies PMI however, to ignore the pendant interface variables. 
 

 
@PERR1 

Pendant Error, Address '23' 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable is true if two handheld pendants are specified in the Parameter Editor, and the 
HSSB connection for the second pendant address is missing.  The HSSB error will not 
cause the I/O system to shut down, because it may be legal for this pendant to be removed 
from the system.  This variable notifies PMI however, to ignore the pendant interface 
variables. 

 
@PGABT[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Band Thickness 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
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{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the thickness of the sweep band for the corresponding 
gauge on the PMI display page, in pixels. The default value is 8. 

 
@PGACO[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Color 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the background color for a gauge on the PMI Display 
Page.  The color format is blue*65536 + green*256 + red. 

 
@PGAEA[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge End Angle 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the angle at the high end of the corresponding gauge on 
the PMI display page, in degrees.  A zero degree angle will be at the nine o’clock position, 
and angles will increase in the clockwise direction. 

 
@PGAFC[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Font Color  
(Read, Write)  
(Array[10]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the caption color for a gauge on the PMI Display Page.  
The color format is blue*65536 + green*256 + red. 

 
@PGAFO[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Font 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the font for a gauge on the PMI Display Page.  If 
@PGAFO=0, the font will be Arial Rounded MT Bold; if @PGAFO=1, the font will be 
Lucida Sans Typewriter. 
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@PGAFS[ ] 
PMI Page Gauge Font Size 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the font size for a gauge on the PMI Display Page. 

 
@PGAHB[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge High Band 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the start of the high band on the corresponding gauge on 
the PMI display page.  The high band start is specified as a value of @PGAVA.  The high 
band may be assigned a color with @PGAHC to mark it on the sweep band. 

 
@PGAHC[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge High Band Color 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the color of the sweep band in the high band of the 
corresponding gauge on the PMI display page.  The color format is blue*65536 + 
green*256 + red; the default value is 8421504 (gray). 

 
@PGAHR[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Pointer Hub Radius 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the radius of the pivot hub on the pointer of the 
corresponding gauge on the PMI display page.  The value is in pixels; the default value is 
2. 
 

 
@PGAHT[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Height 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
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{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the height in pixels for a gauge on the PMI Display Page. 

 
@PGAHU[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Hub Color 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the color of the pointer pivot hub.    The color format is 
blue*65536 + green*256 + red; the default value is 0 (black). 

 
@PGALB[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Low Band 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the end of the low band on the corresponding gauge on 
the PMI display page.  The low band end is specified as a value of @PGAVA.  The low 
band may be assigned a color with @PGALC to mark it on the sweep band. 

 
@PGALC[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Low Band Color 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the color of the sweep band in the low band of the 
corresponding gauge on the PMI display page.  The color format is blue*65536 + 
green*256 + red; the default value is 8421504 (gray). 

 
@PGALF[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Left Edge 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the position of the left side of a gauge on the PMI Display 
Page.  The position is in pixels from the upper left corner of the screen. 
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@PGAMC[ ] 
PMI Page Gauge Mid Band Color 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the color of the sweep band in the middle band of the 
corresponding gauge on the PMI display page.  The color format is blue*65536 + 
green*256 + red; the default value is 8421504 (gray).  Note that the entire sweep band will 
be this color if no high or low band is defined. 

 
@PGAML[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Main Tick Length 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the length in pixels of the main tick marks on the 
corresponding gauge on the PMI Display Page.  The default value is 10. 

 
@PGAMN[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Minimum Value 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the value of @PGAVA which corresponds to the start 
angle on a gauge on the PMI display page.  This number will also be the label for the first 
main tick mark.  The default value is 0. 

 
@PGAMT[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Number of Main Ticks 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the number of main tick marks on the corresponding 
gauge on the PMI Display Page.  The default value is 10. 

 
@PGAMX[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Maximum Value 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
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{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the value of @PGAVA which corresponds to the end 
angle on a gauge on the PMI display page.  This number will also be the label for the last 
main tick mark.  The default value is 100. 

 
@PGAPC[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Pointer Color 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the color of the pointer of the corresponding gauge on the 
PMI display page.  The color format is blue*65536 + green*256 + red; the default value is 
0 (black). 

 
@PGAPW[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Pointer Width 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the width of the pointer of the corresponding gauge on the 
PMI display page.  The width is in pixels; the default value is 2. 

 
@PGARA[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Radius 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the radius, in pixels, of the corresponding gauge on the 
PMI display page. 

 
@PGASA[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Start Angle  
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the angle at the low end of the corresponding gauge on the 
PMI display page, in degrees.  A zero degree angle will be at the nine o’clock position, and 
angles will increase in the clockwise direction. 
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@PGASL[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Sub Tick Length 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the length in pixels of the secondary tick marks on the 
corresponding gauge on the PMI Display Page.  The default value is 6. 

 
@PGAST[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Number of Sub Ticks 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the number of secondary tick marks on the corresponding 
gauge on the PMI Display Page.  The default value is 6. 

 
@PGATC[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Tick Color 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the color of the tick marks on the corresponding gauge on 
the PMI display page.  The color format is blue*65536 + green*256 + red; the default value 
is 0 (black). 

 
@PGATP[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Top Edge 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the position of the top of a gauge on the PMI Display 
Page.  The position is in pixels from the upper left corner of the screen. 

 
@PGATS[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Tick Font Size 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
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{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the font size for the tick labels on a gauge on the PMI 
Display Page.  The default value is 8. 

 
@PGATX[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Text 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array is a pointer to the text for a label on the corresponding gauge.  If 
@PGATX = 0, there will not be any label on the gauge. 

 
@PGAVA[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Value 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array is the actual value of the reading to be displayed on each gauge on 
the PMI Display Page. 

 
@PGAVI[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Visible 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array controls whether the corresponding gauge will appear on the PMI 
Display Page.  If @PGAVI is True, the gauge will be displayed. 

 
@PGAWI[ ] 

PMI Page Gauge Width 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[10]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the width in pixels for a gauge on the PMI Display Page. 

 
@PHI 

Spindle Position 
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(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
 
This variable contains the current value of the spindle encoder. 

 
@PHWLM[ ] 

Positive Limit Switch  
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Indicates that the axis is on a negative travel limit switch.  Positive and negative are based 
on motor rotation  (positive = CW, negative =CCW), not machine movement.  This status 
is passed to the control over the Servolink interface. 

 
@PIN[ ] 

PMI Input Variable from APP 
(Read Only) 
(Array[99]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable is used to pass data from a part program to PMI, using the Advanced 
Programming Package (APP) feature of the control.  The APP variables @1 through @99 
correspond to the PMI variables @PIN[1] through @PIN[99]. 

 
@PKYAT[ ] 

PMI Page Key Display Attribute 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the display attribute for a key on the PMI Display Page. 

 
@PKYHT[ ] 

PMI Page Key Height  
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the height in pixels for a key on the PMI Display Page. 
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@PKYL1[ ] 
PMI Page Key Line 1 Text 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array is a pointer to the text to be displayed on the first line of a key on 
the PMI Display Page. 

 
@PKYL2[ ] 

PMI Page Key Line 2 Text 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array is a pointer to the text to be displayed on the second line of a key 
on the PMI Display Page.  If @PKYL2 is zero, no second line will be displayed. 

 
@PKYLD[ ] 

PMI Page Key Light Display  
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array indicates whether an LED circle will  be displayed on the 
corresponding key on the PMI Display Page.  If @PKYLD[KEY] is true, the LED circle 
will be displayed. 

 
@PKYLF[ ] 

PMI Page Key Left Edge 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the position of the left side of a key on the PMI Display 
Page.  The position is in pixels from the upper left corner of the screen. 

 
@PKYLT[ ] 

PMI Page Key Light On/Off  
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Logical} 
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Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array indicates whether the LED circle on the corresponding key on the 
PMI Display Page will be displayed as illuminated or not illuminated.  If @PKYLT[KEY] 
is True, the LED will be illuminated. 

 
@PKYPR[ ] 

PMI Page Key Pressed 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array indicates whether the corresponding key on the PMI Display Page 
is pressed.  If @PKYPR[KEY] is True, the key is pressed. 

 
@PKYTP[ ] 

PMI Page Key Top Edge 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the position of the top of a key on the PMI Display Page.  
The position is in pixels from the upper left corner of the screen. 

 
@PKYVI[ ] 

PMI Page Key Visible 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array controls whether the corresponding key will appear on the PMI 
Display Page.  If @PKYVI is True, the key will be displayed. 

 
@PLBCO[ ] 

PMI Page Label Color 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the background color for a label on the PMI Display Page.  
The color format is blue*65536 + green*256 + red. 

 
@PLBFC[ ] 
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PMI Page Label Font Color 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the text color for a label on the PMI Display Page.  The 
color format is blue*65536 + green*256 + red. 

 
@PLBFO[ ] 

PMI Page Label Font 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the font for a label on the PMI Display Page.  If 
@PLBFO=0, the font will be Arial Rounded MT Bold; if @PLBFO=1, the font will be 
Lucida Sans Typewriter. 

 
@PLBFS[ ] 

PMI Page Label Font Size 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the font size for a label on the PMI Display Page. 

 
@PLBLF[ ] 

PMI Page Label Left Edge 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array specifies the position of the left side of a label on the PMI Display 
Page.  The position is in pixels from the upper left corner of the screen. 

 
@PLBTP[ ] 

PMI Page Label Top Edge 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
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Each entry in this array specifies the position of the top of a label on the PMI Display Page.  
The position is in pixels from the upper left corner of the screen. 

 
@PLBTX[ ]  

PMI Page Label Text 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array is a pointer to the text for the corresponding label on the PMI 
Display Page. 

 
@PLBVI[ ] 

PMI Page Label Visible 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[50]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Each entry in this array controls whether the corresponding label will appear on the PMI 
Display Page.  If @PLBVI is True, the label will be displayed. 

 
@PLD00 - @PLD07 

Pendant 1 LED’s 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
These variables turn on the lights to the buttons on the handheld pendant.  This set is for the 
buttons on the first handheld pendant of the system, if more than one is present. 

 
@PLD10 - @PLD17 

Pendant 2 LED’s 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
These variables turn on the lights to the buttons on the handheld pendant.  This set is for the 
buttons on the second handheld pendant of the system, if more than one is present. 

 
@PLIM1[ ] 

Axis Group 1 Positive Travel Limits 
(Read Only) 
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(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PLIM1 contains the positive travel limits for the first axis group, in counts.  @PLIM1[0] 
is the Z axis positive travel limit; @PLIM1[1] is the X axis positive travel limit. 

 
@PLIM2[ ] 

Axis Group 2 Positive Travel Limits 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PLIM2 contains the positive travel limits for the second axis group, in counts.  
@PLIM2[0] is the Z axis positive travel limit; @PLIM2[1] is the X axis positive travel 
limit. 

 
@PLIM3[ ] 

Axis Group 3 Positive Travel Limits 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PLIM3 contains the positive travel limits for the third axis group, in counts.  @PLIM3[0] 
is the Z axis positive travel limit; @PLIM3[1] is the X axis positive travel limit. 

 
@PLIM4[ ] 

Axis Group 4 Positive Travel Limits 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PLIM4 contains the positive travel limits for the fourth axis group, in counts.  
@PLIM4[0] is the Z axis positive travel limit; @PLIM4[1] is the X axis positive travel 
limit. 

 
@PMIDS 

PMI Display Page is Active 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
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When @PMIDS is set True by PMI, the Series 8 will display the special PMI-driven 
display page.  The page will remain active until @PMIDS is set False. 

 
@POCY1 

First Pickoff Cycle in Progress 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@POCY1 is True when the first pickoff group is executing its program cycle.  This 
variable can be set True by PMI to allow pickoff cycles to run while the cam is in not in the 
normal machining range. 

 
@POCY2 

Second Pickoff Cycle in Progress 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@POCY2 is True when the second pickoff group is executing its program cycle.  This 
variable can be set True by PMI to allow pickoff cycles to run while the cam is in not in the 
normal machining range. 

 
@POD2 

Second Pickoff Drill Mode 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@POD2 is True when the second pickoff group is in drilling mode.  Drilling mode is 
requested by setting @PODR2 True. 

 
@PODR2 

Second Pickoff Drill Mode Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Setting @PODR2 True requests drilling mode for the second pickoff group.  @POD2 is 
True when the second pickoff group is in drilling mode. 

 
@PODRL 

First Pickoff Drill Mode 
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(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PODRL is True when the first pickoff group is in drilling mode.  Drilling mode is 
requested by setting @PODRQ True. 

 
@PODRQ 

First Pickoff Drill Mode Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Setting @PODRQ True requests drilling mode for the first pickoff group.  @PODRL is 
True when the first pickoff group is in drilling mode. 

 
@PODV2 

Second Pickoff Drilling Spindle Speed 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PODV2 is the requested drilling spindle speed for the second pickoff group, in internal 
velocity units. 

 
@PODVL 

First Pickoff Drilling Spindle Speed 
(Read, Write) 
{Integer} 
 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PODVL is the requested drilling spindle speed for the first pickoff group, in internal 
velocity units. 

 
@POGR2 

Second Pickoff Group  
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@POGR2 is an index to the axis group used for the second pickoff.  If @POGR2 is less 
than zero, there is no second pickoff on this machine. 
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@POGRP 

First Pickoff Group 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@POGRP is an index to the axis group used for the first pickoff.  If @POGRP is less than 
zero, there is no first pickoff on this machine. 

 
@POHR2 

Second Pickoff Spindle Home Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Setting @PODR2 True requests that the second pickoff group be homed. 

 
@POHRQ 

First Pickoff Spindle Home Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Setting @PODR2 True requests that the first pickoff group be homed. 

 
@PONDO 

Pickoff Spindle DAC Disable  
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Setting @PONDO True forces the DAC output for the pickoff spindles to be zero. 

 
@PONH2 

Second Pickoff Spindle Not Homed 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PONH2 is True when the second pickoff spindle has not been homed. 
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@PONHM 
First Pickoff Spindle Not Homed 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PONHM is True when the first pickoff spindle has not been homed. 

 
@POOF2 

Second Pickoff Sync Offset 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@POOF2 is the requested difference, in pickoff spindle encoder counts, between the 
second pickoff spindle position and the main spindle position for synchronization. 

 
@POOFS 

First Pickoff Sync Offset 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@ POOFS is the requested difference, in pickoff spindle encoder counts, between the first 
pickoff spindle position and the main spindle position for synchronization. 

 
@POPS1 

First Pickoff Spindle Position  
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@ POPS1 is the current position, in encoder counts, of the first pickoff spindle. 

 
@POPS2 

Second Pickoff Spindle Position 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@POPS2 is the current position, in encoder counts, of the second pickoff spindle. 
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@PORP2 
Second Pickoff Spindle Speed 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PORP2 is the current speed of the second pickoff spindle, in RPM. 

 
@PORPM 

First Pickoff Spindle Speed 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PORPM is the current speed of the first pickoff spindle, in RPM. 

 
@POSQ2 

Second Pickoff Synchronization Mode Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Setting @POSQ2 True requests synchronization mode for the second pickoff group.  
@POSY2 is True when the second pickoff group is in synchronization mode. 

 
@POSR1[ ] 

Axis Actual Position, First Axis Group 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@POSR1 indicates the actual axis position in counts for the first axis group.  @POSR1[0] 
is the Z axis position; @POSR1[1] is the X axis position. 

 
@POSR2[ ] 

Axis Actual Position, Second Axis Group 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@POSR2 indicates the actual axis position in counts for the second axis group.  
@POSR2[0] is the Z axis position; @POSR2[1] is the X axis position. 
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@POSR3[ ] 

Axis Actual Position, Third Axis Group 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@POSR3 indicates the actual axis position in counts for the third axis group.  @POSR3[0] 
is the Z axis position; @POSR3[1] is the X axis position. 

 
@POSR4[ ] 

Axis Actual Position, Fourth Axis Group 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@POSR4 indicates the actual axis position in counts for the fourth axis group.  
@POSR4[0] is the Z axis position; @POSR4[1] is the X axis position. 

 
@POSRG[ ] 

Axis Actual Position 
(Read Only) 
(Array) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@POSRG[X] indicates the actual axis position in counts for each programmed axis.  The 
number of elements in this array is system dependent. 

 
@POSRQ 

First Pickoff Synchronization Mode Request  
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Setting @POSRQ True requests synchronization mode for the first pickoff group.  
@POSYN is True when the first pickoff group is in synchronization mode. 

 
@POSY2 

Second Pickoff Synchronization Mode 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
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Multi-Spindle Machine 
@POSY2 is True when the second pickoff group is in synchronization mode.  
Synchronization mode is requested by setting @POSQ2 True. 

 
@POSYN 

First Pickoff Synchronization Mode 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@POSYN is True when the first pickoff group is in synchronization mode.  
Synchronization mode is requested by setting @POSRQ True. 

 
 
@POUT 

APP Variable Output from PMI 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[99]) 
{Long} 
 
This variable is used to pass data from PMI to APP, using the Advanced Programming 
Package (APP) feature of the control system  The APP variables @101 through @199 
correspond to the PMI variables @POUT[1] through @POUT[99]. 

 
@PPB00 - @PPB07 

Pendant 1 Pushbuttons 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
These variables read the pushbuttons on the handheld pendant.  This set is for the buttons 
on the first handheld pendant of the system, if more than one is present. 

 
@PPB10 - @PPB17 

Pendant 2 Pushbuttons 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
These variables read the pushbuttons on the handheld pendant.  This set is for the buttons 
on the second handheld pendant of the system, if more than one is present. 

 
@PPDBG 
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Debug Mode for Precision PCB 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @PPDBG is True, the SERIES 8 will display extra information about bar code 
scanner and camera transactions.  This variable is only used on Precision PCB printed 
circuit board router machines. 

 
@PPOSF 

PMI Position Display Flag 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
When @PPOSF is True, the SERIES 8 will display the entries from @PPOSN on the 
position display panels instead of the actual axis positions. 

 
@PPOSN[ ] 

PMI Axis Positions 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
When @PPOSF is True, the SERIES 8 will display the entries from @PPOSN on the 
position display panels instead of the actual axis positions.  @PPOSN[0] will be displayed 
on the first line, @PPOSN[1] on the second line, etc.  Values in @PPOSN are stored in 
encoder counts. 

 
@PRDA1- @PRDA3 * 

Status Line Attributes 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
These variables allow definition of the foreground/background color attributes for the PMI 
text lines displayed using @PRDL1 - @PRDL3. 

 
@PRDA1- @PRDA5 * 

Status Line Attributes 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
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Multi-Spindle Machine 
These variables allow definition of the foreground/background color attributes for the PMI 
text lines displayed using @PRDL1 - @PRDL5. 

 
@PRDL1 - @PRDL3 * 

Status Line Text 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
These variables allow PMI to display up to three lines of text on the Production Page, 
normally shown in Window 2.  @PRDL1 is for line1, @PRDL2 is for line 2, and @PRDL3 
is for line 3.  The text to be displayed must be defined in the $KEY section of the PMI 
specification. 

 
@PRDL1- @PRDL5 * 

Status Line Text 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
These variables allow PMI to display up to five lines of text on the Production Page, 
normally shown in Window 2.  @PRDL1 is for line1, @PRDL2 is for line 2, etc.  The text 
to be displayed must be defined in the $KEY section of the PMI specification. 

 
@PROBE[ ] 

Probe Status 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable shows the status of the probe trigger (1=triggered, 0=not triggered).  The 
status of 'triggered' is dependent on the last commanded probe move type.  If the last 
commanded probe move is to trigger upon probe deflection, then a 1 indicates the probe is 
deflected; if the last commanded probe move is to trigger when the probe is not deflected, 
then a 1 indicates the probe is not deflected.  See variable @PBRAW, if it is necessary to 
determine the true deflect status of the probe. 

 
@PRPRS 

Part Program is Ready 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
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Multi-Spindle Machine 
@PRPRS is True when a part program has been selected, transferred to the motion 
controller board, and parsed with no errors. 

 
@PSAVE 

Remember Part Program Name 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
If this variable is True, the PC will write the part program name to the “Program=” section 
in the Series8.ini file.  In other words, if this variable is True, the name of each selected 
part program will be remembered and the program will be automatically re-selected. 

 
@PSTAL 

Part Program File Has Changed 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable is set True by the PC if the part program file has been changed since it was 
selected. 

 
@PSW00 - @PSW01 

Pendant Switches, HSSB Address X'24' 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
These are 4-bit binary variables (value 0-15) indicating the status of the rotary switches on 
the handheld pendant.  These refer to the switches on the first handheld pendant. 

 
@PSW10 - @PSW11 

Pendant Switches, HSSB Address X'23' 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
These are 4-bit binary variables (value 0-15) indicating the status of the rotary switches on 
the handheld pendant.  These refer to the switches on the second handheld pendant. 

 
@PTLEN 
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Linear Spindle Length 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
The length (in counts) at which a threading cycle will re-sync for systems with the linear 
spindle feature.  NOTE: this feature is part of a special system using a flying saw, and 
would not be typically used in other systems. 

 
@PWROF 

Power Off Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
 
PMI writes to the variable to request a power off of the Series 8 system.  This is the same 
as executing the pull-down menu command 'turn off computer' in the SYSTEM menu. 
 

 
@PWRDN 

Power Down Sequence Active 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable is True when the Series 8 is powering down the system.  During a power 
down, it is important that PMI does not try to write new information to the status 
management variables, because they will no longer be saved to the status management file. 

 
@RDIST 

Rout Distance 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This value is a cumulative counter of XY moves made during interpolated feed moves 
(G01, G02, G03).   At the end of each routing program block, the length of that move is 
added to this variable.  This is used for calculating total move distance during machining 
operations to provide a calculation of tool life. 

 
@RESET 

Control Reset 
(Read Only) 
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{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@RESET is True when a Control Reset is occurring. 
 

 
@RETRC 

Feedhold Retrace Enabled 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@RETRC is used to enable or disable path retrace after a feedhold condition.  If enabled, 
then any jog moves made after a program is interrupted by a feedhold will be retraced by 
the control upon pressing CYCLE START. 

True = retrace enabled 
False = retrace disabled 

 
@RSTIP 

Control Reset in Progress 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable is set True to indicate to the PC that a control reset is in progress. 

 
@RUNG6 

Run G06 Code in Loop 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
G06 is a special sinusoidal contouring mode moving the XY axes simultaneously, used in a 
special medical 2-axis 'shaker' control.  As long as @RUNG6=True, the block containing 
the G06 code will run continuously, causing a repetitive motion of XY. 

 
@SAWAC 

Saw Acceleration 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
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Acceleration used during linear threading cycle (flying saw system).  The default value for 
this variable is 1.  @SAWAC allows a different acceleration during a saw cut than the 
acceleration used for other moves.  The effect is to make the threading algorithm less 
sensitive to variations in spindle (conveyor) speed. 

 
@SAWGN 

Saw Gain 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Position gain used during linear threading cycle (flying saw system).  The default value for 
this variable is 100.  @SAWGN should be set for a low position error gain during the 
actual thread move to minimize position corrections caused by variations in the spindle 
(conveyor) speed. 

 
@SCOD1 

Spindle Code RPM Command, Group 1 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@SCOD1 contains the current spindle speed command, as it was programmed in the part 
program for the first axis group.  The value of this variable will change whenever an 
SXXXX is encountered in the part program. 

 
@SCOD2 

Spindle Code RPM Command, Group 2 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@SCOD2 contains the current spindle speed command, as it was programmed in the part 
program for the second axis group.  The value of this variable will change whenever an 
SXXXX is encountered in the part program. 

 
@SCOD3 

Spindle Code RPM Command, Group 3 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
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@SCOD3 contains the current spindle speed command, as it was programmed in the part 
program for the third axis group.  The value of this variable will change whenever an 
SXXXX is encountered in the part program. 

 
@SCOD4 

Spindle Code RPM Command, Group 4 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@SCOD4 contains the current spindle speed command, as it was programmed in the part 
program for the fourth axis group.  The value of this variable will change whenever an 
SXXXX is encountered in the part program. 

 
@SCODE 

Spindle Code RPM Command 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@SCODE contains the current spindle speed command, as it was programmed in the part 
program.  The value of this variable will change whenever an SXXXX is encountered in 
the part program.  If scaling is required for the Scode,  @SCODE must be assigned to 
another name as @SCODE is a Read Only variable.  If in Constant Surface Speed (CSS) 
mode, this variable is the commanded spindle RPM. 

 SCODE  =  @SCODE 

 
@SDAC2 

Secondary Spindle DAC 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Assigning a numeric value to @SDAC2 will change the analog voltage output to the 
second spindle drive.  The maximum voltage output is 10 volts.  If supported by the spindle 
hardware, spindle direction can be changed by assigning a plus or minus value to 
@SPDAC.  This variable is only used for systems that have an analog interface secondary 
spindle. 

0  = 0 Volts 
±32,767 = ±10 Volts 
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@SERCT 

Spindle Error Count 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Total number of invalid spindle encoder readings seen.  An invalid reading is determined 
when the change from one spindle position seen to the next, as seen by the CNC when 
reading the encoder over Servolink, does not coincide with what is expected based on the 
previous value of spindle speed.  When a spindle encoder reading is deemed invalid, it is 
ignored, and the next valid spindle encoder value is used.  This variable is used as a tool to 
determine if there are problems with the spindle Servolink interface. 

 
@SERMX 

Max Allowed Invalid Spindle Encoder Errors 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Maximum number of successive invalid spindle encoder readings allowed by the executive 
software.  The variable @SPVLT sets the threshold percentage of spindle speed that is used 
to determine a bad encoder reading. 

 
@SFACC 

Spindle Accelerating 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Spindle is accelerating.  This variable is available only on systems using the SIEB & 
MEYER Servolink spindle drive. 

 
@SFASP 

Spindle at Commanded Speed 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Indication from spindle SFU that spindle is at programmed speed.  This variable is 
available only on systems using the SIEB & MEYER Servolink spindle drive. 

 
@SFCUR 
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Spindle Current 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Spindle motor current (% of max).  This variable is available only on systems using the 
SIEB & MEYER Servolink spindle drive. 

 
@SFDCL 

Spindle Decelerating 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Spindle is decelerating.  This variable is available only on systems using the SIEB & 
MEYER Servolink spindle drive. 

 
@SFON 

SFU Regulator ON Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Request to turn on SFU regulator.  This variable is available only on systems using the 
SIEB & MEYER Servolink spindle drive. 

 
@SFREG 

SFU Regulator is ON 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Indication that the SFU regulator is on.  This variable is available only on systems using the 
SIEB & MEYER Servolink spindle drive. 

 
@SFREV 

Spindle Reverse Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
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Command to run spindle in reverse direction.  This variable is available only on systems 
using the SIEB & MEYER Servolink spindle drive. 

 
@SFRUN 

Spindle Run Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Command to run spindle at programmed speed.  This variable is available only on systems 
using the SIEB & MEYER Servolink spindle drive. 

 
@SFSP0 

Spindle Speed Zero 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Indication that spindle is not turning (speed zero).  This variable is available only on 
systems using the SIEB & MEYER Servolink spindle drive. 

 
@SLDRQ 

Slide Position Request from PC 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@SLDRQ is set to the requested slide position when the operator touches a slide position 
box on the “wheel” display.  PMI must set @AXGRQ=@SLDRQ (when slide position 
change is allowed) to make the selected slide position change. 

 
@SLERR[ ] 

Servolink Error 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
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Error from Servolink amplifier or spindle drive.   The value determines the error. 
0  = no error 
1  = i2t error 
2  = motor temperature 
4  = heat sink temperature 
7 = servo power fault 
9  = short-circuit 
10  = overvoltage 
12  = broken cable 

 
@SLFLT 

Servolink Fault Status  
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@SLFLT is True when a servolink fault occurs.  It is used in debugging the servolink 
interface. 

 
@SLHLS[ ] 

Home Limit Switch 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
On systems with analog servo amplifiers, this signal indicates the status of the home limit 
switch wired to the Servolink interface board; in this case PMI should treat this as a 'read 
only' type of variable.  On systems using Servolink amplifiers, the home limit switch is not 
wired to the amplifier.  PMI must write to this variable to indicate the home limit switch 
status to the exec so that a homing cycle may be completed. 

 
@SLIDP[ ] * 

Slide Position Assignments 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[16]) 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@SLIDP indicates the type of axis configuration at a given slide position.  Two elements of 
the array are used for each slide position. 

 
@SLIDP[ ] * 

Axis Configuration and Slide Position 
(Read, Write) 
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(Array[16]) 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
ARRAY ELEMENTS  SLIDE POSITION 
0,1    1 
2,3    2 
4,5    3 
6,7    4 
8,9    5 
10,11    6 
12,13    7 
14,15    8 
 
Even numbered elements (0, 2, 4, etc.) indicate the type of axis at each slide position: 
 
Axis Type 
<0 TWO AUX AXES 
0 NO AXES 
1 AUX AXIS 
2 AXIS GROUP #1 
3 AXIS GROUP #2 
4 AXIS GROUP #3 
5 AXIS GROUP #4 
 
Odd numbered elements (1, 3, 5, etc.) contain the index to the auxiliary axis (this element is 
meaningless for axis groups).  When the even numbered element is negative, it is the 
negative of the index to one auxiliary axis at this slide position; the odd numbered element 
is the index to the other auxiliary axis.  Examples: 
 
@SLIDP[0]= 2 indicates that slide position #1 has a 2-axis slide, and it is slide group 
#1. 
@SLIDP[2]= 3 indicates that slide position #2 has a 2-axis slide, and it is slide group 
#2. 
@SLIDP[4]= 1 indicates that slide position #3 has a single axis slide. 
@SLIDP[5]= 0 indicates that the single axis slide at slide position #3 is the first aux 
axis. 
@SLIDP[6]= 0 indicates no CNC axes at slide position #4. 
@SLIDP[8]= -1indicates two aux axes at slide position #5.  One is the second aux axis. 
@SLIDP[9]= 2 indicates the other aux axis at slide position #5 is the third aux axis 
defined in PMI. 
 

 
@SLRSF[ ] 

Amplifier Resolver Error Count 
(Read Only) 
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(Array[11]) 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Each element of @SLRSF contains the number of resolver feedback read errors that have 
occurred on the corresponding amplifier.  This variable is used in debugging the servolink 
interface. 
 

 
@SLRXF[ ] 

Amplifier Receive Error Count 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Each element of @SLRXF contains the number of servolink read errors that have occurred 
on the corresponding amplifier.  This variable is used in debugging the servolink interface. 

 
@SLSTF[ ] 

Amplifier Receive Error Count 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Each element of @SLSTF is True if an amplifier start fault occurred on the corresponding 
amplifier.  This variable is used in debugging the servolink interface. 

 
@SLSTP 

Amplifier in ESTOP 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Servolink amplifier is in ESTOP mode. For Servolink amplifiers, the ESTOP input of the 
drive must be satisfied to allow the servo to be enabled. 

 
@SLTXF[ ] 

Amplifier Transmit Error Count 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
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Each element of @SLTXF contains the number of servolink write errors that have occurred 
on the corresponding amplifier.  This variable is used in debugging the servolink interface. 

 
@SMAXV 

DAC Volts for Max Speed 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This value is passed from the Parameter Editor to PMI to provide the voltage command 
output that is equivalent to the max speed of the spindle.  This value is in millivolts, with a 
maximum value of 10000 (10 volts). 

 
@SMDSP 

Status Management Display Active 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
When this variable is True, it indicates that the status management display is active.  This 
variable can be useful if PMI is updating status management variables (@STVAR[ ]), as 
well as the operator.  This way, PMI knows when the potential is there for the operator to 
change a value in @STVAR[ ]. 

 
@SMPTO 

Simplified Tool Offset Display 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
When this variable is True, only ten tools will be displayed on the tool offset page.  No 
page buttons, auto update button, or Z axis position will be displayed. 

 
@SPDAC 

Spindle DAC 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
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Assigning a numeric value to @SPDAC will change the analog voltage output to the 
spindle drive.  The maximum voltage output is 10 volts.  If supported by the spindle 
hardware,  spindle direction can be changed by assigning a plus or minus value to 
@SPDAC.  This variable is used for systems that have an analog interface spindle or for 
servolink SFUs.  For servolink SFUs, spindle reverse is accomplished by leaving 
@SPDAC as a positive value, and setting the flag @SFREV. 

0  = 0 Volts 
±32,767 = ±10 Volts 

 
@SPENC 

Spindle Encoder 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable is True if a spindle encoder is present in the system, False if there is no 
spindle encoder. 

 
@SPFTC 

Spindle Speed Filter Time Constant 
(Read/Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Filter time constant in milliseconds used to calculate spindle velocity.  The default value is 
25.  A larger number will cause a slower reaction to changes in spindle speed. 

 
@SPHOM 

Spindle Homed 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
When this variable is True, it indicates that the spindle has been homed. 

 
@SPHRQ 

Spindle Home Request 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
When this variable is True, it requests that the spindle be homed. 
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@SPLOD, @SPLD2-@SPLD4 
Spindle Load Meters (%) 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
These variables  are used to display spindle load meter(s) on the production page (usually 
on Window 3).  The 'load meter' is a horizontal bar that fills in from 0 to 100% based on the 
value of these variables.  Note that these are general purpose displays and can be used for 
any signal that relates 0-100%; it need not represent spindle load.  @SPLOD is used for the 
first display, and @SPLOD2-4 are used for displays 2 through 4.  By setting this variable to 
-1, the display for that load meter is turned off.  The color of the load meter bar can be 
changed by adding an offset to the load value: 

load percentage = black display 
load percentage + 100 = yellow display 
load percentage + 200 = red display 
load percentage + 500 = wide black display 
load percentage + 600 = wide yellow display 
load percentage + 700 = wide red display 

 
@SPMAX 

Spindle Max RPM 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Maximum RPM for spindle, as defined in the Parameter Editor. 

 
@SPMIN 

Spindle Min RPM 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Minimum RPM for spindle, as defined in the Parameter Editor. 

 
@SPMNT 

Velocity Change for Spindle Encoder Error 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
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This value sets a minimum amount (in IVUs) when determining if a spindle encoder read 
error occurred.  If successive readings of spindle speed differ by less than this amount, 
spindle data is assumed to be OK.  See @SPVLT. 

 
@SPNA1 - @SPNA5 

Spindle Status Page Text Attributes 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
These variables set the display color (foreground and background) for text displayed using 
@SPNL1-@SPNL5.  This text displays on the spindle status page. 

 
@SPNIX 

Carrier Position 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@SPNIX is the number of the spindle currently at slide position 1. 

 
@SPNL1 - @SPNL5 

Spindle Status Page Text 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
These variables allow PMI to display five lines of text on the spindle status page.  The text 
string must be defined in the PMI specification section with the $KEY command.  
Assigning the name of the text string to @SPNLn will display that text on line 'n' (1-5) 

 
@SPSIM 

Force Spindle Simulate 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Setting this variable True forces the system to simulate the spindle, even if there is a 
spindle encoder and axes are not simulated. 

 
@SPVLT 

Spindle Encoder Error Tolerance 
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(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable defines, in percent, the acceptable variation in consecutive spindle encoder 
readings over Servolink from one read to the next.  The control tries to determine if there is 
an error in the spindle encoder reading from one read to the next, based on the current 
speed of the spindle and the expected change for the next read.  If the difference is greater 
than this percentage and greater than @SPMNT, then the spindle encoder reading is 
ignored. 

 
@SRCH 

Search in Progress 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@SRCH is True while a part program search is in progress. 

 
@SSO 

Spindle Speed Override 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
Assigning a numeric value to @SSO from 0 thru 150 will set the active value of the 
Spindle Override in percent.  The actual changing of spindle speed based on the spindle 
override must also be handled in PMI.  Writing to this variable simply has the effect of 
displaying this percentage on the production page.  Care should be taken when writing PMI 
to prevent the operator from being able to stop the spindle with the override.  The PMI can 
be written to activate a Feedhold if an axis is moving and the SSO is set to zero or limit the 
lowest setting of the override. 

0 = 0% 
150 = 150%   

 
@SSRPM 

SSRPM 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@SSRPM is the measured spindle speed (RPM) for systems with the appropriate spindle 
feedback (encoder). 
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@STCNV[ ] * 

Status Management Conversion Type 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[60]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe 
@STCNV array elements determine how data is converted for display and entry of the 
corresponding parameter in “mach stat”. 

1     = 32 bit (long) integer 
2   = YES/NO 
3 -8 =  axis resolution, axes 1-6 
9  = * 1000 
10  = * 10000 
11  = spindle revolutions 
12  = drop down menu (see section on using status management) 
13  = * 100000 

 
@STCNV[ ] * 

Status Management Conversion Type 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[60]) 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@STCNV array elements determine how data is converted for display and entry of the 
corresponding parameter in “mach stat”. 
  1    = 32 bit (long) integer 
  2  = YES/NO 
  3 =  Z axis resolution, axis group 1 
  4 =  X axis resolution, axis group 1 
  5 =  Z axis resolution, axis group 2 
  6 =  X axis resolution, axis group 2 
  7 =  Z axis resolution, axis group 3 
  8 =  X axis resolution, axis group 3 
  9 = * 1000 
  10 = * 10000 
  11 = spindle revolutions 
  12 = drop down menu (see section on using status management) 
  13 = * 100000 
  14 =  Z axis resolution, axis group 4 
  15 =  X axis resolution, axis group 4 

 
@STDIX 

Cam Angle at Start of Carrier Index 
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(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@STDIX contains the cam angle, in degrees, at which carrier index starts.  This variable is 
used to determine the start of the red section on the cam angle graphic. 

 
@STDRP[ ] 

Status Management Drop Down Menu 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[60]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@STDRP defines the number of items in the drop down menu associated with a particular 
status management field.  Used for variables where @STCNV[ ] = 12. 

 
@STDT0[ ] - @STDT9[ ] 

Status Management Drop Down Text 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[60]) 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@STDT0[ ] sets the text string to be used for the first entry in the drop-down menu; 
@STDT1[ ] sets the text string for the second entry in the drop down menu, etc., up to 
@STDT9[ ] which sets the text string for the tenth entry in the drop down list.  The drop 
down list applies to variables where @STCNV[ ] = 12. 

 
@STHGH 

Cam Angle at Start of High Feed 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@STHGH contains the cam angle, in degrees, at which high feed starts.  This variable is 
used to determine the start of the yellow section on the cam angle graphic. 

 
@STLDS[ ] 

PMI Load/Store Data 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[255]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
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The @STLDS array is the data that is written to a file using @STRRQ, or loaded from a 
file using @LODRQ.  Usually this data will be copied from other variables before storing, 
or copied to other variables after loading. 

 
@STPOS 

All Axes at Start Position 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@STPOS is True when all axes are at their program start positions. 

 
@STROK 

PMI Data Store Allowed 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @STROK is True, data may be stored to a file using @STRRQ. 

 
@STRRQ 

PMI Data Store Request 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @STRRQ is set True by PMI, the Series 8 will prompt for a filename and store the 
@STLDS array from that file. 

 
@STSEM[ ] 

Status Management Semaphore 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[60]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@STSEM indicates whether the corresponding parameter in status management can be 
changed while a part program is running.  

True = parameter cannot be changed while a part program is running 
False = parameter can be changed at any time 

 
@STTB1 - @STTB5 

Status Management Tabs 
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(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@STTB1-5 display text on the tabs of the status management pages under Program Status.  
The text string must be defined with the $KEY command.  Up to five tabs may be defined 
for status management.  If a tab text is set to zero, the entire page is not displayed. 

 
@STTXT[ ] 

Status Management Text 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[60]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@STTXT determines what text will be displayed to identify each of the status management 
parameters.  If @STTXT is zero, no text will be displayed; if @STTXT is set to a string 
defined in the $KEY specification section, that text will be displayed.  Up to five pages 
(tabs) with up to 12 variables each are available in status management. 

 
@STVAR[ ] 

Status Management Variable 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[60]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@STVAR elements are the variable values which are displayed and entered in status 
management.  If the conversion type is integer or logical, the entered value will be 
extended to a long integer before being stored.  That is, @STVAR[n] will be either 0 or 1 if 
@STCNV[n] = 2.  Status management variables are automatically saved to a file on hard 
disk when they are changed, and restored during system startup. 

 
@SVOF2[ ] 

Servo Off Delayed Flags 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
The @SVOF2 flags will act like delayed M or G codes: if any of the flags is set, program 
execution will pause until every element of @SVOF2 is zero.  The @SVOF2 flags will be 
checked after axis motion. 

 
@SVOFF[ ] 

Servo Off Prompt Flags 
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(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
The @SVOFF flags will act like prompt M or G codes: if any of the flags is set, program 
execution will pause until every element of @SVOFF is zero.  The @SVOFF flags will be 
checked before axis motion. 

 
@SVOFG 

PMI Controls Servo On/Off 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @SVOFG is False and a program move is commanded for an axis whose servo 
amplifier is turned off, a “* AXIS SERVO DRIVE IS OFF” fault will be displayed.  When 
@SVOFG is False and a program move is commanded for an axis whose servo amplifier is 
turned off, the @SVOFF and @SVOF2 flags will be set for that axis, allowing PMI to turn 
the amplifier on for the move and off again when the move is complete. 

 
@TAPRV 

Tapping Cycle Spindle Reversal 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@TAPRV is set True when a rigid tapping cycle reaches the bottom of the hole.  PMI 
should use this flag to reverse the spindle direction, so the tapping axis can reverse 
direction. 

 
@TCAVG 

Not Used 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable is no longer used. 

 
@TCCUW 

Allow Modification of Current Tool Count 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
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Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @TCCUW is True, the “current” values on the Tool Counters panel can be 
modified.  If @TCCUW is False, the values can not be modified. 

 
@TCENA 

Not Used 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable is no longer used. 

 
@TCERR 

Thermal Compensation Sensor Error  
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @TCERR is True, no cycle start is allowed. 

 
@TCH1 

First Touch Screen Active 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @TCH1 is True, the touch screen connected to the COM1 port will be used. 

 
@TCH2 

Second Touch Screen Active 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @TCH2 is True, the touch screen connected to the COM2 port will be used. 

 
@TCMXW 

Allow Modification of Maximum Tool Count 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
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When @TCMXW is True, the “max” values on the Tool Counters panel can be modified.  
If @TCMXW is False, the values can not be modified. 

 
@TCN11 - @TCN82 

Current Number of Tool Cycles 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
These variables contain the number of cycles that have been run on a tool.  @TCN11 is the 
current count for T1 at slide position 1, @TCN12 is the current count for T2 at slide 
position 1, @TCN21 is the current count for T1 at slide position 2, etc.  These variables 
will be displayed, and may be modified, on the Tool Counters panel. 

 
@TCOD1 

Current T Code, Axis Group 1 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@TCOD1 contains the current programmed T code (requested tool number) for axis group 
1. 

 
@TCOD2 

Current T Code, Axis Group 2 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@TCOD2 contains the current programmed T code (requested tool number) for axis group 
2. 

 
@TCOD3 

Current T Code, Axis Group 3 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@TCOD3 contains the current programmed T code (requested tool number) for axis group 
3. 

 
@TCOD4 

Current T Code, Axis Group 4 
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(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@TCOD4 contains the current programmed T code (requested tool number) for axis group 
4. 

 
@TCODE 

Programmed T Code 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable contains the last programmed T code.  Whenever a new T-code is 
encountered in the part program, the value of that code is in the variable @TCODE, and the 
variable @M199 is set true.  PMI must reset @M199 for part program block execution to 
continue. 

 
@TCPIP 

TCP/IP Address 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@TCPIP is the address for a TCP/IP interface.  To convert an address of the form A.B.C.D 
to @TCPIP, calculate A*16777216+B*65536+C*256+D.  If A is greater than 127, subtract 
4294967296 from this number.   

For example, to set an address of 169.254.4.246, calculate 
169*16777216+254*65536+4*256+246 = 2851996918.  Since 169 is greater than 
127, subtract 4294967296, for a final result of -1442970378.  For 
simulation mode, when no TCP/IP connection actually exists, use an address 
of 1.2.3.4, or 16909060. 

@TCPPO 
TCP/IP Port 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@TCPPO is the port number for a TCP/IP interface.  Both @TCPIP and @TCPPO must be 
non-zero for the TCP/IP interface to be active. 
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@TDISP 
Not Used 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable is no longer used. 

 
 
@THDTY 

Threading Type 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
@THDTY indicates the type of move performed by G33: 

0 = standard threading 
1 = flying saw threading 
2 = linear move 

 
@THRM1 

Not Used 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable is no longer used. 

 
@THRM2 

Not Used 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable is no longer used. 

 
@THRM3 

Not Used 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
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This variable is no longer used. 
 
@THRM4 

Not Used 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable is no longer used. 

 
@TICKS 

System Clock Ticks 
(Read Only) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
System clock value.  The system clock starts with a value of zero at power-on, and counts 
up continuously.  Each clock count is .000125 second. 

 
@TLOAL 

Tool Offset Update Allow 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable is set when the operator selects the "Auto Update" button on the Tool Offset 
page.  This establishes an interface where new tool offset values may be entered via PMI. 

 
@TLOIX 

Index into Tool Offset Table 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
For a PMI auto update of ftool offset data, this variable sets which tool offset number is to 
be written to.  There is a shift of 1 between @TLOIX and the fixture offset number, where:  
@TLOIX=0 equals offset 1; @TLOIX=1 equals offset 2; etc. 

 
@TLOST 

Tool Offset Update Request 
(Read, Write) 
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{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
PMI sets this True to make the actual update of the tool length offset in the executive 
software.  The exec resets it when the update is complete.  The actual value of the tool 
offset will be current machine absolute position of the Z axis.  The sequence for PMI to 
update a tool offset is as follows: 

• wait for PMI update to be enabled (@TLOAL) 
• set the offset number to be updated* (@TLOIX) 
• set @TLOST=T to make the update occur 

* if the offset number is not written to by PMI, the update will be made at the offset 
number indicated by the cursor position on the tool offset table. 

 
@TLSL1 - @TLSL3 

Tool Page Text 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
These variables allow PMI to write up to three lines of text messages on the tool status 
page (normally in the Window 3 area).  The text for the messages must be defined in the 
$KEY section of the PMI specification.  By setting @TLSLn equal to the variable defined 
in $KEY, that text line will be displayed on line "n".  Setting @TLSLn=0 will cause no text 
to be displayed. 

 
@TLSA1 - @TLSA3 

Tool Page Text Attributes 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
These variables set the text display attributes (foreground and background colors) for the 
text lines displayed using @TLSL1-@TLSL3. 

 
@TLWLM 

Tool Wear Adjustment Limit 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@TLWLM is a limit on the total allowed amount of tool wear adjustment, in thousandths.  
For example, if @TLWLM = 10, the maximum amount of tool wear adjustment will be 
0.010.  If @TLWLM = 0, there will be no limit on tool wear adjustment. 
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@TMX11 - @TMX82 
Maximum Number of Tool Cycles 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
These variables contain the maximum number of cycles that can been run on a tool.  
@TMX11 is the maximum count for T1 at slide position 1, @TMX12 is the maximum 
count for T2 at slide position 1, @TMX21 is the maximum count for T1 at slide position 2, 
etc.  These variables will be displayed, and may be modified, on the Tool Counters panel. 

 
@TWEAR[ ] 

Tool Wear Offsets 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[16]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
Each entry in @TWEAR is a tool wear offset, in counts.  @TWEAR[0] is the tool wear 
offset for the X axis, T1, axis group 1; @TWEAR[1] is the tool wear offset for the X axis, 
T2, axis group 1; @TWEAR[2] is the tool wear offset for the Z axis, T1, axis group 1; 
@TWEAR[3] is the tool wear offset for the Z axis, T2, axis group 1; @TWEAR[4] is the 
tool wear offset for the X axis, T1, axis group 2; and so on. 

 
@TOFPG 

Tool Offset Panel Is Displayed 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable is True when the Tool Offset panel is appears on the Series 8 display. 

 
@TRFRO 

Traverse Feedrate Override 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe  
This variable sets the feedrate override in percent for moves made at the programmed G00 
(rapid traverse) rate.  Using the traverse override allows slowing down the fast machine 
positioning moves, without altering the cutting feedrates.  If @TRFRO is greater than or 
equal to 100, the system will operate normally. 

 
@UPDPR 
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Update Program from CAM System 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
When this variable is True, the PC will de-select and re-select the current part program, and 
set @UPDPR = False. 

 
@UPXOF 

Update Program Offsets 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
When this variable is set True by PMI, the Series 8 will recalculate @XOFS for all axes 
and set @UPXOF = False. 

 
@VERSN 

Coordinate System Version 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@VERSN is the current coordinate system version (1-8) for printed circuit board routing 
machines. 

 
@VMIRR 

Mirror Axes for Coordinate Version 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[2]) 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @VMIRR[0] is True, the X axis will be mirrored (positive position will be displayed 
as negative; positive position commands will be treated as negative).  When @VMIRR[1] 
is True, the Y axis will be mirrored. 

 
@VSWAP 

Swap Axes for Coordinate Version 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
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When this variable is True, the X and Y axes will be swapped:  any commanded X axis 
motion will be performed on the machine Y axis and vice versa, and the displayed positions 
for X and Y will be based on the machine Y and X positions, respectively. 

 
@WHLCL 

Spindle Carrier Color on Wheel Panel 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@WHLCL will determine the color of the center circle on the “wheel” panel, representing 
the spindle carrier. 
 

 
@X0NDO 

No X Axis DAC Output, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @X0NDO is True, the DAC output for the X axis in the first axis group will always 
be zero. 

 
@X0NUS 

X Axis Not Used, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @X0NUS is True, @NHOME[1] will not be set on initialization. 

 
@X1NDO 

No X Axis DAC Output, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @X1NDO is True, the DAC output for the X axis in the second axis group will 
always be zero. 

 
@X1NUS 

X Axis Not Used, Axis Group 1 
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(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @X1NUS is True, @NHOM2[1] will not be set on initialization. 

 
@X2NDO 

No X Axis DAC Output, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @X2NDO is True, the DAC output for the X axis in the third axis group will always 
be zero. 

 
@X2NUS 

X Axis Not Used, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @X2NUS is True, @NHOM3[1] will not be set on initialization. 

 
@X3NDO 

No X Axis DAC Output, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @X3NDO is True, the DAC output for the X axis in the fourth axis group will 
always be zero. 

 
@X3NUS 

X Axis Not Used, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @X3NUS is True, @NHOM4[1] will not be set on initialization. 

 
@XACT2[ ] 

Axis Motion Active, Axis Group 2 
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(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@XACT2[0] is True when the Z axis of axis group 2 is in motion; @XACT2[1] is True 
when the X axis of axis group 2 is in motion. 

 
@XACT3[ ] 

Axis Motion Active, Axis Group 3 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@XACT3[0] is True when the Z axis of axis group 3 is in motion; @XACT3[1] is True 
when the X axis of axis group 3 is in motion. 

 
@XACT4[ ] 

Axis Motion Active, Axis Group 4 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@XACT4[0] is True when the Z axis of axis group 4 is in motion; @XACT4[1] is True 
when the X axis of axis group 4 is in motion. 

 
@XJGLM 

Angle-Head Grinder X Axis Negative Limit 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable is set by PMI to the negative travel limit, in encoder counts, for X axis 
jogging during part program execution on angle-head grinder systems. 

 
@XOFS[ ] 

Axis Position Offset 
(Read Only) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
This variable contains the current value of the axis position offset (the distance in counts 
from machine absolute zero to the part program zero). 
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@XOFS1[ ] 

Program Offset, Axis Group 1 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@XOFS1[0] is the Z axis program offset for axis group 1; @XOFS1[1] is the X axis 
program offset for axis group 1.  The program offset is the difference between displayed 
position and absolute position (distance from home). 

 
@XOFS2[ ] 

Program Offset, Axis Group 2 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@XOFS2[0] is the Z axis program offset for axis group 2; @XOFS2[1] is the X axis 
program offset for axis group 2.  The program offset is the difference between displayed 
position and absolute position (distance from home). 

 
@XOFS3[ ] 

Program Offset, Axis Group 3 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@XOFS3[0] is the Z axis program offset for axis group 3; @XOFS3[1] is the X axis 
program offset for axis group 3.  The program offset is the difference between displayed 
position and absolute position (distance from home). 

 
@XOFS4[ ] 

Program Offset, Axis Group 4 
(Read Only) 
(Array[2]) 
{Long} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
@XOFS4[0] is the Z axis program offset for axis group 4; @XOFS4[1] is the X axis 
program offset for axis group 4.  The program offset is the difference between displayed 
position and absolute position (distance from home). 

 
@XZERO[ ] 

Zero Offset 
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(Read, Write) 
(Array[6]) 
{Long} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
Zero offset for each axis, in counts.  This value will get set by the exec with the ZERO SET 
function, or may be entered/cleared via PMI.  Zero offsets also get cleared any time the 
axes are homed. 

 
@ZAXIX 

Z Axis Index 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
@ZAXIX specifies which axis will have the tool length offset applied to it.  This index will 
be in the range 0-5 (the default value is 2), or can be set to -1 if there is no Z axis. 

 
@ZFXOF 

Clear Fixture Offsets on Control Reset 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
If @ZFXOF is True, the fixture offset code will be set to zero during control reset.  If 
@ZFXOF is False, the fixture offset code will unchanged by control reset. 

 
@Z0NDO 

No Z Axis DAC Output, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @Z0NDO is True, the DAC output for the Z axis in the first axis group will always 
be zero. 

 
@Z0NUS 

Z Axis Not Used, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @Z0NUS is True, @NHOME[0] will not be set on initialization. 
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@Z1NDO 

No Z Axis DAC Output, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @Z1NDO is True, the DAC output for the Z axis in the second axis group will 
always be zero. 

 
@Z1NUS 

Z Axis Not Used, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @Z1NUS is True, @NHOM2[0] will not be set on initialization. 

 
@Z2NDO 

No Z Axis DAC Output, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @Z2NDO is True, the DAC output for the Z axis in the third axis group will always 
be zero. 

 
@Z2NUS 

Z Axis Not Used, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @Z2NUS is True, @NHOM3[0] will not be set on initialization. 

 
@Z3NDO 

No Z Axis DAC Output, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
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When @Z3NDO is True, the DAC output for the Z axis in the fourth axis group will 
always be zero. 

 
@Z3NUS 

Z Axis Not Used, Axis Group 1 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Multi-Spindle Machine 
When @Z3NUS is True, @NHOM4[0] will not be set on initialization. 

 
@ZRTLO 

Clear All Tool Offsets  
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
Machine Center / Lathe / Multi-Spindle Machine 
If @ZRTLO is set True by PMI, all entries in the tool offset table will be set to zero, and 
@ZROTLO will be set False. 
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Servolink PMI Variables 
@DIRTY[ ] 

Dirty Scale 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
 
@DIRTY indicates Servolink has detected a dirty scale.  

 
@NHWLM[ ] 

Negative Hardware Limit 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
 
@NHWLM indicates that the axis is on the positive hardware limit. 

 
@PHWLM[ ] 

Positive Hardware Limit 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
 
@PHWLM indicates that the axis is on the positive hardware limit. 

 
@RPM00 

SFU Speed 
(Read Only) 
 
{Integer} 
 
@RPM00 indicates the SFU spindle speed in hundreds of RPM. 

 
@SFREG 

SFU Regulator On 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
 
@SFREG indicates that the SFU regulator is on. 
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@SLERR[ ] 
Servolink Error 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Integer} 
 
@SLERR indicates a Servolink error.  The value determines the error. 

0 = no error 
1 = i2t error 
2 = motor temperature 
4 = heat sink temperature 
9 = short-circuit 
10 = overvoltage 
12 = broken cable 

 
@SLHLS[ ] 

Home Limit Switch 
(Read, Write) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
 
@SLHLS is a sign to the exec that the axis is on the home LS. 

 
@SLREG[ ] 

Servolink Regulator On 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
 
@SLREG indicates that the regulator for that axis is on. 

 
@SLSTP[ ] 

Servolink Estop 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
 
@SLSTP indicates that Servolink has initiated an ESTOP. 

 
@SPSLP 

Spindle Slip Fault 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
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{Logical} 
 
@SPSLP indicates a slip fault on the spindle. 

 
@SPTMP 

Spindle Temperature Fault 
(Read Only) 
(Array[11]) 
{Logical} 
 
@SPTMP indicates an over temperature fault on the spindle. 
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OEM 4x4 Panel PMI Variables 
The 4x4 OEM panel contains the following PMI elements: 

•  (16) membrane pushbuttons 
•  (16) LEDs 
•  (3) auxiliary inputs (wired to terminal block) 
•  handwheel interface 

 
There may be up to three 4x4 panels installed in a system.  These boards must be set to HSSB 
address '27', '26', or '25'.   The PMI names for the I/O on these boards are defined as follows: 
 

HSSB ADDRESS PUSHBUTTONS LEDs AUX INPUTS 
27 @4P100 - @4P115 @4L100 - @4L115 @4A100 - @4A102 
26 @4P200 - @4P215 @4L200 - @4L315 @4A200 - @4A202 
25 @4P300 - @4P315 @4L300 - @4L315 @4A300 - @4A302 

 
The following figure shows the physical layout of the 4x4 buttons, with the PMI assignments for 
address '27': 
 

 
 
To use the handwheel interface from a 4x4 board, set the PMI variable @HSBHW to the address 
for the board in use: 
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 @HSBHW = 27 ; uses the handwheel from the 4x4 board at address '27' 
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 Handheld Pendant PMI Variables 
The handheld pendant uses a special HSSB interface board embedded inside the pendant.  The 
I/O associated with this board has special PMI variables associated with it, as follows: 
 

PMI Variable Description 
@PPBn0 - @PPBn7 8 DIGITAL INPUTS (PUSHBUTTONS) 
@PLDn0 - @PLDn7  8 DIGITAL OUTPUTS (LEDS) 
@PSWn0 16 BIT VALUE OF SWITCH #1 
@PSWn1 16 BIT VALUE OF SWITCH #2 
@PERRn =1 IF BOARD IS DISCONNECTED, OR HAS A FAULT 

 
 HSSB ADDR '24'   n=0 
 HSSB ADDR '23'   n=1 
 HSSB ADDR '22'   n=2 
 
The executive software looks for handheld pendant boards at the above addresses based on 
selection in the Parameter Editor, in the CONFIGURATION section.  If one board is selected, it 
will be address '24'; if two boards are selected, they will be address '24' and '23'; if three boards 
are selected, they will be '24', '23', and '22'. 
 
This same physical board is also used 'standalone' for some operator stations, without the 
handheld pendant device.  If the board is identified in the Parameter Editor as a handheld 
pendant board, it must be assigned to an address as documented above, and the PMI variables 
associated with are also as defined above.   
 
Alternately, this board may be used as a more general purpose board, with I/O defined as 
standard PMI $INPUT and $OUPUT values.  In this case, any HSSB address is valid 
 

NOTE: Even though 8 digital inputs are possible with the board hardware, the 
physical handheld pendant only uses 7 inputs.  Likewise, of 8 possible outputs, 

only 6 are used. 
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PMI Fault Messages and Operator Messages 
PMI has access to write text into four different pages: 
 

• fault page 
• production page in Window 2 area  (3 lines) 
• production page in Window 3 area  (3 lines) 
• spindle display page  (5 lines) 

Fault Messages 
The fault page is the most general purpose page, and messages for this page are defined in the 
$FAULT section of PMI.  There is an unlimited number of messages that can be set to display by 
PMI, and they will be shown on the fault page in the order they are defined in the $FAULT 
section. 
 
The color of the text cannot be changed.  Each time a fault text variable transitions from false to 
true, the fault page will be forced to display for the operator. 

Production/Spindle Page Messages 
The production pages in Windows 2 and 3 each have three lines of text available for display, and 
the Spindle page has five lines. 
 
The text for all three pages of display must be in the $KEY section of the PMI specification.  
Variables may be embedded in the text string, using the backslash "\" character.  

$KEY 
TEXT1 = "Part counter = \PCNTR\" 

If PCNTR had a value of "5", the resulting text line would be: 
 
 Part counter = 5 

PMI can set the foreground and background color for the line of text displayed.  the colors are 
determined by the following table of values: 
 

Color 
Description 

Foreground 
Color Code 

Background 
Color Code 

Black 0 0 
Red 1 16 
Blue 2 32 

Green 3 48 
Yellow 4 64 
Cyan 5 80 

Magenta 6 96 
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Color 
Description 

Foreground Background 
Color Code Color Code 

Light Gray 7 112 
Dark Gray 8 128 
Bright Red 9 144 
Bright Blue 10 160 

Bright Green 11 176 
Bright Yellow 12 192 
Bright Cyan 13 208 

Bright Magenta 14 224 
White 15 240 

 
Window 2 Variables 

PMI Variable Description 
@PRDL1 line 1, name of text variable (set =0 for no text display) 
@PRDA1 text color (add numbers for foreground color + background color) 
@PRDL2 line 2, name of text variable (set =0 for no text display) 
@PRDA2 text color (add numbers for foreground color + background color) 
@PRDL3 line 3, name of text variable (set =0 for no text display) 
@PRDA3 text color (add numbers for foreground color + background color) 

 
Window 3 Variables 

PMI Variable Description 
@TLSL1 line 1, name of text variable (set =0 for no text display) 
@TLSA1 text color (add numbers for foreground color + background color) 
@TLSL2 line 2, name of text variable (set =0 for no text display) 
@TLSA2 text color (add numbers for foreground color + background color) 
@TLSL3 line 3, name of text variable (set =0 for no text display) 
@TLSA3 text color (add numbers for foreground color + background color) 

 
Spindle Page Variables 

PMI Variable Description 
@SPNL1 line 1, name of text variable (set =0 for no text display) 
@SPNA1 text color (add numbers for foreground color + background color) 
@SPNL2 line 2, name of text variable (set =0 for no text display) 
@SPNA2 text color (add numbers for foreground color + background color) 
@SPNL3 line 3, name of text variable (set =0 for no text display) 
@SPNA3 text color (add numbers for foreground color + background color) 
@SPNL4 line 4, name of text variable (set =0 for no text display) 
@SPNA4 text color (add numbers for foreground color + background color) 
@SPNL5 line 5, name of text variable (set =0 for no text display) 
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Spindle Page Variables 
PMI Variable Description 

@SPNA5 text color (add numbers for foreground color + background color) 
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Spindle Interface 

Servolink Spindle Interface (Digital Drives) 
@SFASP 

Spindles Up To Speed  
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
 
@SFASP indicates that the spindles are up to speed. 

 
@SFREF 

Spindle Speed 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
 
@SFREF sets the spindle speed. The maximum value of 255 indicates max speed of the 
spindle. 

 
@SFSEL 

Select Spindles 
(Read, Write) 
(Array) 
{Logical} 
 
@SFSEL tells the exec which spindles are selected (exec needs to know how many) 

 
@SFSP0 

Spindle Stopped 
(Read Only) 
 
{Logical} 
 
@SFSP0 indicates that the spindles are stopped. 

 
@SFSTR 

Start Spindles 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
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@SFSTR tells the exec to bring the selected spindles up to speed. 

 
@SRGON 

Turn On SFU 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Logical} 
 
@SRGON tells the exec to turn on the SFU regulator. 

Analog Spindle Interface 
@SPDAC 

Spindle DAC 
(Read, Write) 
 
{Integer} 
 
Assigning a numeric value to @SPDAC will change the analog voltage output to the 
spindle drive.  The maximum voltage output is 10 volts.  If supported by the spindle 
hardware, spindle direction can be changed by assigning a plus or minus value to 
@SPDAC. 

0  = 0 Volts 
±32,767 = ±10 Volts 

 

Axis Homing 

Axis Jogging 

Axis Clamping 

Auto-clamp Axis 

Standard Clamping 

Data Logging 

Axis Clamping 
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Input/Output Assignments 

HSSB I/O Bus 

SIEB & MEYER I/O Link 
The I/O LINK definition section starts with the $IOLINK directive.  Each base module must be 
defined by a :BxIyyOzz statement, where x is the base module number (1-4), yy is the number of 
inputs on the module, and zz is the number of outputs on the module.  A base module must be 
defined before defining an expansion module attached to that base module.  Expansion modules 
are defined by a :BwExIyyOzz statement, where w is the base module number (1-4), x is the 
expansion module number (1-3), yy is the number of inputs on the module, and zz is the number 
of outputs on the module.  Inputs and outputs are defined by a statement of the format POINT1 = 
Xntyy, where POINT1 is any valid PMI variable name, n is the terminal strip number (1-4), t is I 
for an input or O for an output, and yy is the terminal number (1-16).  I/O definition statements 
for each board should follow that board’s definition statement . 
 
For the special analog module (50.06.3220), the base module definition format is :Ax, where x is 
the base module number (1-4).  This single statement will define the base module and a single 
expansion module, which has a fixed 16 inputs (X1I[1-16]) and 16 outputs (X3O[1-16]).  These 
inputs and outputs can be defined as specified above, following the base module definition 
statement. 

$IOLINK 
:B1I32O32   ? Base module, 32 inputs, 32 outputs 
XHLSW  = X1I1       ? X HOME LIMIT SWITCH 
YHLSW  = X1I2        ? Y HOME LIMIT SWITCH 
ZHLSW  = X1I3       ? Z HOME LIMIT SWITCH 
CHLSW  = X1I4       ? C HOME LIMIT SWITCH 
AIRPSW = X1I5       ? AIR PRESSURE SWITCH 
DOORSW = X1I6       ? DOOR SWITCH 
LUBELO = X1I7       ? LUBE LEVEL LOW 
WHLRLI = X1I8       ? GRINDING WHEEL RELEASED 
 
CTEMPI = X1I8-16/B   ? CABINET TEMPERATURE 
 
CLNTOV = X2I1       ? COOLANT OVERLOAD 
MISTOV = X2I2       ? MIST OVERLOAD 
WHLCLI = X2I3       ? GRINDING WHEEL CLAMPED, WITH TOOL 
WHLCFI = X2I4       ? GRINDING WHEEL CLAMPED, WITHOUT TOOL 
CNTDOR = X2I5       ? CENTRIFUGE ACESS DOOR 
SFULOI = X2I6       ? SFU OVERLOAD 
SSZROI = X2I7       ? SPINDLE SPEED ZERO 
SFURPI = X2I8       ? SFU AT PROGRAMMED SPEED 
 
SPLODI = X2I8-16/B        ? SPINDLE LOAD 
 
LCOOL  = X3O1       ? LEFT COOLANT ON 
RCOOL  = X3O2       ? RIGHT COOLANT ON 
COLLET = X3O3       ? COLLET OPEN 
RELWHL = X3O4       ? WHEEL CHANGE RELEASE 
CCLAMP = X3O5       ? C-AXIS CLAMP 
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CLPWHL = X3O6       ? WHEEL CHANGE CLAMP 
OKTOLD = X3O7       ? OK TO LOAD FROM ROBOT 
SAFRBT = X3O8   ? ROBOT SAFETY INTERLOCK 
 
COOLON = X4O1       ? COOLANT ON 
MISTON = X4O2   ? MIST ON     
LUBE   = X4O3       ? LUBE ON 
ZBRKRL = X4O4       ? Z-AXIS BRAKE RELEASE 
CNTFUG = X4O5       ? CENTRIFUGE ON 
SFUOKI = X4O6       ? SPINDLE DR IS OK  
SFUREV = X4O7       ? SFU REVERSE 
SRVOON = X4O8       ? SERVO ON 
 
:B1E1I40O24   ? 1st expansion module, 40 inputs, 24 outputs 
FROI   = X1I1-4/B  ? FEEDRATE OVERRIDE SWITCH 
JOGI   = X1I5-8  ? JOG INCREMENT SWITCH /B 
CLTPB  = X1I9   ? COOLANT SWITCH 
CLONPB = X1I10   ? COOLANT ON 
CLAUPB = X1I11   ? COOLANT AUTO 
JGMPBI = X1I12   ? JOG MINUS PUSHBUTTON 
JGPPBI = X1I13   ? JOG PLUS PUSHBUTTON 
SPFWPB = X1I14   ? SPINDLE FORWARD 
SPRVPB = X1I15   ? SPINDLE REVERSE 
CSPPBI = X1I16   ? CYCLE START PUSHBUTTON 
 
:A2    ? LOG BASE/EXPANSION COMBO ANA
CLAMPI = X1I1   ? CLAMP IS ENGAGED 
HYDOKI = X1I2   ? HYDRAULICS OK 
 
CLAMP  = X3I1   ? CLAMP ENGAGE OUTPUT 

T a

Linear Spindle Threading (Flying Saw) 

age 
d user to create a customized display.  The PMI display page is displayed 

 True; unless you want the PMI display permanently displayed, you must 

ool Ch nge 
@M199 

Run Rotary Axis at Constant RPM 

Offset Setting from PMI 

Fixture Offsets 

Tool Offsets 

 PMI Display P
This page allows the en
as long as @PMIDS is
have some mechanism to set @PMIDS=False from the PMI display page. 
 
Five different types of objects can be displayed on the page: 
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1) Labels – text for titles, messages, labels, etc. 

an pick a new value from a list 

 
The wing table: 

2) Edit Boxes – numbers 
3) Combo Boxes – a set of values; the operator c
4) Keys – operator input 
5) Gauges – a gauge with a needle that shows the current value of a variable 

 variables used to control various features of these objects are listed in the follo
 

 Label Edit Box Combo Box Key Gage 
Visible ? @PLBVI @PEDVI @PCOVI @PKYVI @PGAVI 
Left Edge @PLBLF @PKYLF @PGALF @PEDLF @PCOLF 
Top Edge @PLBLF @PEDTP @PCOTP @PKYTP @PGATP 
Height - @PEDHT @PCOHT @PKYHT @PGAHT 
Width - @PEDWI @PCOWI @PKYWI @PGAWI 
Background 
Color @PLBCO @PEDCO @PCOCO - @PGACO 

Font Type @PLBFO @PEDFO @PCOFO - @PGAFO 
Font Size @PLBFS @PEDFS @PCOFS - @PGAFS 
Font Color @PLBFC @PEDFC @PCOFC - @PGAFC 

 
A riable bjecdditional va s for each o t: 
 

Labels 
PMI Variable Description 

@PLBTX isplay on label text to d
 

Edit Boxes 
PMI Variable Description 

@PEDRO read only flag (if ay not enter data in this box) True, operator m
@PEDSC scale factor 
@PEDVL current value 

 
Combo Boxes 

PMI Variable Description 
@PCOCN num ers in list (10 max) ber of paramet
@PCOIN current value PCOCN-1)  (from 0 to @
@PCOTX list text for first 25 combo boxes 
@PCOT2 list text for last 25 combo boxes 

 
Keys 

PMI Variable Description 
@PKYAT display attribute: dete  background and foreground colors rmines
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@PKYL1 top text line 
@PKYL2 bottom text line; if zero, only top line is displayed 
@PKYLD if True, display LED 
@PKYLT determines whether LED is on (True) or off (False) 
@PKYPR if True, key is pressed 

 
Gages 

PMI Variable Description 
@PGABT thickness of sweep band (in pixels, default = 8) 
@PGAEA end angle for gauge (in degrees) 
@PGAHB value at start of high band 
@PGAHC color of high band 
@PGAHR pointer hub radius (in pixels, default = 2) 
@PGAHU color of pointer hub 
@PGALB value at end of low band 
@PGALC color of low band 
@PGAMC color of mid band (between low and high bands) 
@PGAML length of main ticks (in pixels, default = 10) 
@PGAMN value at start angle 
@PGAMT number of main ticks (default = 10) 
@PGAMX value at end angle 
@PGAPC color of pointer 
@PGAPW pointer width (in pixels, default = 2) 
@PGARA radius of gauge (in pixels) 
@PGASA start angle for gauge (in degrees) 
@PGASL length of sub ticks (in pixels, default = 6) 
@PGAST number of sub ticks (default = 5) 
@PGATC color of ticks on gauge 
@PGATS font size for tick labels (default = 8) 
@PGAVA value to display on the gauge 

 
ere is the PMI code for a sample PMI display page: H

$KEY 
TX0    = "1" 
TX1    = "2" 
TX2    = "3" 
TX3    = "4" 
TXP1TX = "X" 
TXP2TX = "Y" 
TXP3TX = "Z" 
TXP4TX = "AXES NOT HOMED" 
TXP5TX = "CYCLE NOT ENABLED" 
TXP6TX = "PRESS RESET TO CONTINUE" 
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TXP7TX = "EXIT" 
TXP8TX = "MODE" 
TXP9TX = "OFFSET:" 
TXP0TX = "LOAD" 
 
$END 
@PLBVI[0] = T 
@PLBVI[1] = T 
@PLBVI[2] = T 
@PLBVI[3] = T 
@PLBVI[4] = T 
@PLBVI[5] = T 
@PLBVI[6] = T 
@PLBVI[7] = T 
 
@PLBTP[0] = 10 
@PLBTP[1] = 155 
@PLBTP[2] = 300 
@PLBTP[3] = 570 
@PLBTP[4] = 610 
@PLBTP[5] = 650 
@PLBTP[6] = 10 
@PLBTP[7] = 300 
 
@PLBLF[0] = 10 
@PLBLF[1] = 10 
@PLBLF[2] = 10 
@PLBLF[3] = 10 
@PLBLF[4] = 10 
@PLBLF[5] = 10 
@PLBLF[6] = 700 
@PLBLF[7] = 750 
 
@PLBFO[0] = 0 
@PLBFO[1] = 0 
@PLBFO[2] = 0 
@PLBFO[3] = 1 
@PLBFO[4] = 1 
@PLBFO[5] = 1 
@PLBFO[6] = 0 
@PLBFO[7] = 0 
 
@PLBFS[0] = 75 
@PLBFS[1] = 75 
@PLBFS[2] = 75 
@PLBFS[3] = 20 
@PLBFS[4] = 20 
@PLBFS[5] = 20 
@PLBFS[6] = 20 
@PLBFS[7] = 20 
 
@PLBFC[0] = 0 
@PLBFC[1] = 0 
@PLBFC[2] = 0 
@PLBFC[3] = 255 
@PLBFC[4] = 255 
@PLBFC[5] = 255 
@PLBFC[6] = 0 
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@PLBFC[7] = 0 
 
@PLBCO[0] = 12632256 
@PLBCO[1] = 12632256 
@PLBCO[2] = 12632256 
@PLBCO[3] = 12632256 
@PLBCO[4] = 12632256 
@PLBCO[5] = 12632256 
@PLBCO[6] = 12632256 
@PLBCO[7] = 12632256 
 
@PLBTX[0] = TXP1TX 
@PLBTX[1] = TXP2TX 
@PLBTX[2] = TXP3TX 
@PLBTX[3] = TXP4TX 
@PLBTX[4] = TXP5TX 
@PLBTX[5] = TXP6TX 
@PLBTX[6] = TXP8TX 
@PLBTX[7] = TXP9TX 
 
@PKYVI[0] = 1 
@PKYVI[1] = 1 
@PKYVI[2] = 1 
 
@PKYTP[0] = 450 
@PKYTP[1] = 450 
@PKYTP[2] = 450 
 
@PKYLF[0] = 100 
@PKYLF[1] = 300 
@PKYLF[2] = 500 
 
@PKYWI[0] = 150 
@PKYWI[1] = 100 
@PKYWI[2] = 100 
 
@PKYHT[0] = 100 
@PKYHT[1] = 100 
@PKYHT[2] = 100 
 
@PKYAT[0] = 1029 
@PKYAT[1] = 0 
@PKYAT[2] = 0 
 
@PKYL1[0] = TXUP 
@PKYL1[1] = TXDOWN 
@PKYL2[1] = TX0 
@PKYL1[2] = TXP7TX 
 
@PKYLD[1] = T 
@PKYLT[1] = T 
 
IF( @PKYPR[2] ) 
 @PMIDS = F 
ENDIF 
 
IF( @IPL ) 
 @PMIDS = T 
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ENDIF 
 
@PEDVI[0] = T 
@PEDVI[1] = T 
@PEDVI[2] = T 
@PEDVI[3] = T 
 
@PEDRO[0] = T 
@PEDRO[1] = T 
@PEDRO[2] = T 
@PEDRO[3] = F 
 
@PEDLF[0] = 150 
@PEDLF[1] = 150 
@PEDLF[2] = 150 
@PEDLF[3] = 750  
 
@PEDTP[0] = 10 
@PEDTP[1] = 155 
@PEDTP[2] = 300 
@PEDTP[3] = 350 
 
@PEDWI[0] = 500 
@PEDWI[1] = 500 
@PEDWI[2] = 500 
@PEDWI[3] = 180 
 
@PEDHT[0] = 120 
@PEDHT[1] = 120 
@PEDHT[2] = 120 
@PEDHT[3] = 45 
 
@PEDFS[0] = 70 
@PEDFS[1] = 70 
@PEDFS[2] = 70 
@PEDFS[3] = 20 
 
@PEDVL[0] = @POSRG[0] 
@PEDVL[1] = @POSRG[1] 
@PEDVL[2] = @POSRG[2] 
 
@PEDCO[0] = 12632256 
@PEDCO[1] = 12632256 
@PEDCO[2] = 12632256 
@PEDCO[3] = 16777215 
 
@PEDSC[0] = 10000 
@PEDSC[1] = 10000 
@PEDSC[2] = 10000 
@PEDSC[3] = 10000 
 
@PCOVI[0] = T 
@PCOLF[0] = 850 
@PCOTP[0] = 10 
@PCOWI[0] = 100 
@PCOHT[0] = 40 
@PCOFS[0] = 20 
@PCOCN[0] = 4 
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@PCOTX[0] = TX0 
@PCOTX[1] = TX1 
@PCOTX[2] = TX2 
@PCOTX[3] = TX3 
 
@PGAVI[0] = T 
@PGALF[0] = 700 
@PGATP[0] = 80 
@PGAWI[0] = 250 
@PGAHT[0] = 200 
@PGASA[0] = 45 
@PGAEA[0] = 135 
@PGARA[0] = 100 
@PGATX[0] = TXP0TX 
@PGAVA[0] = @TICKS / 100000 
@PGAFS[0] = 20 
 
@PGAVI[1] = T 
@PGALF[1] = 700 
@PGATP[1] = 450 
@PGAWI[1] = 250 
@PGAHT[1] = 250 
@PGASA[1] = 90 
@PGAEA[1] = 450 
@PGAMX[1] = 360 
@PGAMN[1] = 0 
@PGARA[1] = 125 
@PGATX[1] = 0 
@PGAFS[1] = 20 
@PGAMT[1] = 12 
@PGAST[1] = 3 
@PGAHB[1] = 225 
@PGALB[1] = 30 
@PGAHC[1] = 65280 
@PGAMC[1] = 255 
@PGALC[1] = 65535 
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Program Digitizer 

Bar Code Reader and Camera Systems 
@PPDBG – set this true to display extra information when there are errors seen with bar code or 
camera. 
 
:130 = X offset from camera (in pixels) 
:131 = Y offset from camera (in pixels) 
 
:502 = pixels per inch, as set in PCP-APP 
 
@POUT[18] = bar code reader present  
@POUT[19] = de-select program at M30 
@POUT[20] = bar code read offset 
@POUT[21] = ZCAMRA – Z height set in stat mgt for camera height (counts) 
@POUT[22] = XCAMRA – X offset from camera to spindle (counts) 
@POUT[23] = YCAMRA – Y offset from camera to spindle (counts) 
@POUT[24] = X offset from camera (simulated – from PCP table) 
@POUT[25] = Y offset from camera (simulated – from PCP table) 
@POUT[26] = @ASIM=T 
 
@PIN[7]       = X offset from camera fiducial read 
@PIN[8]       = Y offset from camera fiducial read 
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@PIN[9]       = calculated angle offset from fiducial reads 

Touchkey PMI Variables 
(don't forget BMP option) 
 
PMI Touchkey buttons 
 
‘Standard Touchkeys’  - There are (12) standard touchkeys located in the upper-right corner of 
the Series 8 display page. 
 
‘Extended Touchkeys’ - An additional (12) touchkeys are available in the lower right hand 
portion of the display, accessible by pressing the F5 function key. 
 
The standard and extended touchkeys are programmed in a similar manner, but using different 
variable names.  The touchkey locations are defined as follows: 
 

  
 

00 

  
 

01 

  
 

02 

  
 

03 

  
 

04 

  
 

05 

  
 

06 

  
 

07 

  
 

08 

  
 

09 

  
 

10 

  
 

11 

 
For each touchkey, there are four PMI variables associated with it. 
 
Standard touchkey variables: 
 

Standard Softkey Variables 
PMI Variable Description 

@OTXnn variable name of the text string to be displayed on this key 
@OATnn attribute setting for the text display (color and size of type) 
@OLDnn set to 1 to create an LED on this touch key; 0 to omit it 
@OLTnn on touchkeys with LEDs, setting this to 1 will color the LED red
@OPBnn will be TRUE in PMI when the key is pressed 

“nn” is the touchkey number, 00 to 11 
 

Standard Softkey Variables 
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PMI Variable Description 
@MTXnn variable name of the text string to be displayed on this key 
@MATnn attribute setting for the text display (color and size of type) 
@MLDnn set to 1 to create an LED on this touch key; 0 to omit it 
@MLTnn on touchkeys with LEDs, setting this to 1 will color the LED red
@MPBnn will be TRUE in PMI when the key is pressed 

 
Touchkey text and attributes 
 
The touchkey text must be defined in the $KEY section of the PMI specification.  The maximum 
allowed number of characters is (16), which becomes two rows of (8) characters.  If the 
"@OTXnn" variable is set to 0, no touchkey is displayed in this area.  The first (8) 
 
The color of the touchkey text is set with the "@OATnn" variable according to the following 
table: 
 

CODE COLOR 
0 BLACK 
1 RED 
2 BLUE 
3 MAGENTA 
4 GREEN 
5 YELLOW 
6 CYAN 
7 WHITE 

Example (to display a CYCLE START button at location 00): 

$KEY 
CYSTPB = "  CYCLE START " 
 
$END 
 
@OTX00 = CYSTPB 
 
TB00   = @OPB00 & TUCHON 
TB01   = @OPB01 & TUCHON 
TB02   = @OPB02 & TUCHON 
TB03   = @OPB03 & TUCHON 
TB04   = @OPB04 & TUCHON 
TB05   = @OPB05 & TUCHON 
TB06   = @OPB06 & TUCHON 
TB07   = @OPB07 & TUCHON 
TB08   = @OPB08 & TUCHON 
TB09   = @OPB09 & TUCHON 
TB10   = @OPB10 & TUCHON 
TB11   = @OPB11 & TUCHON 
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TCHB00 = TB00 & /SAVT00 
TCHB01 = TB01 & /SAVT01 
TCHB02 = TB02 & /SAVT02 
TCHB03 = TB03 & /SAVT03 
TCHB04 = TB04 & /SAVT04 
TCHB05 = TB05 & /SAVT05 
TCHB06 = TB06 & /SAVT06 
TCHB07 = TB07 & /SAVT07 
TCHB08 = TB08 & /SAVT08 
TCHB09 = TB09 & /SAVT09 
TCHB10 = TB10 & /SAVT10 
TCHB11 = TB11 & /SAVT11 
 
SAVT00 = TB00 
SAVT01 = TB01 
SAVT02 = TB02 
SAVT03 = TB03 
SAVT04 = TB04 
SAVT05 = TB05 
SAVT06 = TB06 
SAVT07 = TB07 
SAVT08 = TB08 
SAVT09 = TB09 
SAVT10 = TB10 
SAVT11 = TB11 

3.20  Machining Center Amplifier Control and Clamping 
 
The amplifier functions described here can theoretically be used on any contouring axis.  The 
variables controlling these functions are arrays so each axis can be independently controlled. 
 
@NOAX[ ] 

This variable only takes effect in ESTOP.  When 0 (the default), the axis operates normally.  
When set, the axis is not used by the control.  Servo on (and any programmed axis motion) 
is disabled.  The PC should not display the axis.  This function is intended for the A axis. 

 
@AMPRQ[ ] 

When set, the amp is turned on by machine on (!@ESTOP).  When clear, the amp is not 
turned on by machine on.  Turns the amp off if it was on.  The amp will be turned on or off 
only if the axis is not jogging and there is no programmed move active.  This variable is 
used for the auto clamp function (described below) and for manual amp off (Z axis tool 
setup). 

 
@AMPON[ ] 

Read only.  1/0 = Servo is on/off. 
 
Programmed Amp on/off. 
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These m codes are intended to by used by APP cycles to turn the amps on and off (eg. for 
the Z axis in a tap cycle).  These codes should be programmed in a block by themselves.  
Any other codes in the block will be ignored.  There is one off m code and one on m code 
for each axis. There are exec only m codes and are not passed to PMI. 

M300 309   amp off 
M310 319   amp on 

 
@CLAMP[ ] 

When set, @CLAMP[] designates the axis as an auto clamp axis.  When clear, the axis is 
not an auto clamp axis. An auto clamp axis always has its amplifier off and its clamp active 
when it is not moving.  The auto clamp function is intended for the W and A (and possibly 
Z) axes.  The W axis is always an auto clamp axis.  The A axis defaults to auto clamp 
enabled.  M25 enables A axis auto clamp; M24 cancels A axis auto clamp.   For jogging, 
pmi must handle amp on/off and clamp active/release.  The exec inhibits jogging until the 
amp is on.   For programmed moves, the exec will first set pmi m code bits for m100 109, 
one for each axis.  When pmi sees the m100 109 bits, it must release the clamp and turn on 
the amp, then reset the m code bits.  The exec will then execute the move and stop at the 
endpoint.  When the move is complete, m code bits m110 119 (one per axis) are set, 
requesting amp off and clamp active.  When this has been done by PMI, PMI resets the m 
code bits. 
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The parameter editor is a utility of the Series 8 software that allows configuration of the software 
for different machine types, as well as setting the servo and axis parameters.  It is generally 
accessible only at the OEM password level, under the MAINTENANCE menu. 

Configuration (milling/turning systems) 

 
 

Some entries in the Parameter Editor are defined in 'counts' which refers to the 
resolution of the axes (i.e., one 'count' is the minimum unit of position feedback), 

while other parameters are defined as a measurement, such as inches or 
millimeters. 

 
Parameter Name 

Units :  
Acceptable Entry :  

Onscreen Text Aid :  
Description :  

 
 
Inch units? 

Units : Inches or Meters 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y for Inch units, N for Metric units 
Description :  
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This sets the mode of entry for other entries in the parameter editor, such as axis resolution, 
max velocity, travel limits, etc.  These units may be metric or inch.  Please note that this 
applies only to how these parameters are set in the parameter editor.  For the machine 
operation, the mode may be switched back and forth between inch and metric. 

 
Number of Axes 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 6 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter the number of programmable axes on the machine. 
Description :  

This parameter sets the number of axes on the machine that are 'programmed' or 
'interpolated' axes, programmed directly in part program blocks to make moves on the 
machine.  A maximum of 6 axes may be defined – and a maximum of 3 of these may be 
rotary axes. 

 
Number of Aux Axes 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 6 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter the number of defined auxiliary axes. 
Description :  

The parameter sets the number of auxiliary axes on the machine.  An auxiliary axis is 
independent  of any programmed axis, and its position and/or velocity is controlled via 
PMI. 

 
Letter Designation for axis N 

Units : alpha characters 
Acceptable Entry : X,Y,Z,A,B,C,U,V,W 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter the letter code to be used in programming the axis. 
Description :  

For each of the programmable axes defined for the system, they must be assigned a unique 
letter code.  Typically, rotary axes are labeled A, B, or C, and the other letters are used for 
linear axes. 

 
MC84 board revision 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 2 or 3 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter the revision number of the MC84 board (2.0=no fiber optic,  
   3.0=fiber optic) 

Description :  
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Newer MC84 boards are 'fiber optic', referring to the interface to the servo amplifiers, and 
therefore this parameter will most often be set to 3.  In early SERIES 8 systems, it needs to 
be set to a 2.  Note that even MC84 boards built for the fiber optic interface may be used 
for analog servo systems.  The term fiber optic for this parameter refers simply to the fact 
that the board is capable of interfacing to the fiber optic drives. 

 
Servolink type 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 3 

Onscreen Text Aid : Servolink interface protocol type (0=1.0, 1=1.2, 2=analog, 3=3.x) 
Description :  

Servolink is the high speed communications interface between the MC84 motion control 
boards and the servo amplifiers.  Early SERIES 8 systems used the '54' series amplifier, 
which used either the 1.0 or the 1.2 protocol.  Current SERIES 8 systems use the '84' series 
amplifier, which has the fiber optic interface, and uses the 3.x protocol.  Option 2 for 
analog is used when non-SIEB & MEYER amplifiers are used. 

 
Servolink ring 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 1 or 2 

Onscreen Text Aid : Specify which Servolink ring is used (1=fiber optic, 2=copper) 
Description :  

On systems using the Servolink interface, this interface can be copper or fiber optic.  If the 
servo amplifiers are series '54', it is copper; if the amplifiers are series '84', it is fiber optic. 
 
Both revision 2.0 and 3.0 MC84 boards support multiple Servolink amplifier channels (or 
rings).  This parameter specifies the ring to which the amplifiers are connected on the front 
panel of the MC84 board.  For revision 2.0 boards (’54 copper only), the only valid entry is 
1.  For revision 3.0 boards, 1 specifies the fiber optic ring; 2 specifies the copper ring. 

 
Probing input 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y to enable axis position latching via probe input 
Description :  

On systems with series '84' servo amplifiers, probing is built in to each amplifier; on other 
configurations a separate probe position capture board is required.  Use this parameter to 
enable probing for either configuration. 

 
Number of probe axes 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : up to maximum number of axes in the system 
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Onscreen Text Aid : Enter the number of axes whose position is to be stored when the 
probe triggers 

Description :  
Typically, a probe is used to capture the position of all axes simultaneously and this 
variable would be set equal to the maximum number of programmed axes in the system.  
Alternately, it is possible to capture fewer axis positions, in which case this parameter 
should be set to a value less than the maximum number of axes in the system. 

 
In-position tolerance 

Units : counts 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 100 

Onscreen Text Aid : Distance from endpoint (in counts) at which move is considered 
complete 

Description :  
When a programmed move is required to come to a complete stop at its endpoint and the 
vector distance of all axes programmed in the move to the move endpoint is less than this 
value, the move is considered complete.   At this time any delayed operations in the block 
will be executed, after which the next programmed block will be executed (except in the 
case of a programmed stop). 

 
Velocity error tolerance 

Units : counts 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 20000 

Onscreen Text Aid : Error threshold for velocity error 
Description :  

Maximum distance in counts to allow as a position error before stopping the system by 
disabling the servos.  This amount of error must persist for a given time period before a 
fault actually occurs. 

 
High jog velocity 

Units : IPM/MMPS 
Acceptable Entry : up to maximum velocity for any axis 

Onscreen Text Aid : Velocity for high speed continuous jog, in inches/minute or 
mm/second 

Description :  
This velocity applies to PMI jog moves when @JGINC=0. 

 
Medium jog velocity 

Units : IPM/MMPS 
Acceptable Entry : up to maximum velocity for any axis 

Onscreen Text Aid : Velocity for medium speed continuous jog, in inches/minute or 
mm/second 

Description :  
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This velocity applies to PMI jog moves when @JGINC=1. 
 
Low jog velocity 

Units : IPM / MMPS 
Acceptable Entry : up to maximum velocity for any axis 

Onscreen Text Aid : Velocity for low speed continuous jog, in inches/minute or 
mm/second 

Description :  
This velocity applies to PMI jog moves when @JGINC=2. 

 
Maximum acceleration 

Units : IPS2 / MMPS2

Acceptable Entry : 1 - 150 

Onscreen Text Aid : Maximum acceleration for programmed moves, in 
inches/second/second or mm/second/second 

Description :  
Controls the maximum allowed change in commanded feedrate during acceleration. 

 
Decel Profile Adjustment 

Units : milliseconds 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 20 

Onscreen Text Aid : Time adjustment for linear deceleration, in milliseconds, 0=use 
round corner gain. 

Description :  
If this parameter is set to zero, then the 'round corner' parameters are used for calculating 
the deceleration profile.  Otherwise, his parameter sets the deceleration profile.  A larger 
number results in a longer deceleration time.  A typical value for this parameter is 3. 

 
Linear deceleration 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y to use linear deceleration instead of exponential (will cause 
overshoot). 

Description :  
This parameter is normally set to N. 

 
Maximum round-corner gain 

Units : 1/second 
Acceptable Entry : 1 - 100 

Onscreen Text Aid : Low-speed gain for move decel and round-corner blending, in 
1/second 

Description :  
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This parameter only takes affect if the 'decel profile adjustment' is set to zero.  This 
parameter sets the gain for low speed moves which is used during deceleration and round-
cornering.  The actual gain used at a given velocity is an interpolated value between the 
maximum round corner gain (at low speed) and the minimum round corner gain (at high 
speed).  Typically, the ratio between max round corner gain and min round corner gain is 
2:1. 

 
Minimum round-corner gain 

Units : 1/second 
Acceptable Entry : 1 - 100 

Onscreen Text Aid : High-speed gain for move decel and round-corner blending, in 
1/second 

Description :  
This parameter only takes effect if the 'decel profile adjustment' is set to zero.  This 
parameter sets the gain for high speed moves which is used during deceleration and round-
cornering.  The actual gain used at a given velocity is an interpolated value between the 
maximum round corner gain (at low speed) and the minimum round corner gain (at high 
speed).  Typically, the ratio between max round corner gain and min round corner gain is 
2:1. 

 
Linear Spindle 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y for a linear spindle (i.e. flying saw conveyor belt). 
Description :  

Special interpolation function used with the G33 threading command when gearing axis 
moves to an encoder input other than an actual spindle.  This parameter is used on a special 
configuration called the 'flying saw' for synchronizing Z axis position to a moving 
conveyor belt. 

 
Monarch Movement Restrictions 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y to inhibit simultaneous motion of W and Z, W motion when 
Z not home 

Description :  
This option is for a special configuration on a 5-axis Monarch milling machine and should 
not be used in other applications. 

 
ATI Program format 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 
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Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y to use ATI part program M and G codes, N for normal 
machining center M and G codes 

Description :  
ATI is a special part program format for printed circuit board routing.  Setting this to Y will 
reverse the sense of G41/G42, allow A-code radius designation on arcs, have the G92 code 
be a machine absolute zero offset, and enable special part program header blocks. 

 
Servolink Probing 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y to use probe input on Servolink amps; N to use SMA board 
probing. 

Description :  
The SIEB & MEYER Series 84 servo amplifiers have a built-in probe position capture 
feature.  If this is used for the probe input, set this parameter to Y.  If not, an external probe 
interface board from SMA is required. 

 
CRC Inserted Arc Limit 

Units : Degrees 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 90 

Onscreen Text Aid : Cutter Radius Compensation will insert an arc if the angle between 
two moves is greater than this value, in degrees. 

Description :  
To avoid possible gouging in certain conditions using cutter compensation, the CNC will 
insert a radius move rather than move to the compensated intersection of two moves.  This 
parameter allows setting of the angle between moves where the inserted arc will occur. 

 
Machine is lathe 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y if the machine is a lathe 
Description :  

If this parameter is set to “Y”, displays will be set up for a lathe rather than a milling 
machine. 

 
Rotary axis shortest path 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Y = Rotary axis moves to programmed endpoint via shortest path; N 
= direction based on sign of programmed endpoint 

Description :  
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If this parameter is set to “Y”, rotary axes will always move to the endpoint in whichever 
direction results in the shortest move; if “N”, the direction of movement will match the sign 
of the programmed endpoint (positive direction for positive endpoint, negative direction for 
negative endpoint). 

 
Block look-ahead 

Units : Blocks 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 50 

Onscreen Text Aid : Number of pending blocks to scan for deceleration.  0 = no look-
ahead 

Description :  
This parameter can be used for smoother motion on a part program that consists of a large 
number of short moves.  The control will check this number of future part program blocks 
for changes in velocity and project those changes backward.  Velocity changes will be 
applied early enough that the machine will be at the correct velocity for future moves. 

 
Number of HSSB 4x4 boards 

Units : HSSB boards 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 3 

Onscreen Text Aid : Number of HSSB 4x4 boards installed (0-3) 
Description :  

The 4x4 board is an array of 16 membrane pushbuttons with LEDs that comes in an 
assembly that interfaces to the High Speed Serial Bus (HSSB).  These boards are handled 
in a special way by the CNC software and PMI, and must be identified here in the 
Parameter Editor so that then can be used in the system.  The first board used must be set to 
HSSB address '27', the second one to '26', and the third one to '25'. 

 
Number of HSSB pendants 

Units : HSSB boards 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 3 

Onscreen Text Aid : Number of HSSB remote operator pendants installed (0-3) 
Description :  

The HSSB pendant is a remote operator device that interfaces to PMI.  Because it is 
handled in a special way by the SERIES 8 software, any devices used in a system must be 
identified here in the Parameter Editor.  The first board used must be set to HSSB address 
'24', the second one to '23', and the third one to '22'. 
 

Note:  the same I/O board used in the handheld pendant may also be used as 
a standalone I/O board, in which case it does not have to be identified in the 

Parameter Editor, and may be assigned to any HSSB address. 
 
Taper compensation 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 0.01 
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Onscreen Text Aid : For every inch moved by the reference axis, this compensation (in 
inches) will be added to the compensated axis 

Description :  
This parameter is used to apply a position correction on one axis, based on the position of 
another axis (e.g. lathe taper compensation, beam sag, etc.).  The distance moved by the 
reference axis will be multiplied by this scale factor, and the result will be added to the 
position of the compensated axis. 

 
Reference axis for taper comp. 

Units : Axis 
Acceptable Entry : -1, 0 - 5 

Onscreen Text Aid : Index of reference axis for taper compensation (0-(number of axes-
1)); -1 = no taper compensation 

Description :  
This parameter specifies the reference axis for taper compensation. 

 
Compensated axis for taper comp. 

Units : Axis 
Acceptable Entry : -1, 0 - 5 

Onscreen Text Aid : Index of compensated axis for taper compensation (0-(number of 
axes-1)); -1 = no taper compensation 

Description :  
This parameter specifies the compensated axis for taper compensation. 

Servolink SFU 
Spindle channel number 

Units : Servolink channel 
Acceptable Entry : -1, 0 - 9 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter the channel number being used for the spindle ( 1 for no 
Servolink spindle) 

Description :  
The spindle channel number is required if the spindle drive is part of the amplifier 
Servolink chain.  If the spindle drive is controlled via an analog interface through the 
analog Servolink interface board, this parameter must be set to -1.  The spindle Servolink 
channel number will immediately follow the last axis servo channel.  Example:  For a 3-
axis (XYZ) system, X = channel 0, Y = channel 1, Z = channel 2, and the spindle would be 
channel 3.  For a 4-axis system that also has two auxiliary axes for a loader, the spindle 
would be at channel 6. 

 
SFU type 

Units : Type #  
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 2 
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Onscreen Text Aid : 0=asynch w/o speed sensor, VF; 1=asynch w/o speed sensor, 
magnetization; 2=asynch with speed sensor, slip 

Description :  
The most common selection for this will be a "1" – for an asynchronous spindle motor with 
no speed sensor, using magnetization control.  Option 0 is a special case used on early tool 
grinding machines; option 2 is for spindles utilizing a sensor feedback. 

 
Analog spindle port 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 2 

Onscreen Text Aid : 0 = servolink-1 1-channel analog board; 1 = servolink-3 4-channel 
analog board; 2 = spindle port on the 82.01.0006 board 

Description :  
This parameter specifies what kind of hardware interface is used for analog spindle control. 

 
Accel to reference speed 

Units : Seconds 
Acceptable Entry : 1 - 50 

Onscreen Text Aid : Number of seconds to accelerate to commanded speed 
Description :  

This parameter sets the programmed time for the spindle to accelerate from zero to 
maximum RPM. 

 
Decel to zero speed 

Units : Seconds 
Acceptable Entry : 1 - 50 

Onscreen Text Aid : Number of seconds to decelerate to zero speed 
Description :  

This parameter sets the programmed time for the spindle to decelerate from maximum 
RPM to zero. 

 
SFU modulation frequency 

Units : KHZ 
Acceptable Entry : 12, 18, 30, 40, 60, 100 

Onscreen Text Aid : SFU Modulation Frequency in hertz. 
Description :  

Specifies the modulation frequency applied to the spindle motor phases.  The value is 
application dependent. 
SFU type 0 or 1: 30, 40, 60, 100 
SFU type 2:        15, 18, 30, 60 

 
SFU PI current control 

Units : n/a 
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Acceptable Entry : 0-7 
Onscreen Text Aid : SFU PI current control (0-7) 

Description :  
Applies only to SFU types 0 and 1.  Controls how the SFU responds to changes in 
commanded speed and changes in spindle load. 

 
Load Magnetization 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Dynamic magnetization current (0-255) 

Onscreen Text Aid :  
Description :  

Specifies the dynamic part of the magnetization current for load changes.  This parameter is 
always less than or equal to the idle magnetization. 

 
Idle Magnetization 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Constant magnetization current (0-255) 

Onscreen Text Aid :  
Description :  

Specifies the constant part of the magnetization current and affects the idle current. 
 
Number of poles 

Units : poles 
Acceptable Entry : 2, 4, or 6 

Onscreen Text Aid : Number of magnetic poles (2, 4 or 6) 
Description :  

Enter the number of magnetic poles in the spindle motor. 
 
Peak Current 

Units : peak-to-peak Amps 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 100 

Onscreen Text Aid : Peak current, peak-to-peak amps. 
Description :  

Enter the peak current allowed for the spindle motor being used. 
 
Rated Current 

Units : peak-to-peak Amps 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 100 

Onscreen Text Aid : Rated current, peak-to-peak amps. 
Description :  

Enter the rated current for the spindle motor being used. 
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I2T time 
Units : milliseconds 

Acceptable Entry : 0-10000 
Onscreen Text Aid : I squared T time, milliseconds 

Description :  
The I2T time sets the parameter for how long the spindle motor may be run at current levels 
greater than the rated current. 

 
Spindle hold current 

Units : Amps 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 10 

Onscreen Text Aid : Max current to hold spindle at zero speed, peak to peak amps. 
Description :  

Specifies the current applied to the spindle when zero speed is commanded.  Used to hold 
the spindle in position when zero speed is commanded. 

 
Max spindle slip 

Units : RPM 
Acceptable Entry : 500 – 21,500 

Onscreen Text Aid : Maximum allowed spindle slip, in RPM, 500-21,500 
Description :  

This parameter applies only to spindles of type 2, where a feedback sensor is present.  The 
SFU detects the spindle slip based on the commanded RPM and the measured RPM from 
the sensor.  If the slip exceeds the threshold amount, the spindle drive is turned off. 
 

 
Spindle counts/rev 

Units : counts 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 100,000 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter the number of encoder counts for one spindle revolution 
(0=no spindle input) 

Description :  
This parameter sets the number of counts of the spindle encoder that represent one 
revolution of the spindle.  This is used in determining measured RPM of the spindle, as 
well as position information for threading.  If this value is set to zero, the CNC assumes 
there is no spindle feedback present. 

 
Max spindle RPM 

Units : RPM 
Acceptable Entry : 0 – 300,000 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter the maximum RPM for the spindle. 
Description :  
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Specifies the maximum spindle speed that will be commanded by the SFU.  Also, this value 
is passed to PMI to be used in scaling the spindle commanded speed for a spindle drive 
using the analog Servolink interface board. 

 
Minimum spindle RPM 

Units : RPM 
Acceptable Entry : 0 – 300,000 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter the minimum RPM for the spindle (0=no minimum). 
Description :  

This value is passed to PMI to be used in limiting the minimum commanded RPM for the 
spindle. 

 
Millivolts for max RPM 

Units : millivolts 
Acceptable Entry : 0 – 10,000 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter the spindle amplifier voltage (in millivolts) which will 
produce the maximum spindle RPM (0 = no spindle output). 

Description :  
For spindles controlled by an analog output, this parameter sets the voltage equivalent for 
maximum speed of the spindle. 

 
Number of spindle DAC channels 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 2 

Onscreen Text Aid : Number of spindle analog output channels (0-2; 0=no spindle DAC 
output). 

Description :  
This parameter specifies the number of analog spindles on the machine. 

Servolink Amps 
The 'Servolink amps' tab will display if the system is configured for Servolink amplifiers.  It will 
not be displayed if a non-Servolink system is configured.  For Servolink systems, the amplifiers 
are programmed with the motor parameter information. 
 
Sub-tabs will be created for each axis defined in the configuration, with the letter for each axis as 
the tab label.  Each axis has the same parameter list 
 
Linear amp/motor 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y if this channel uses a linear Servolink amplifier. 
Description :  
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A linear motor (also called a 'torque motor' for rotary table direct drive motors), requires a 
different amplifier version than a rotary motor, and has different parameters associated with 
it. 

 
Linear scale 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Motor feedback type (N=resolver, Y=linear scale) 
Description :  

The Series 84 servo amplifiers support either resolver or linear scale feedback for position, 
and this parameter sets which one is used. 

 
Motor poles 

Units : Poles 
Acceptable Entry : 4, 6, 8, or 10 

Onscreen Text Aid : Number of motor poles (4, 6, 8, or 10) 
Description :  

This specifies the number of magnetic poles on the motor being used for this axis. 
 
Max RPM or meters/min 

Units : RPM or meters/min 
Acceptable Entry : 1 - 6000 

Onscreen Text Aid : For linear motor amplifier, maximum meters/min; for rotary motor 
amplifier, maximum RPM. 

Description :  
This parameter is used to set the maximum speed capability of the motor – note that this 
may not be the maximum speed that the motor will be used in this application; rather it is 
the maximum rated speed of the motor.  This parameter has two meanings, depending on 
the type of servo amplifier (for linear or rotary motor).  For a rotary motor amplifier, this 
parameter is normally set to 6000 

 
RPM at max feedrate 

Units : RPM 
Acceptable Entry : 1 - 6000 

Onscreen Text Aid : Motor RPM when the axis is moving at max velocity. 
Description :  

This parameter defines the motor RPM required to achieve the maximum velocity for this 
axis as set in the 'Max velocity' parameter below.  This number must be calculated based on 
the desired max velocity, the lead of the leadscrew, and any gearing between rotation of the 
motor and rotation of the ball screw. 

Example for setting RPM at max feedrate: 
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Desired max speed of the axis    = 400 IPM 
Lead of the ball screw     = .25" 
Gear ratio of motor turns to leadscrew turns = 3:1 
 
1.  First calculate the number of leadscrew turns to achieve 1" linear 
movement 
 
 1" movement / .25" per rev = 4 revs per inch 
 
2.  Next calculate the number of leadscrew revs to achieve 400 IPM 
 
 400 IPM * 4 revs/inch = 1600 RPM (leadscrew revs required)  
 
3.  Finally, multiply the leadscrew RPM needed by the gear ratio, if there 
is one: 
 
 1600 RPM (screw) * 3 (# turns of motor to achieve 1 leadscrew rev) = 4800 
RPM (motor) 

Current limit 
Units : percentage 

Acceptable Entry : 1 - 100 

O urrent limit for this axis, as a percentage of the 
m. nscreen Text Aid : Amplifier c

maximu
Description :  

The absolute am  maximum current is set in a parameter below.  This 
parameter allows adjustment of that value as a percentage.   This parameter is set to 100 for 

ount of amps for

normal operation of 84 series amplifiers. 
 
Pea

Units : peak-to peak Amps 
k motor current 

Acceptable Entry : 1 - 100 
Onscreen Tex peak-to-peak amps. t Aid : Motor peak current, 

Description :  
T l ; it is the maximum current 
for this 

his information shou d come from the motor specification data
motor. 

 
Rat nt 

Units : peak-to-peak Amps 
ed motor curre

Acceptable Entry : 1 - 100 
Onscreen Tex peak-to-peak amps. t Aid : Motor rated current, 

Description :  
T ; it is the rated current for 
this mot

his information should come from the motor specification data
or. 

 
Mot ce or inductan
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Units : millihenrys 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 1000 

O uctance, millihenrys. nscreen Text Aid : Motor ind
Description :  

This dat om the motor specification data sheet. a should come fr
 

otor I2T time 
Units : milliseconds 

M

Acceptable Entry : 0 - ?? 
O I squared T time, milliseconds. nscreen Text Aid : Motor 

Description :  
The I2T signed to protect the motor from overheating, and is used by the  parameter is de
amplifier in a calculation that computes current output over time.  If high current is 
maintained for too long, then the servo is shut down.   This parameter is determined from 
the motor specification data sheet. 

 
 reference gain adjust 

 % * 10 
+

Units :
Acceptable 0 Entry : 800-120

O gain adjustment for moves in the positive direction nscreen Text Aid : Amplifier 
(1000=100%) 

Description :  
The basic calculation of commanded motor speed to achieve the desired axis velocity is 
made in the above example for the parameter "RPM at max feedrate".  In most cases, this 
should result in the desired speed.  This reference gain adjust parameter allows fine-tuning 
of any speed variation seen, by providing an adjustment of the commanded motor speed by 
the percentage entered here.  This parameter adjusts only moves made in the positive 
direction. 

 
reference gain adjust 

: % * 10 
- 

Units 
Acceptable 0 Entry : 800-120

O gain adjustment for moves in the negative direction nscreen Text Aid : Amplifier 
(1000=100%) 

Description :  
The basic calculation of commanded motor speed to achieve the desired axis velocity is 
made in the above example for the parameter "RPM at max feedrate".  In most cases, this 
should result in the desired speed.  This reference gain adjust parameter allows fine-tuning 
of any speed variation seen, by providing an adjustment of the commanded motor speed by 
the percentage entered here.  This parameter adjusts only moves made in the negative 
direction. 

 
roportional gain P
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Units : n/a 
Acceptable 55 Entry : 1 - 2

O r proportional gain, 1-255 nscreen Text Aid : Amplifie
Description :  

This parameter sets the proportional gain of the servo amplifier (velocity loop control).  
When starting a new system, this gain should be set relatively low (5) until it is known that 
the motor is stable.  Increasing this gain will improve the responsiveness of the drive 
toward maintaining commanded motor speed.  Generally speaking, it is better to have this 
gain as high as possible without creating an oscillation in the axis.  Gains of 20-40 are 
typical for good performance.  Higher proportional gains can sometimes be achieved by 
using the Notch Filter parameters defined below. 

 
tegrator gain 

Units : n/a 
In

Acceptable 55 Entry : 1 - 2
O r integrator gain, 1-255 nscreen Text Aid : Amplifie

Description :  
This par ntegrator gain of the servo amplifier (velocity loop control).  When ameter sets the i
starting a new system, this gain should be set relatively low (0 or 1).  Increasing this gain 
will improve axis acceleration.  If the value is too high, overshoot will occur.  A typical 
value for this for good response is between 5 and 10. 

 
ffset 

Units : n/a 
O

Acceptable 55 Entry : 1 - 2
O r zero speed offset, 1-255 (128=zero offset) nscreen Text Aid : Amplifie

Description :  
This pa djustment of the speed command for this axis.  A value of 128 rameter allows a
means no offset (values from 127 to 1 will increase the offset in the negative direction; 
values from 129 to 255 will increase the offset in the positive direction).  In general, this 
value should be left at 128 (zero offset).  The Series 8 has a software function that works in 
real time as an integrator to adjust for drifts in the amplifier speed command. 

 
otch filter 1 / Notch filter 2 N

Units : Hz 
Acceptable 2500 Entry : 250-

O r frequency, in Hz, 250-2500 nscreen Text Aid : Notch filte
Description :  
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The notch filter parameters allow improved velocity control of the servo amplifier to 
compensate for mechanical resonances that may be present in the machine.  If a mechanical 
resonance exists for an axis, setting the notch filter frequency equal to the resonance 
frequency of the axis allows larger proportional and integrator gains to be used; this 
improves axis performance.   Two different notch filter frequencies may be defined for 
each axis.  If only one notch filter is required, set the 2nd notch filter frequency to 2500Hz 
which effectively disables that notch filter.  For series 84 amplifiers, the notch filters must 
be enabled by setting the Notch Filter Enabled parameter below to Y. 

 
Notch filter enabled 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y to enable notch filters, N to disable 
Description :  

For 84 Series amplifiers, this parameter must be set to "Y" to enable Notch filters 1 and 2 
described above. 

 
Linear motor cycle length 

Units : mm 
Acceptable Entry : 0.5 to 127.5 mm in 0.5 mm increments 

Onscreen Text Aid : Cycle length, in millimeters, must be a multiple of .5mm 
Description :  

Linear motor cycle length from the motor data sheet.   This parameter does not apply for 
rotary motors. 

 
Linear scale cycle length 

Units : microns 
Acceptable Entry : 10, 20, 40 

Onscreen Text Aid : Cycle length of scale for linear motor, in microns.  Valid values: 10, 
20, 40 

Description :  
Distance between the lines of the scale from the scale data sheet.  This parameter does not 
apply for rotary motors. 

 
Linear scale resolution 

Units : microns 

Acceptable Entry : For scale cycle length of 20 or 40 microns, 1.0 or 0.5.  For scale 
cycle length of 10 microns, only 0.5 is allowed. 

Onscreen Text Aid : Linear motor scale resolution, in microns.  Allowed values 1.0 or 
0.5. 

Description :  
Enter the resolution of the scale feedback for the linear motor.  This parameter does not 
apply for rotary motors. 
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Linear motor sync current 

Units : peak-to-peak amps 
Acceptable Entry : 1 - 100 

Onscreen Text Aid : Synchronization current, in peak-to-peak amps, Max=motor peak 
current. 

Description :  
Maximum current that is used after the amplifier is turned on while the amplifier aligns its 
phases to the linear motor.   This parameter does not apply for rotary motors. 

 
Amplifier offset compensation 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y to have the amplifier offset automatically updated 
Description :  

If this parameter is set to Y, the amplifier offset for each axis will be recalculated whenever 
no motion is commanded on that axis. 

 
Servolink 4 channel 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 23 

Onscreen Text Aid : Amplifier channel assignment for this axis (0-23) 
Description :  

This parameter specifies the address of the amplifier used by the axis.  Amplifier address is 
set by the rotary switch on the top front of the amplifier, labeled “ID”.  For dual amplifiers, 
the first amplifier will have a channel of ID*2, the second amplifier will have a channel of 
ID*2+1.  For single amplifiers, the channel will be ID*2. 

 
Dual position feedback 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y if this axis has both linear scale and resolver feedback 
Description :  

When this parameter is set to Y, the axis has two sources of feedback available.  The linear 
scale will be used for motion, and the resolver will be used once the axis is in position. 

 
Resolver counts/in,mm 

Units : counts 
Acceptable Entry : 1 – 2,147,483,647 

Onscreen Text Aid : If Dual position feedback=Y, enter the number of resolver counts 
per inch or mm. 

Description :  
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This parameter specifies the number of resolver counts per inch (if inch mode) or 
millimeter (if metric mode) for a dual-feedback axis. 

 
Max DAC output, volts 

Units : Volts 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 100 

Onscreen Text Aid : The control will never send a voltage higher than this value to the 
amplifier for this axis. 0 = no limit. 

Description :  
The normal range of output to the amplifier is -10 to +10 volts.  If the amplifier requires a 
different output range, set that value here.  A value of zero for this parameter will result in 
the normal output calculation. 

Axis Data 
Axis type 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : I, M, R, RT 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter I for Inch linear, M for Metric linear, R for continuous rotary, 
RT for rotary with travel limits. 

Description :  
I and M define the axis as an inch/metric linear axis, for purposes of setting the resolution 
of the axis only (other parameters for distance and velocity are determined as inch/metric 
by the first option in the Configuration menu).  Rotary axes have their resolution defined in 
degrees, and there are two types: rotary axes without travel limits (they can rotate in the 
same direction indefinitely), and rotary axes with travel limits (there is a limitation to the 
total travel of the axis). 

 
Counts / inch,mm,rev 

Units : counts 
Acceptable Entry : 1 - 100,000,000 

Onscreen Text Aid : For rotary axes, enter the number of counts per 360 degrees.  For 
linear axes, enter the number of counts per inch or mm. 

Description :  
This parameter defines the resolution of this axis.  One count is the minimum unit of 
position feedback for the axis.  The control will interpret this value based on the AXIS 
TYPE parameter:  if it is an INCH type, then this is counts per inch; if this is a METRIC 
TYPE, then this is counts per millimeter; if this is a ROTARY TYPE (with or without 
travel limits), then this is counts per revolution. 

 
Max velocity 

Units : IPM, MMPM, degrees/second 
Acceptable Entry : up to max speed capable of motor. 

Onscreen Text Aid : Axis maximum velocity in inches/minute or mm/minute. 
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Description :  
Specifies the maximum commanded velocity for the axis.  The units of this parameter 
depend on whether the axis is linear or rotary.  For a linear axis, units are inches/minute if 
INCH UNITS = Y; units are millimeters/minute if INCH UNITS = N.   For a rotary axis, 
units are degrees per second. 

 
Millivolts at max vel 

Units : millivolts 
Acceptable Entry : 1 - 10,000 

Onscreen Text Aid : Servo amplifier voltage (in millivolts) that will produce the axis 
maximum velocity. 

Description :  
For analog servos, this parameter sets the DAC output voltage that equates to the maximum 
commanded speed for the axis.  Normally, this is set to 9000 (9 volts).  The maximum 
output capability is 10000 (10 volts). 

 
Scale offset 

Units : counts 
Acceptable Entry : -32,768 - 32,767 

Onscreen Text Aid : Distance from home position to encoder home pulse. 
Description :  

When a homing operation is performed for an axis, and the home pulse is detected, the 
machine absolute zero position is normally set at the location where the home pulse was 
seen.  The scale offset parameter allows setting the machine zero position as some distance 
+ or – from the actual home pulse position.   For new machines, this parameter would 
normally be set to zero.  If some future update to the machine is made (such as replacing a 
scale feedback), then this parameter is used to adjust the new home pulse position to the 
original position, thus not requiring a change to any other system or program parameters 
that relate back to machine absolute position.   

NOTE 1: when a homing operation is complete, the control moves the axis 
to machine zero automatically.  Therefore, if there is a scale offset defined, 

the scale offset distance will be moved at the end of homing.   
NOTE 2:  The scale offset re-defines the machine absolute position counter, 
such that if a G69 machine absolute move is made for this axis, the machine 
absolute position is adjusted by the scale offset.  For example, if the scale 

offset for the X-axis is 50, and the axis is programmed to G69X0, the X-axis 
position will be 50 counts from the actual home pulse position. 

 
False Zero 

Units : in/mm/deg 
Acceptable Entry : -1,000 - 1,000 

Onscreen Text Aid : Axis position at home pulse. 
Description :  
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This parameter will shift the zero position for the axis specified by the value entered for 
this parameter.  For example, if a false zero of -2.0000" is set for the X-axis, when the X-
axis is at machine absolute position zero (home pulse location), then the X-axis position 
register will be 2.0000".   

NOTE:  The G69 machine absolute program mode does NOT use the false 
zero offset in its calculation.  Thus, in the example above, programming 

G69X0 would move the X axis to its machine absolute zero position, and the 
displayed position would read 2.0000". 

 
Positive travel limit 

Units : in/mm/deg 
Acceptable Entry : -1,000 – 1,000 

Onscreen Text Aid : Software positive travel limit. 
Description :  

This value is the distance from the machine absolute zero position to the maximum positive 
move that can be made with this axis.  For rotary axes without travel limits, this value is 
ignored.  Software travel limits only take effect after an axis has been homed.  The control 
will inhibit moves beyond this defined travel limit. 

 
Negative travel limit 

Units : in/mm/deg 
Acceptable Entry : -1,000 - 1,000 

Onscreen Text Aid : Software negative travel limit. 
Description :  

This value is the distance from the machine absolute zero position to the maximum 
negative move that can be made with this axis.  Normally, the value entered here will be a 
negative number.  For rotary axes without travel limits, this value is ignored.  Software 
travel limits only take effect after an axis has been homed.  The control will inhibit moves 
beyond this defined travel limit. 

 
Mill/Drill offset 

Units : in/mm/deg 
Acceptable Entry : -1,000 - 1,000 

Onscreen Text Aid : Distance between mill spindle and drill spindle. 
Description :  

Originally designed for use with a dual-spindle CIM-X milling machine, this parameter can 
also be used for any similar requirement to shift coordinate systems based on PMI control.  
The coordinate system shift occurs based on the PMI flag "@FIX2R".  If @FIX2R is set 
=1, then the program zero for this axis is shifted by the number entered for this parameter; 
if set =0, then the machine absolute coordinate system is used. 

 
Home velocity 

Units : IPM/MMPS/DPS 
Acceptable Entry : up to maximum velocity for this axis 
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Onscreen Text Aid : Velocity for home move, in inches/minute or mm/second 
Description :  

This parameter sets both the homing velocity as well as the homing direction for this axis.  
For rotary axes, the velocity is in degrees per second.  A negative homing velocity will 
home in the negative direction.  

NOTE: for homing type 2 (jog into over travel limit and then home backing 
off the limit), the homing direction is the direction of the move away from 

the over travel switch.  Therefore, if it is desired to home using the positive 
over travel switch, it is necessary to set a negative homing velocity. 

 
Home type 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 0,1,2 

Onscreen Text Aid : 0=home immediately, 1=back off home switch, home, 2=jog into 
limit, home 

Description :  
This parameter selects one of three possible homing methods.  In all cases, successful 
completion of a homing cycle requires that the control see a 'home limit switch' signal, and 
a 'home pulse signal'.  The home limit switch signal must be handled by PMI, and can be a 
dummy signal that is always true, or be based on an actual switch.  The home pulse signal 
must be wired directly to the amplifier or servo interface board.   
Option 0 = move in the direction and speed of the homing velocity, and complete the 
homing when the first home pulse is seen after the home limit switch is seen. 
Option 1 = similar to option 0, but if the home limit switch is seen prior to the start of the 
homing move, the axis will be moved in the opposite direction of the homing direction until 
the home limit switch is not seen, then reverse direction to home into the switch. 
Option 2 (most common) = the axis starts moving in the direction opposite the homing 
velocity until it reaches the over travel switch, then the direction is reversed, and homing is 
complete when the first home pulse is seen after leaving the over travel switch. 

 
Auto clamp 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Y=axis is clamped when no motion is commanded. 
Description :  

This option is used for an axis that must be clamped at the end of every move.  When an 
axis is clamped, the position control must go into open loop mode, to avoid excessive 
current caused by any position error.  Special M-codes are defined that interface the 
executive software to PMI to control physical clamp/unclamp of the axis and coordinate 
this with the motion control software.  This parameter should not be set to "Y" unless the 
PMI software is properly written to support the clamping operation. 

 
Hold Gain 

Units : 1/second 
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Acceptable Entry : 1 - 100 
Onscreen Text Aid : Axis gain when no motion is commanded, in 1/second. 

Description :  
This parameter sets the position loop holding gain for an axis when no motion is 
commanded.  The higher the gain, the stiffer the position loop for holding the axis.  If the 
gain is set too high, axis oscillation will occur.  A holding gain of 30-40 is typical. 

 
Jog Gain 

Units : 1/second 
Acceptable Entry : 1 - 100 

Onscreen Text Aid : Axis gain while jogging, in 1/second. 
Description :  

This parameter sets the position loop gain for an axis when a jogging move is commanded.  
A jogging move is any move commanded in manual mode via PMI (i.e. continuous jogs, 
incremental jogs, and park moves).  Jogging moves are controlled with a simple following 
error algorithm.  The higher the jogging gain, the tighter the control loop for the axis, and 
the shorter the deceleration curve.  Jogging gains will typically be significantly less than the 
holding gain; typically half the holding gain.  If the jogging gain is set too high, axis 
overshoot will occur at the end of the move.  A jogging gain of 15-20 is typical. 

 
Integrator Gain 

Units : 1/second 
Acceptable Entry : .001 - .500 

Onscreen Text Aid : Integrated gain for offset correction, in 1/second 
Description :  

This gain is used during periods where no motion is commanded for an axis to establish a 
DAC offset that results in zero measured speed.  The higher the integrator gain, the faster 
the control attempts to correct for zero speed variations.  In general, it is best to set this gain 
very low, at a value around .010. 

 
Error integrator limit 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 1 – 2,147,483,647 

Onscreen Text Aid : Maximum accumulated value for integrator gain. 
Description :  

Limits the maximum error correction that the position error integrator applies to the axis 
commanded velocity. 

 
In-position deadband 

Units : Counts 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 100 

Onscreen Text Aid : Position error where deadband gain is used, in counts. 
Description :  
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If a non-zero value is entered for the in-position deadband, then the control position holding 
algorithm will use the deadband gain (see next parameter) instead of the holding gain to 
control axis position.  This feature was created for systems using a scale feedback that have 
backlash issues with the leadscrew, and minimizes axis 'hunting' for position with the servo 
motor.  As long as the axis stays within the deadband range, little or no output is done by 
the control to correct for position error.  If the position error exceeds the deadband amount, 
then the holding gain is used to correct position.  Typically, the deadband should be small, 
such as 2-4 counts of position feedback. 

 
Deadband gain 

Units : 1/second 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 10 

Onscreen Text Aid : Gain to be used instead of holding gain if position error <= 
deadband, in 1/second. 

Description :  
See description of "In-position deadband" for information about when this gain is used. 

 
Aux axis acceleration 

Units : IPSS/MMPSS 
Acceptable Entry : 1 - 1,000 

Onscreen Text Aid : Acceleration in inches/second/second or mm/second/second 
Description :  

For auxiliary axes, the acceleration may be defined on a per-axis basis (the acceleration for 
programmed axes is set in the CONFIGURATION tab). 

 
Home switch invert 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y to invert home switch logic. 
Description :  

This parameter only applies to axes which use analog servos.  It allows inverting the sense 
of the home limit switch.  On systems using Servolink servos, the home limit switch is 
handled in PMI. 

 
Home pulse invert 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y to invert home pulse logic. 
Description :  

Inverts the sense of the home pulse for analog servos. 
 
Invert feedback 

Units : n/a 
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Acceptable Entry : Y or N 
Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y to change encoder feedback direction. 

Description :  
The direction of counting (positive or negative) can be reversed with this parameter.   
 

NOTE: Tthe relationship of the feedback direction and the DAC output (next 
parameter) must be correct to avoid a 'runaway' axis condition.  If the 

system was stable to start with, changing the status of the 'invert feedback' 
parameter without also changing the status of the 'invert DAC output' will 

result in a runaway axis. 
 
Invert DAC output 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y to change the sign of the voltage output to the servo 
amplifier. 

Description :  
The direction of the DAC voltage relative to the commanded velocity direction can be 
reversed with this parameter.   
 

NOTE: The relationship of the feedback direction (previous parameter) and 
the DAC output must be correct to avoid a 'runaway' axis condition.  If the 

system was stable to start with, changing the status of the 'invert DAC 
output' parameter without also changing the status of the 'invert feedback' 

will result in a runaway axis. 

PCP/APP 
This section contains (50) variables that can be set via the parameter editor that are used for 
application-specific purposes.  These variables coincide with APP system variables :500 - :549 . 
 
The text for defining these variables should be set using the "NEWTEXT.ENG" file which is 
described earlier in this manual. 

NEWTEXT.ENG line numbers: 

1040":500"   ; text for APP variable :500 
1041" "    ; onscreen help text for APP variable :500 
1042":501"   ; text for APP variable :501 
1043" "    ; onscreen help text for APP variable :501 
 
    ... etc... 
 
1138":549"   ; text for APP variable :549 
1139" "    ; onscreen help text for APP variable :549 
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PMI 0-49 
This section contains (50) variables that can be set via the parameter editor that are used for 
application-specific purposes.  These variables coincide with PMI variables @PCP[0] - 
@PCP[49]. 
 
The text for defining these variables should be set using the "NEWTEXT.ENG" file which is 
described earlier in this manual. 

NEWTEXT.ENG line numbers: 

1140"0"    ; text for PMI variable @PCP[0] 
1141" "    ; onscreen help text for PMI variable @PCP[0] 
1142"1"    ; text for PMI variable @PCP[1] 
1143" "    ; onscreen help text for PMI variable @PCP[1] 
 
    ... etc... 
 
1238"49"   ; text for PMI variable @PCP[49] 
1239" "    ; onscreen help text for PMI variable @PCP[49] 

PMI 50-99 
This section contains (50) variables that can be set via the parameter editor that are used for 
application-specific purposes.  These variables coincide with PMI  variables @PCP[50] - 
@PCP[99]. 
 
The text for defining these variables should be set using the "NEWTEXT.ENG" file which is 
described earlier in this manual. 

NEWTEXT.ENG line numbers: 

2140"50"   ; text for PMI variable @PCP[50] 
2141" "    ; onscreen help text for PMI variable @PCP[50] 
2142"51"   ; text for PMI variable @PCP[51] 
2143" "    ; onscreen help text for PMI variable @PCP[51] 
 
    ... etc... 
 
2238"99"   ; text for PMI variable @PCP[99] 
2239" "    ; onscreen help text for PMI variable @PCP[99] 

Configuration (Multi-spindle lathe systems) 
Number of spindles 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 4, 5, 6, 8 

Onscreen Text Aid : Number of spindles on the machine: 4, 5, 6, or 8 
Description :  
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This parameter is used to match the configuration of displays to the actual machine, and to 
track spindle positions. 

 
Position of slide 1 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 1 - 12 

Onscreen Text Aid : Clock position: 1-12 (12 at top of machine, 6 at bottom) 
Description :  

This parameter is used to make the “wheel” display match the machine. 
 
Two spindles at bottom 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y for Acme, N for New Britain 
Description :  

This parameter is used to make the “wheel” display match the machine. 
 
Spindle index CW 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y if the spindle indexes in the clockwise direction, N for 
counterclockwise 

Description :  
This parameter is used to make the “wheel” display match the machine. 

 
Index = higher number 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y if a spindle goes to a higher numbered position when it 
indexes 

Description :  
This parameter is used to make the “wheel” display match the machine. 

 
Slide position, Group * 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - (number of spindles) 

Onscreen Text Aid : 0 = not used, 1 - (number of spindles) 
Description :  

If this parameter is set to a non-zero value for an axis group, that axis group will be 
assigned to the specified slide position. 

 
Slide position, aux axis* 
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Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - (number of spindles) 

Onscreen Text Aid : 0 = not used, 1 - (number of spindles) 
Description :  

If this parameter is set to a non-zero value for an auxiliary axis, that axis will be assigned to 
the specified slide position. 

 
Aux axis used by tool slide 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : 0 - 6 

Onscreen Text Aid : 0 = not used, 1 - 6 
Description :  

This parameter will normally be zero.  If not, the specified auxiliary axis will be assigned to 
the tool slide, i.e. it will be oriented in the Z-axis direction and can potentially be used for 
all slide positions. 

 
Z axis orientation, aux axis * 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y if the axis moves parallel to the part 
Description :  

If this parameter is set to N, the axis will be displayed as an X axis (cross slide); if Y, the 
axis will be displayed as a Z axis (end slide). 

 
Feed motor aux axis index 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : -1, 0 - 5 

Onscreen Text Aid : -1 = not used, 0 - 5 
Description :  

This parameter should be set to -1 if the Series 8 does not control the feed motor; 
otherwise, it should be set to the index of the auxiliary axis that controls the feed motor (0 
for first aux axis, 1 for second, etc.). 

 
Feed motor time for 360 degrees 

Units : .01 seconds 
Acceptable Entry : 1 – 32,767 

Onscreen Text Aid : The amount of time to rotate one revolution at max feed, units of .01 
second 

Description :  
This parameter specifies the amount of time it takes the feed motor to make one complete 
revolution. 

 
Near home = all clear 
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Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y to have axes considered clear when they are at home 
position 

Description :  
Normally, this parameter will be set to N, meaning the machine axes are considered to be 
clear for carrier index when they are at their program start/end positions.  If this parameter 
is set to Y, the axes will be considered clear when they are at their home positions. 

 
Jog to start Z first 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y to have Z move before X when doing a jog to start 
Description :  

If this parameter is set to Y, the Z axes will be moved to their start positions before the X 
axes. 

 
Jog to start X first 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : Y or N 

Onscreen Text Aid : Enter Y to have X move before Z when doing a jog to start 
Description :  

If this parameter is set to Y, the X axes will be moved to their start positions before the Z 
axes. 

 
Taper compensation, Group * 

Units : n/a 
Acceptable Entry : -0.01 - 0.01 

Onscreen Text Aid : Ratio of X axis motion/Z axis motion 
Description :  

Taper compensation is used to correct for machine misalignment.  For each axis group, the 
specified amount will be added to the X axis position for every unit movement of the Z 
axis.  For example, if axis group 1 has a taper compensation value of 0.0001, then the part 
will be made 0.0001 inch bigger for every inch of Z axis travel. 
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